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Tigers Look to Avenge 1989 Loss to Duke
You can bet your last Tiger paw the Tigers
will not take Duke lightly when the Blue Devils
meet Clemson in Death Valley today. A year
ago that might have been the case when they
traveled to Durham, NC as the number-seven
ranked team in the nation with a 4-0 record.
Duke entered the contest with a 1 -3 mark and
had not beaten Clemson in nine years.
A 14-0 first period Clemson lead gave the
Tigers further reason for confidence. But,
Duke went to work in the air and on the ground
behind quarterback Billy Ray and fullback
Randy Cuthbert. Ray hit Chris Brown with a
seven-yard scoring pass with 3:18 left and
Duke had a 21 -1 7 upset victory.
Cuthbert, now a junior, can trace the be-
ginning of his stardom to that game. He went
on to earn first-team AII-ACC honors, gained
1 ,023 yards rushing and scored 10 TDs. He
also caught 50 passes for another 470 yards
last year. The native of Chalfont, PA set a
Duke single game record with 234 yards on 32
attempts against Georgia Tech and broke the
school's record for all-purpose rushing in the
same game with 31 1 yards. Not bad for
someone who entered the season as the third-
team fullback.
The electrical engineering major is again a
leader on the Duke offense, an offense that
has not been as productive in the first year of
the decade of the nineties as it was in the final
year in the decade of the eighties. Cuthbert
has 1 80 yards in 40 attempts so far this year,
but Duke has just 248 yards rushing
as a team all year. The loss of some
outstanding seniors off last year's of-
fensive line has a lot to do with that.
Dave Brown is expected to be the
starting quarterback for Duke on Sat-
urday. The Westtield, NJ native was
the backup at the start of last year and
the start of this season, but in both
seasons he has moved ahead of Ray
on the Stat sheet and the depth chart.
Brown hit 15-20 passes against Vir-
ginia, was 24-36 for 444 yards and
four TDs against Wake Forest, and
concluded the regular season by hit-
ting 33-54 for 479 yards and three TDs
against North Carolina. That game
clinched a share of the ACC title with
Virginia, Duke's first piece of the
championship pie since 1962.
This year Brown has completed
56 percent of his passes for 429 yards.
His efficiency figure is down to 1 09. 1
,
a good deal below his 161 of 1989.
But, he is still one of the top all-around
medium range passers in the nation.
He is listed as a junior in the Duke
press guide, but he did not play as a
freshman in 1988 and could play two
more years.
Barry Wilson is the head coach of the Blue
Devils and he is no stranger to Clemson. He
has coached against Clemson as an assistant
at Georgia and Duke, but he has also contrib-
uted to a Clemson loss as a player. In 1 964,
Vince Dooley's first year at Georgia and
Wilson's last year as a player, he helped the
Bulldogs to a 19-7 victory in Athens over the
Tigers when he intercepted a pass and ran it
back 1 6 yards for a touchdown.
Wilson has had an interesting career in
coaching and the military. While he was with
the US Army Infantry in 1 967-68 he served as
a Presidential Honor Guard at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier, had to deal with riots when
fVlartin Luther King was assassinated in
Memphis, and served as a military guard at the
burial of Robert F. Kennedy in 1968.
Young Backs Lead Tigers
Clemson first-year freshmen Ronald Wil-
liams and Derrick Witherspoon combined for
306 yards in just 24 attempts in Clemson's 48-
victory over Appalachian State last Saturday.
The tailback duo had landmark efforts as they
helped set a Clemson record for most yards
rushing in a game by first-year freshmen.
Williams, a native of Ninety-Six, SC, played
on a AA high school team that had only 20
players on its roster at times. That meant
automatic two-platoon football all the time.
Williamsgained 183 yards in 14rushes against
the Mountaineers, a total that tied for the
Pressuring thequarterbackwill be important forClemson's
#3 ranked defense today against Duke. Chester lUlcGlockton
will be a key figure for the Tigers.
second most yards ever by a Clemson fresh-
man, the second most ever by a first-year
freshman, and the most yards in a game by
any Tiger since Terry Allen gained 183 yards
against Virginia in 1987.
Williams also scored three touchdowns in
the game, the first first-year freshman to record
three touchdowns in a single game in Clemson
history. You don't have to go back very far to
find the last time any Tiger had three TDs in a
single game. Joe Henderson did it at North
Carolina last season and Terry Allen also
turned the trick at Florida State in 1989.
Derrick Witherspoon was not to be outdone.
The native of Sumter gained 123 yards in 10
attempts against Appalachian State. Included
in that total was an 81 -yard run, the longest by
a Clemson back in Death Valley since 1950
when Billy Hair went 87 yards against Furman.
Overall, it tied for the eighth longest run from
scrimmage in Clemson history.
Williams is Clemson's leading rusher en-
tering the Duke game with 268 yards, while
Witherspoon has 169 and ranks third. Both
are already in the top 1 in Clemson history in
rushing yards in a single season by a first-year
freshman. Ken Callicutt has the record with
505 yards in 1 973, while Chuck McSwain had
443 in 1 979 when he was the ACC Rookie-of-
the-Year. Williams's figure is already fifth best
among first-year Clemson freshmen, while
Witherspoon's total is 10th.
King's Fabulous Game Recalled
Ronald Williams's 183 yards rush-
ing tied for the second best rushing
game by a Clemson freshman and it
was the second best ever by a first-
year freshman. The record tor a single
game by a first-year or red-shirt fresh-
man is 234 yards by Don King against
Fordham in 1952. Clemson and the
Rams battled to a 12-12 tie that day
and it was first-year freshman King
who kept the Tigers in the game. King
was normally a quarterback, but inju-
ries this day forced Frank Howard to
move King to tailback. It was the only
game all year and the rest of his career
that King played that position.
In other words. King played one game
in his career at tailback, rushed for
234 yards in that game, then never
played the position again over the
course of a game the rest of his career.
Both Clemson Football Teams in
Top 20
Clemson is ranked in the top 20 in
football and soccer this week. The
Tiger football team is 1 8th in the latest
UPl poll, while Dr. I.M. Ibrahim's team
is fourth in the latest ISAA coaches
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Statistically Speaking
1 990 Clemson Stats (3-1 ) 1 990 Duke Stats (1-2)
Rushing le Yds Avg TD LQ Rushing IE Yds Avg 1 U Lis
Ronald Williams 28 258 9.2 4 46 Randy Cuthbert 40 180 4.5 1 23
Howard Hall 40 189 4.7 1 24 Chris Brown 1
1
55 5.0 16
Derrick WItherspooon 18 169 9.3 1 81 Leroy Gallman 7 34 4.9 1 14
Rodney Blunt 35 83 2.3 2 1
1
Marcus Dyer 1_ cs.
A
U c&
DeChane Cameron 2Z S4 12 2 25 DUKE 75 248 3.3 2 23
CLEMSON 212 1017 4.8 12 81 OPPONENTS 153 619 4.0 8 35
OPPONENTS 140 271 1.9 2 36
Passing Cmp M In! Yds TD Pet Passing Cmp All In* V/4eint Yos IB
Cameron 36 77 Q 4£Q 2 4Q 46.7 Dave Brown 41 73 2 429 2 25 .562
CLEMSON 37 84 479 2 40 .440 Pi|iy Ray 19 ^ 2 222 Q 25 .543
OPPONENTS 51 124 6 574 2 43 .411 UUKt bo 112 5 672 2 35 ceo.DOJ
OPPONENTS 52 73 1 610 6 45 .712
Receiving Rec Yds Avg TD LS
• •
n?c?|ving Rec Yds Avg IB
Terry Smith 16 221 13.8 34 Aaron Shaw 15 163 10.9 18
Doug Thomas 7 141 20.1 37 Marc Mays 13 164 12.6 1 35
Rodney Blunt 3 13 4.3 11 Randy Cuthbert 11 62 5.60 18
Larry Ryans a 42 16.3 1 4Q Darryl Clements 6 70 11.7 23
CLEMSON 37 479 12.9 2 40 Stanley Dorsev 2 54 18.0 1 21
OPPONENTS 51 574 11.2 2 43 DUKE 63 672 10.7 2 35
OPPONENTS 52 610 11.7 6 45
Tackles Ns Tackles Na Tackles Nfi Tackles NS2
Rob Bodine 31 Chester McGlockton 17 Darrel Spells 41 Derrick Jackson 18
Ed McDaniel 30 Levon Kirkland 16 Erwin Sampson 32 Duane Marks 16
Doug Brewster 28 Arlington Nunn 13 Mark Allen 30 Travis Pearson 14
Vance Hammond 21 Brentson Buckner 12 Scott Youmans 21 Wyatt Smith 14
Robert O'Neal 18 Wayne Simmons 12 Scott Berdan 20 Brad Sherrod 14
Kenzil Jackson 18 John Johnson 12
1990 Clemson Schedule 1990 Duke Schedule
Date Site Opponent Score/Time Date Site Opponent Score/Time
Sept. 1 H Long Beach St. 59-0 Sept. 1 A South Carolina 10-21
Sept. 8 A Virginia 7-20 Sept. 15 A Northwestern 27-24
Sept. 15 N1 Maryland 18-17 Sept. 22 H Virginia 0-59
Sept. 22 H Appalachian St. 48-0 Sept. 29 A Clemson 12:10
Sept. 29 H Duke 12:10 Oct. 6 A Army 1:00
Oct. 6 H Georgia 1:00 Oct. 13 H Western Carolina 1:30
Oct. 13 A Georgia Tech 12:10 Oct. 20 H Maryland 1:30
Oct. 20 A N.C. State 12:10 Oct. 27 A Georgia Tech 12:10
Oct. 27 A Wake Forest 1:00 Nov. 3 H Wake Forest 1:30
Nov. 3 H North Carolina 12:10 Nov. 10 A N.C. State 1:00
Nov. 17 H South Carolina 1:00 Nov. 17 H North Carolina 12:10
N1 at Baltimore Memorial Stadium
poll. Clemson's soccer team will be in action
Sunday with a 2:00 PM battle with N.C. State,
also a top 20 team, at Riggs Field. This game
could determine the ACC soccer champion ?.s
the Tigers and Wolfpack are the only two ACC
teams left without a league loss. The Tiger
soccerteam already owns two victories against
teams ranked in the top 12 in the nation.
The last time Clemson's soccer and foot-
ball teams finished in the top 20 of their respec-
tive polls was 1 987. The soccer team won the
national championship that season, while the
football team was 1 2th in the final AP poll. Last
week, Clemson, Washington and Virginia were
the only two schools to have both its football
and soccer teams ranked in the top 20.
Gardocki with Two Huge Kicks
Clemson's top all-around football weapon,
Chris Gardocki, had a pair of mammoth boots
last Saturday against Appalachian State. One
was a punt and one was a placekick. He
established or equalled career bests in both
categories.
First, the native of Stone Mountain, GA
kicked a 57-yard field goal in the first period, a
boot that tied the ACC record for the longest
field goal. The kick was actually 57 yards and
two feet, but NCAA rules state, even if the ball
is just one inch short of the next yardline, the
distance has to revert back to the previous
yardline mark. Thus, it goes on the books as
a 57-yarder and ties the distance record held
by Obed Arin against Wake Forest in 1977.
Gardocki also had a 66-yard punt in the
game that pinned the Mountaineers inside
their own 1 0. The punt tied Gardocki's personal
best of 66 yards set at South Carolina in 1 988.
Gardocki now has four field goals over 50
yards in his career, including two this year. He
also had a 53-yarder at Baltimore against
Maryland this season. He has 20 career punts
over 50 yards and is currently second in
Clemson history in career punting.
Defense Outstanding
Clemson s defense has been outstanding
this season and the NCAA rankings give
credibility to the statement. Through four weeks
of the season Clemson ranks third in the
nation in total defense, allowing just 21 2 yards
per game. Clemson is also fourth in rushing
defense, allowing just 68.5 yards a game, and
is ninth in passing efficiency defense.
Clemson has been especially effective at
home this year. The Tigers have not given up
a point in Death Valley this year and Clemson
has racked up three shutouts in its last six
games everywhere. Long Beach State and
Appalachian State got into Clemson territory a
combined four times. Virginia is second in the
nation in scoring with almost 50 points per
game, but the Cavaliers got just 20 points
Doug Brewster is one reason Clemson has
not allowed a point in Death Valley this
year.
against the Tigers, 1 of which were the result
of a 79-yard punt return and a late fumble.
Virginia had just one long touchdown drive
against the Tigers the entire game.
The Clemson defense has been led by
middle guard Rob Bodine. A vastly underrated
player, the native of Velva, North Dakota has
31 tackles in four games, including double
figures in each of the last two games. He leads
the team in tackles for loss and sacks.
Clemson's balanced group of linebackers
are led by Ed McDaniel and Doug Brewster.
McDaniel has 30 stops and Brewster 28.
Defensive tackle Vance Hammond has been a
big play performer with 21 tackles and four
behind the line of scnmmage.
Chester McGlockton has become a con-
sistent player and is seventh on the squad m
tackles. Dexter Davis has also been a standout
with three interceptions. He is ranked 13th in
the nation in interceptions heading into the
Duke game.
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Whether you pedal or dash your way to the goal line, Tee Jays has a shirt
for you. Designed in a naturai-touch blend of50% Kodel polyester and 50% cotton for
unbeatable color and shape retention, these comfortable knits are part of the all-star lineup.
Tee Jays, P.O. Box 2033, Florence, AL 35630. (205) 767-0560.
H ft?'
tastman Cinemical Ptoducls. Inc
, a subsidiary ot Eastman KoOak Company, Kmgsporl, TN 37662 KODEL is Eastman s trademark tor ils polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabric or consumer textile products and Iheretore makes no warranties with respect to such products
M990 Eastman Kodak Comparty
IS Gardocki By Annabelle Vaugh
If someone were to write a novel or make a
movie about an Ail-American boy, Chris
Gardocki would be the star. His clean-cut,
blond-hair blue-eyed looks are the embodi-
ment of the boy next door. He always has a
smile on his face and a positive word for
anyone he meets. He is a favorite of fans,
young and old alike, and on Fan Appreciation
Day, he is always the last one on the field
signing autographs. And to make the picture
complete, he even has a couple of All-America
certificates to hang on his wall.
Just as an All-America boy should be,
Gardocki is a little reluctant to admit that this is
the image he presents. "I just take after my
mom," he says. "I've always listened to her.
She's so nice and I've just tried to be like her.
She always taught me that if you can't say
anything nice, don't say anything at all." And
Gardocki always has something nice to say. In
fact, in the dozens of interviews he does dunng
the football season, he spends almost as
much time touting his teammates and his
coaches as he does answering questions about
himself. And somehow, when he says he just
wants to do well to help the team and not for
himself, everybody believes it.
Clemson's third-team All-America and first-
team All-Atlantic Coast Conference kicking
star has definitely done nis share to help the
team in his first two years as a Tiger. He
ranked sixth in the nation in field goals per
game last year and led the ACC in that cat-
egory as well as winning the conference punt-
ing title. He is near the top of many Clemson
record lists, his name appearing among the
likes of all-pro David Treadwell and Dale
Hatcher. Last season he became just the
second player in NCAA history to rank in the
Top 10 in the nation in punting and field goals
per game in the same year.
Gardocki's illustrious career as a kicker
began many, many years ago, at the tender
age of three. "My brother. Tad, is four years
older than me, and he was on a regular soccer
team. I would just go out there and kick the ball
around while his team was practicing. I have
no idea if I was any good or not, but I had fun.
When I started playing football, I did pretty
well, i guess because I'd been playing soccer
my whole life and because I practiced real
hard."
Although he was named a USA Today and
National High School Coaches Athletic As-
sociation first-team All-American as a
prepster, Gardocki still wasn't the most famous
kicker to come from Redan High. His school
was also the alma mater of former Georgia
star Kevin Butler, who now plays with the
Chicago Bears and set an NFL record for
consecutive field goals made last season. "I
used to always act like I was Kevin Butler when
I was younger."
Gardocki's success on the football field
seemed to be as simple as something from a
fairy tale. Many major colleges were vying for
his talents after his high school days were
over. Going to a major college, having a
brilliant career, and becoming a legend in the
pro ranks seemed to be written in the stars for
everybody's All-American.
But things weren't that easy for Gardocki.
Although his golden toes seemed to be his
ticket to stardom, like thousands of others
across the United States, he suffered from a
learning disability - dyslexia. "I got a lot of slack
in high school," Gardocki remembers. "A lot of
the sportswriters were saying he can kick the
ball but he won't make it through school.' They
would write about it in the papers all the time.
It took me a few times to take the SAT and
every time I didn't pass it, it would be in the
newspaper. They said I would never even
make it to college. We'd go to games and
people would yell stuff about it, and it bothered
me pretty bad. But I would just do extra good
to try to prove them wrong. I learned to just
block it out of my mind.
"But my real good friends always helped
me and never let me get down on myself when
I just wanted to just give up. My tutor, Ms.
Beuglas, helped me with all my subjects since
eighth grade and really helped me get through.
We had a special class in high school and we
would have people come in and talk to us.
They told us about other people like Tom
Cruise, who have learning disabilities and
were successful. I learned to just block it out
when people said bad things about me. It just
made me work even harder."
True-to-form, Gardocki attempts to name
all of the people who helped him overcome his
problem, but stops halfway through. "I guess
I shouldn't name everybody, because I would
hate to leave anyone out."
But one person who the 6-2,
193-pound kicker readily
singles out is his brother.
Tad.
"My brother has always
been there for me and taught
me to have confidence in
myself. He'svery, very intel-
ligent and told me not to lis-
ten to everybody. He lett
home and started working
when he was 1 6 or 1 7 but he
always took care of me.
Whenever my mom didn't
have the money for me to go
to kicking camps and football
camps, he worked to send
me. He's the one who gives
me advice. He's the one I
talk to usually and whose
opinion I value the most."
Gardocki is also quick to credit his mother,
June, for any of the success he has enjoyed.
"She's very special. She raised me pretty
much by herself and always worked so hard to
get me whatever I needed for school or athletics.
She still works two jobs just to support me. My
mom is my role model. She would do anything
for anybody. One of the things that motivates
me to do well on the field is to think that I can
one day make things easier on her."
Since coming to Clemson, Gardocki has
worked hard to prove all those who doubted
him wrong. He has maintained a grade point
average high enough to keep him out of re-
quired study hall, and although he may have to
work harder than the average student, he has
not encountered any academic problems. "It
takes me twice as long to do assignments
compared to most people," he says. "I have to
read something three or four times before I
understand it sometimes, but I have learned to
just do it and not think about why I have to do
it. I think that mental attitude is important in
football also. I just don't think about it, I just go
out there and kick. It's second nature. When
I go out there and kick, I just block the crowd
and the other team out of my mind. It's like I'm
just out there by myself.
'I have also learned to handle pressure. I
would love to be put in the position of having
the game come down to one of my kicks
against Georgia, South Carolina, anybody! I
guess I try to overachieve. I'd always like to go
out there and not miss a field goal, but I know
that's a little far-fetched. You're gonna have
good days and bad days. But I'm confident in
myself and when I go out there I know I'm
gonna make it. I just want to do well for
Clemson. I guess I like the All-American'
image, but I would rather be somebody that
helps people the way people helped me.
"
it
Last season Gardocki ranked sixth in the nation in field goals per
game.
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Pick up a pair of Air Boss Sharks and experience life at the
top of the rood chain.
OS
On Monday mornings during football sea-
son, the athletic dining hall is a bustling place.
After taking Sunday off from meetings and
practice, it may be the first chance the football
players have to get together and rehash some
of the more glorious moments of the previous
week's contest or perhaps get a little teasing in
if someone happened to make a not-so-bril-
liant play. There are always several sports-
writers camping out, waiting to interview players
about the next week's opponent. And of
course, it is a time to exchange stories about
who did what on Saturday night and Sunday
over a hamburger and fries or maybe a plate
full of chicken wings.
Inside linebacker Ed McDaniel is usually in
the center of one of these boisterous conver-
sations on Mondays when he comes to eat
lunch, but only after he gets a little bit of
business taken care of. Before he punches
his meal card, joins his laughing teammates
or sits down to give a wnter his view of the
state of things, he stops by my table. I don't
have to ask what he wants any more, I just
simply state a number.
"Six," I said after the win over Long Beach
State. "Fourteen!" was the response after
the Virginia game. After the Maryland con-
test, "Five" was the lucky number. No, these
aren't my picks for that week's lottery, but the
number of tackles McDaniel accumulated
during the previous Saturday's contest. And
it isn't an inflated ego that makes McDaniel
question how many times he was able to nab
the opponent's ball carriers, but a desire to
reach a goal he has set for his junior season.
"My objective is to make 100 tackles this
season," says McDaniel, "and my goal is to
break my personal record."
His record is the 1 04 tackles he accumu-
lated during his red-shirt freshman season
when he led the team over the likes of current
pro players Donnell Woolford and Richard
McCollough and an AII-ACC player Jesse
Hatcher. He became just the second Clemson
freshman to lead the Tigers in tackles and the
first to reach the century mark, plus he earned
an honorable mention All-Amenca honor from
The Sporting News. "Shoot yeah, it surprised
me to lead the team in tackles with all those
great players on the team. One-oh-four' I
surprised myself to find out I could make that
many tackles. " Despite playing injured much
of last season, McDaniel ranked fourth on the
entire team in tackles and added to the repu-
tation for being a hard hitter he earned during
his rookie campaign.
Not too shabby for a self-proclaimed "small,
short, tubby young man " At 6-0. 225-pounds.
number-93 might not look like the hard-hitter
he actually is. In preseason scrimmages when
the Tigers practice in an empty stadium,
McDaniel has made hits that actually echo.
Those hard hits, which have become synony-
mous with the name Ed McDaniel, have caused
opponents to cough up the football four times
in his first two years at Clemson. ' I'm going to
tell you the truth, I ain't gonna lie," says
McDaniel with his vintage laugh. "I just like to
hit. I just want them to know I'm out there. I
want them to say, 'Look at that little short guy.
Darn, he's hard. An offensive lineman told me
after the Virginia game he was glad he was
leaving because he's tired of hitting on me."
Heading into the Appalachian State game,
he was leading the team in tackles once again,
just a step ahead of fellow inside linebacker
Doug Brewster. And speaking of Brewster, he
is another reason McDaniel stops to check his
McDaniel was thefirstTigerfreshman to record
100 tackles.
current tackle tally every Monday morning.
Clemson's dynamic duo has a friendly bet
going to see who has the most tackles every
game. By the time Brewster arrives in the
dining hall, McDaniel already knows whether
to hide or to meet him at the door with a broad
grin. "The inside linebackers compete against
each other with tackles. This competition makes
us play with more intensity and helps the
team.
"
The competition with Brewster might be
more of an incentive to McDaniel than any-
thing. Ironically, it may have been a wager that
has made "Eddie-Mac" into one of the top
linebackers in the ACC. At the tender age of
seven, McDaniel s Uncle Charlie bet him a
dollar that he couldn't make a sack in a game.
By the end of the game. Uncle Charlie was a
dollar poorer, and nephew Ed had decided he
wanted to dedicate the next few years of his life
to football. "I made that sack and ever since
then, I knew I could do it," he said. "I love
tackling!"
Despite his love of hitting his opponents, he
doesn't celebrate the way many of his more
expressive teammates do after making a stop.
"That's what I'm supposed to do, that's my job!
I celebrate a big hit by hitting them even harder
next time. But that doesn't mean that I want
things to be serious all the time. I can't operate
like that. Things need to be relaxed. When the
players get uptight, I try to loosen them up a
little bit. When the coaches get uptight, I try to
loosen them up loo. I like to act up and make
them think I don't understand what they are
trying to tell me. Right when they are about to
throw their hats on the ground and stomp
around a little bit, I say 'Oh, I think I got it now'
and smile a little bit and they know I got em.
"
To see McDaniel walking around campus
is somewhat of a shock to those who have
seen him on the football field. It isn't his short
stature that is surprising, because although
he may not be as tall as some players, his
stocky build looks as impenetrable as it ac-
tually is. But the surprising thing about
McDaniel is his demeanor. He always has a
smile on his face and a friendly greeting for
anyone he meets. Even after a tough practice
session or a disappointing loss, McDaniel's
laughter can be heard frequently. "I'm very
easy to get along with," he says. "If you want
to do something I don't want to do, I'm just
going to leave. Why get mad? That isn't
gonna accomplish nothing. Both of us are
going to get mad, argue, fight, then next thing
you know, we're going to have to look at each
other and apologize. If you don't argue, you
don't have to apologize.
"
Outside linebacker Wayne Simmons was
one person who was surprised when he
actually met McDaniel. When Simmons was
a prepster at Hilton Head High School,
McDaniel was earning a reputation for being a
defensive demon at Batesburg-Leesville,
earning Player-of-the-Game honors at the
North-South All-Star game in Myrtle Beach. "I
thought he was going to be a villain, " remem-
bers Simmons. "I expected him to be bald-
headed and mean as a snake. I couldn't
believe when I met him that he was the guy I
had heard so much about."
No one knows for sure what this season
might bring for the Tigers' young football team,
but there are some things that are certain. One
is that if Ed McDaniel is playing, he will con-
tinue to hit often and hit hard. Another is that
his friendly rivalry with Brewster will only gain
intensity. One more is that his name will stay
near the top of the Clemson defensive statis-
tics. And most importantly, whatever hap-
pens, Ed McDaniel will still have a smile on his
face. You can bet on it.
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nt Max Lennon
In the four years Max Lennon has been
president of Clemson. the university has be-
come one of the nation's top 1 00 research
universities (according to the National Sci-
ence Foundation), launched its largest fund-
raising campaign ever, and entered its sec-
ond century. But no single event during his
administration may have been more impor-
tant than this year's emphasis on strategic
planning.
At Lennon's directive, during the past year
Clemson faculty, staff and administrators
have developed a blueprint for Clemson's
future. As a result, Clemson enters the
1 990's better prepared than ever to serve the
state's needs as South Carolina's land-grant
university.
The strategic plan calls for increased em-
phasis on undergraduate education, the en-
vironment, advanced materials, and bio-
technology—areas Lennon considers critical
to the state's future.
"There is an urgent need to develop a
campus consensus about university priori-
ties, and that's been the goal of our academic
strategic planning process, " Lennon said.
"This year-long, faculty-driven process has
defined four areas where we should devote
greater resources, because they are areas in
which we are convinced we can be a leader."
Evidence of the potential for leadership in
the 1 990s already is emerging, particularly in
environmental sciences, to be the focus of a
$10 million research initiative launched by
the university in 1990. Lennon also sees
potential for national leadership in innovative
public-service programs, such as those in
agriculture, engineering and other disciplines
that enabled Clemson to help South Carolina
recover from the devastation of Hurricane
Hugo.
'Our goal is to become the model among
land-grant universities by providing educa-
tion with relevance," he said.
"As a land grant college, we have an
obligation to rural development and to help
eliminate the pockets of poverty and illiteracy
that remain in this state. Education is the
answer, and we have an obligation to make
education accessible to all people."
Lennon came to Clemson from The Ohio
State University, where he had been the vice-
president for agricultural administration and
executive dean for agriculture, home eco-
nomics and natural resources. Lennon was
also on the Ohio State Faculty Senate and
was co-chairman of the Governor's Commis-
sion on Agriculture.
Previously, he had served as dean of the
College of Agriculture, and as director of the
Agriculture Experiment Station at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, and as associate dean
and director of research in the College of
Agricultural Sciences at Texas Tech Univer-
sity.
Lennon is a native of Columbus County,
N.C., and earned his bachelor's degree and
doctorate from N. C. State.
"Our goal is to become




The Clemson president has been active in
a number of civic and professional groups,
ranging from his local Rotary Club and the
South Carolina Research Authonty to the
Board of Directors of EARTH in Costa Rica
which aims through education and invest-
ments aims to improve third world agricul-
ture.
In the fall of 1 987, Lennon was named to
the board of trustees of the Farm Foundation,
a national organization devoted to improving
research and education to benefit rural ar-
eas. He will serve a four-year term as the
university representative on the board, which
also includes farmers, legislators and ex-
ecutives of leading agricultural industries.
Lennon was appointed in 1988 to the
U. S. Department of Agriculture's Policy
Advisory Committee for Science and
Education Research Grants Program by
Secretary of Agriculture Richard E. Lyng,
and was a keynote speaker at the AgBio-
tech 88 international conference in Wash-
ington.
Last year Lennon was appointed to
chair a committee of top administrators
and federal officials from 1 1 universities
across the nation to work with congress
on legislation relating to foreign assis-
tance and international development. The
committee is a project of the National
Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges.
Lennon is married to Ruth Carter Len-
non and they have two children, Daniel
Ray (28), and Robin (25).
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Facing challenges head on: that might be
Ken Hatfield's most significant asset. It has
helped him in all walks of life, but especially
when it comes to football.
As a player, he helped Arkansas face
every challenge in 1964, when the Razor-
backs had an 11-0 season and won the
national title. As an assistant coach at Ten-
nessee and Florida, he moulded countless
players into top-notch athletes who com-
peted for Southeastern Conference titles,
played in seven bowl games in a 10-year
period, and ranked in the final top-20 five
times.
As a head coach, he took a dormant Air
Force program to a number- 1 3 na-
tional ranking and a pair of bowl
wins. He continued to meet the
challenges at Arkansas, his alma
mater, guiding the Razorbacks to
back-to-back Southwest Confer-
ence titles, something that had not
been done at Arkansas since Hat-
field was a player.
And now he faces another chal-
lenge at Clemson. His charge is to
continue Clemson's contemporary
excellence (only Nebraska and Mi-
ami had fewer losses in the decade
of the eighties). But if Hatfield's
track record for meeting challenges
is any indication, Clemson football
is in good hands entering the
1990s.
That track record has included
eight straight trips to post-season
bowls, including major bowl ap-
pearances in three of the last four
years. Hatfield is one of just four
active coaches to take a team to a
bowl each of the last eight years.
He is in noteworthy company as the
other members of that exclusive
club are Tom Osborne (Nebraska),
Pat Dye (Auburn) and Bobby Bow-
den (Florida State).
Hatfield has an overall record of
82-48-2 (.629), but he has won 77 percent of
his games over the last seven seasons (65-
19-1). At Arkansas, he posted a record of 55-
17-1 over six seasons, a .760 winning per-
centage. That percentage is second best in
Southwest Conference history as only
Darrell Royal (Texas 1957-76) had a better
percentage. Hatfield's SWC winning per-
centage was higher than 1 1 former SWC
coaches who are in the College Football Hall
of Fame, including Bear Bryant, Frank
Broyles, Jess Neely, and John Heisman.
The native of Helena, Arkansas, played in
two bowl games with the Razorbacks,
coached in seven post-season games as an
assistant and has been the head coach in
eight bowls. Five times he has coached a
team to a top 1 5 final ranking in the AP poll,
and he played on two other top 1 5 teams.
Hatfield-coached clubs have excelled of-
fensively and defensively, but they have
been particularly successful in rushing of-
fense and defense. Each of his last eight
teams have finished in the top 20 nationally in
rushing offense, including five top 10 fin-
ishes. His 1 983 Air Force team was second
Hatfield hopes to bring a team to a bowl game for the ninth
straight year. Only three other active coaches have a chance
to accomplish that feat in 1 990.
in the nation in rushing.
Two of his last four Arkansas teams fin-
ished in the top three in the country in turn-
over margin, including his 1988 team that
was first in the nation (Clemson was second
that same year). Defensively, his clubs have
finished in the top 1 5 in the nation in rushing
defense five of the last six years.
The 46-year-old Hatfield has coached in
three major conferences and with independ-
ent schools, giving him a diverse background
in the finer points of the game. It is one reason
he was named the third best teaching coach
in college football by Inside Sports Maga-
zine last summer. Hatfield began his coach-
ing career immediately after graduation. In
the fall of 1965, he served as an assistant
coach at Helena-West Helena High School in
Arkansas. In 1 966, he moved to West Point,
where he served as freshman coach for two
seasons. His 1 967 club posted a 9-0 record.
After the two-year stint at Army, he served
as an assistant coach at Tennessee for three
years (1968-70). The Volunteers went to
post-season bowls all three seasons (includ-
ing two major bowls), won a conference title
and ranked in the final top 20 of the
AP poll all three seasons, including
a number-four ranking in 1 970.
In 1 971 , Hatfield began a seven-
year stint at the University of Flor-
ida, spending four seasons as a
defensive backfield coach and
three as an offensive backfield
mentor. Florida played in four bowl
games during his career in
Gainesville and two more Gator
teams finished in the AP top 20,
including the 1 974 team that played
Nebraska in the Sugar Bowl.
Hatfield became offensive coor-
dinator at the Air Force Academy
under current New York Giants
Head Coach Bill Parcells in 1 978. A
year later, Parcells was wooed to
the Big Apple and Hatfield became
the Falcons' head coach. The Air
Force program had not had a win-
ning season since 1973. But by his
fourth season, Hatfield had an
eight-game winner, led Air Force to
its first-ever victory over Notre
Dame, and had taken the Falcons
to a post-season bowl for the first
time since 1971.
In 1983, Hatfield was named
national Coach-of-the-Year by the
Football Coaches Association
(Bobby Dodd Award) after leading Air Force
to a 10-2 season that included wins over
Notre Dame, Navy and a bowl victory over
Mississippi. It was the Academy's first-ever
win over Notre Dame in South Bend.
The next year, Hatfield succeeded Lou
Hoitz at Arkansas, where he would take his
alma mater to 55 wins in six seasons, six bowl
appearances and four final top- 15 rankings.
His 1 985 club finished with a 1 0-2 mark and
number-12 national ranking, the Razor-
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Hatfield teams have won 77 percent of their
games the last seven years.
These statements were certainly watch-
words for Hatfield as a player and these
experiences have helped him in his relation-
ship with his players. Hatfield played for
three years at Arkansas (1962-64) and he
was a starter on the National Championship
team of 1 964. A defensive back by trade, he
earned his fame as the nation's top punt
returner in 1 963 and 1 964. He also finished
as the runner-up as a sophomore and is still
the only college football player to finish in the
top two in the nation in punt returns three
straight seasons.
His most memorable play took place
against Texas in 1964 when he raced 81
yards with a punt return for a touchdown in
Arkansas' thrilling 14-13 victory. It was the
key victory in the Razorbacks' championship
season. Altogether, Hatfield scored five TDs
via punt returns in his career, including an
Arkansas record 95-yard return against
Tulsa in 1963.
An accounting major who earned his di-
ploma in the spring of 1 965, Hatfield was an
Academic All-American in 1 964 and was the
recipient of the Swartz Award, presented
annually to the top student-athlete at Arkan-
sas. The 1964 AII-SWC selection was in-
ducted into the Arkansas Sports Hall of Fame
in1989.
backs' first Top 20 finish since 1982. Four
times the Razorbacks rallied from fourth
quarter deficits to gain victory.
The 1 986 campaign was another year of
success with highlight victories over a nation-
ally ranked Texas A&M club and the Razor-
backs' first win in 20 years at Texas. Arkan-
sas advanced to the Orange Bowl and fin-
ished 1 5th in the final AP poll.
Arkansas won the 1 988 and 1 989 South-
west Conference Championship and the
Razorbacks never finished lower than sec-
ond in his six years at Fayetteville. He was
named Southwest Conference Coach-of-
the-Year in 1 988 as he took the Razorbacks
to the league title and a 1 0-0 start. Miami (FL)
defeated Arkansas 1 8-1 6 in the Orange Bowl
to stop the streak. Seven players off the 1 988
club (all recruited by Hatfield) were drafted by
the NFL, an Arkansas single draft record.
After last season's 10-2 ledger and sec-
ond straight SWC championship, Hatfield
was named Southwest Conference Coach-
of-the-Decade by the Houston Post. In-
cluded in the victories was a triumph over a
top-15 Houston team and Heisman Trophy
winner Andre Ware.
Hatfield has also had success off the field.
A recent release by the CFA cited his 1989
Arkansas class for excellence in terms of
graduation rate (over 75 percent), one of the
top 1 figures in the nation.
'Football is a part of a young man's edu-
cation. He learns about himself by playing
football," states Hatfield. "It gives him a
perspective of how to handle defeat as well
as victory. Our success at Clemson will be
reflected in the lives of our players after they
leave Clemson University. We want to help
make them the best people they can be. We
want to maximize their potential. That is our
challenge.
"
YEAR BY YEAR WITH KEN HATFIELD
Varsity Final
Year School Record AP-UPI Status Bowl/Opponent
Arkansas 9-2 6-6 Player Sugar vs. f\/!ississippi
1 ybo Arkansas 5-5 Player
* 1964 Arkansas 1 1 -0 2-2 Player Cotton vs. Nebraska
1965 W. Helena HS Asst. Coach
1966 Army 7-3 Fresh. Coach
1967 Army 8-2 Fresh. Coach
1968 Tennessee 8-2-1 13-7 Asst. Coach Cotton vs. Texas
* 1969 Tennessee 9-2 15-11 Asst. Coach Gator vs. Florida
1970 Tennessee 11-1 4-4 Asst. Coach Sugar vs. Air Force
1971 Florida 4-7 Asst. Coach
1972 Florida 5-5-1 Asst. Coach
1973 Florida 7-5 NR-20 Asst. Coach Tangerine vs. Miami, OH
1974 Florida 8-4 15-12 Asst. Coach Sugar vs. Nebraska
1975 Florida 9-3 Asst. Coach Gator vs. Maryland
1976 Florida 8-4 Asst. Coach Sun vs. Texas A&M
1977 Florida 6-4-1 Asst. Coach
1978 Air Force 3-8 Offensive Coor
1979 Air Force 3-8 Head Coach
1980 Air Force 2-9-1 Head Coach
1981 Air Force 4-7 Head Coach
1982 Air Force 8-5 Head Coach Hall of Fame vs. Vanderbilt
1983 Air Force 10-2 13-15 Head Coach Independence vs. Miss.
1984 Arkansas 7-4-1 Head Coach Liberty vs. Auburn
1985 Arkansas 10-2 12-12 Head Coach
1986 Arkansas 9-3 15-16 Head Coach Orange vs. Oklahoma
1987 Arkansas 9-4 Head Coach Liberty vs. Georgia
* 1988 Arkansas 10-2 12-13 Head Coach Cotton vs. UCLA
* 1989 Arkansas 10-2 13-13 Head Coach Cotton vs. Tennessee
Head Coaching Record - Air Force 27-31-1 .466 5 years
Arkansas 55-17-1 .760 6 years
Total 82-48-2 .629 1 1 years
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The success of The Campaign for Clemson depends on your annual gifts.
Hj Level 3 WM^S^^
Only
Clemson University closed the
doors on its first one tiundred years
by making history— launching its
most ambitious fund-raising effort
ever. The Campaign for Clemson:
A Partnership for Academic Excel-
lence is a five-year, $62-million
capital campaign that will propel
the University into its next century
with a solid base of support for
academic scholarships, professor-
ships, programs, equipment and
new facilities.
THE Cv5kA/IFiXIC»J FX n-t
CI^KMSON
.\ H\K IMiKSHI !H )l< M \\1 IWMK K.\< lil.I.ENX E
A major goal of The Campaign for
Clemson is to raise $6 million in
annual, unrestricted giving through
the Clemson Loyalty Fund. The
University is relying even more than
usual on its best and most loyal
donors to continue and increase
their annual giving. Otherwise, the
pressing needs and priorities of
scholarship, academic and library
programs will go unmet. Please
make your Loyalty Fund contribu-
tion to The Campaign for Clemson




The Founders ($10,000 or more)
Clemson Fellows ($5,000 - $9,999)
Presidents Club ($1,000 -$4,999)
Order of the Silver Tiger ($500 -$999)
University Club ($250 - $499)
Century Club ($100 -$249)
*Membership in our top three gift clubs
entitles you to participate in annual black tie
events and use ttie stadium tiospitality suite
prior to eacti home game.
S^CLEMSON^ LOYALTY FUND







proud to be a part ofthe winning
team at Clemson,
Environmental Landscaping has installed Toro
Automatic Irrigation Systems and provided our
professional turf services for all areas of Clemson
University Athletics.
TORO
''Excellence in Athletic Turf
Toro....your source for automatic irrigation and sprinkler systems. Irrigation Divis^^
]
WALLY AKE is responsible for coaching
Tiger inside linebackers, the same position
he held at Arkansas in 1 989. Ake also spent
several years coaching the Razorback de-
fensive line (1984-88), and was the defen-
sive line coach at Air Force for three sea-
sons ( 1 98 1 -83) . He spent the 1 980 season
as a graduate assistant coach at Arkansas
where he worked with tight ends and he was the linebacker
coach at William & Mary in 1979. The Hawthorne, VA native was
a three-year letterman in football at William & Mary and won all-
conference honors as a junior and second-team honors during
his senior season. He has coached three All-America players,
Wayne Martin (DE, Arkansas), Tony Cherico (NG, Arkansas),
and Chris Funk (DT, Air Force), and has coached one or more all-
conference players each year of his coaching career. Arkansas
ranked fourth in the nation in rushing defense in 1 988, seventh in
1 987, 1 3th in 1 985, and 1 4th in 1 984, seasons in which Ake was
the defensive line coach. Responsible for recruiting Maryland,
Virginia, parts of Georgia and Texas, and the Washington, D.C.
areas, Ake earned his bachelor's degree in physical education
from William & Mary in 1 972.
LARRY BECKMAN works with the Tiger
offensive line, concentrating mainly on the
tackles and centers after spending six
years as the offensive line coach at Arkan-
sas ( 1 984-89) . He also spent several years
at Air Force, where he was the offensive line
coach from 1981-83 and worked with the
tight ends and special teams in 1 980. Previ-
ous to his stint at Air Force, Beckman was the offensive line
coach at East Tennessee State (1976-78) and worked at his
alma mater, the University of Florida, as a junior varsity assistant
(1975) and as a graduate assistant in 1966. He was an all-
Florida defensive end in high school at Miami Edison and lettered
three years at offensive guard at Florida, where he was an All-
Southeastern Conference choice and an honorable mention Ail-
American in 1 965. Beckman also served as captain of the 1 965
Gator squad. Since 1 982, he has coached in eight straight bowl
games and Arkansas ranked in the top-20 in the nation in rushing
all six years he coached the offensive line. Beckman earned his
bachelor's degree in physical education from Florida in 1 966 and
his master's in the same field in 1967. His recruiting territory
includes Alabama, and parts of Texas and Florida.
LARRY BRINSON, a former NFL player, is
in charge of the Tigers' young group of
running backs as well as recruiting the
Atlanta, GA, and Miami, FL, areas, and
parts of Texas. The Miami, FL, native has
spent the past six years as the running back
coach at Arkansas (1984-89) and also
spent a year working with that group at Air
Force (1 983). Brinson was a four-year letterman at the Univer-
sity of Florida as a running back before entering the professional
ranks. He rushed for 1 ,1 05 career yards and nine touchdowns
with the Gators before spending three seasons with the Dallas
Cowboys, where he was a member of the 1 977 and 1 978 Super
Bowl teams. Statistically with the Cowboys, Brinson rushed for
1 24 yards on 26 attempts and gaining 502 yards on 23 kickoff
returns. Brinson also spent two years (1 980-81 ) with the Seattle
Seahawks before a knee injury ended his playing career. He
earned his bachelor's degree in physical education from Florida
in 1 983. Brinson has participated in 1 3 different bowl games as
either a player or coach and Arkansas ranked in the top-20 in the
nation in rushing all six years he served as an assistant.
LBS HERRIN is in the second season of his
second stint with the Clemson program
after coaching at North Carolina (1 988) and
East Carolina (1985-87). Responsible for
coaching the defensive line and recruiting
in South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
Herrin was the Tiger inside linebacker
coach from 1981-84. Before coming to
Clemson for the 1981 national championship season, Herrin
also spent a year as the defensive coordinator at Appalachian
State (1980). A Waycross, GA, native, Herrin earned his
bachelor's and master's degree from Western Carolina where he
was a four-year letterman in football and a team captain. During
his first two years at Clemson, the Tigers ranked in the top 1 in
scoring and rushing defense. Herrin also coached ACC MVP
Jeff Davis, who went on to be captain of the Tampa Bay Bucs and
1989 All-Pro Johnny Rembert of the New England Patriots.
Clemson ranked in the top-1 in scoring and rushing defense his
first two years at Clemson and last season ranked fifth in the
nation in scoring, rushing and total defense.
ROGER HINSHAW is responsible for
^^^1^ , coaching the Tigers' talented group of out-
side linebackers, a position he previously
held at Arkansas (1 984-89) and Air Force
(1 983). Hinshaw also worked as the defen-
sive coordinator at Livingston University
(1979-82) and as a graduate assistant at
Appalachian State (1974). Hinshaw
earned his bachelor's degree in Health and Physical Education
from Appalachian State in 1974, where he played defensive
back for the Mountaineers and led the team in interceptions as a
senior. He coached Kerry Owens, currently with the Cleveland
Browns, while at Arkansas, where the Razorbacks ranked in the
top 20 in the nation in rushing defense four of his six years.
Hinshaw's recruiting responsibilities include the state of Louisi-
ana, and parts of North Carolina and South Carolina.
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RICK STOCKSTILL is in his second sea-
son with the Tigers after joining the
Clemson coaching ?taff in February of
1 989. Stockstill came to Clemson from the
University of Central Florida, where he
spent four years as assistant head coach
and wide receiver coach (1985-89).
Stockstill's responsibilities at Clemson in-
clude coaching the Tiger quarterbacks and recruiting sections of
South Carolina, Georgia and Flonda. Prior to his stay at Central
Florida, Stockstill spent two seasons as offensive coordinator
and quarterback coach at Bethune-Cookman (1983-84). The
Sidney, OH, native earned three letters in football from Florida
State University, where he quarterbacked the Seminoles to
consecutive Orange Bowl appearances after the 1 979 and 1 980
seasons. Stockstill was also a 1980 and 1981 All-Southern
Independent and All-Metro Conference performer for FSU. He
received his bachelor's degree in physical education from
Florida State in 1982, where he was an honorable mention Ail-
American. FSU was ranked sixth nationally in 1979 and fifth in
1980. In his first season with the Tiger coaching staff as
quarterbacks coach, Clemson set a school record for completion
percentage (60%).
BOB TROTT serves as the Tigers' defen-
sive coordinator in addition to coaching the
defensive secondary. He spent the 1989
season as the defensive coordinator at
Arkansas, where he was also the defensive
back coach from 1984 to 1988. Prior to
working with the Razorbacks, Trott was the
defensive back coach at Air Force for three
seasons (1981-83), and worked with the Falcon outside line-
backers for three seasons (1 978-80). He was also a part-time
assistant coach at North Carolina in 1 976 and 1 977. Trott was a
three-year letterman at the University of Norlh Carolina and won
academic AII-ACC honors as a senior. He has coached five
professional players: Kevin Wyatt (f\/liami), Greg Lasker (N.Y.
Giants), Steve Atwater (Denver), Anthony Cooney and Richard
Brothers (Chicago). Ninety-five percent of the players he
coached at Arkansas received their degrees. Trott earned his
bachelor's degree in business from North Carolina in 1 976 and
his master's in teaching in 1 982. He is responsible for recruiting
Tennessee, and areas in North Carolina and South Carolina.
Hpi^HIH LARRY VAN DER HEYDEN has been at
^^^^^^^^^ Clemson longer than any other coach on
M~ \ 1 the 1990 staff after joining the Tigers on
January 5, 1979. The Brazil, Iowa native
^ \_4" f^Ji coaches the offensive line and is in his first
^ ^^^Sfe-j^^B season as the Tigers' offensive coordina-
"^^BfST'^^I tor. He came to Clemson after coaching at
l^riiK. i^H Memphis State (1975-78), where he served
as offensive coordinator, Virginia (1974-75), East Carolina
(1 973-74), Indiana State (1 969-73), and Drake University (1 968-
69). Van Der Heyden coached the defensive line at his alma
mater, Iowa State, from 1 965 to 1 967, and served as a graduate
assistant coach there in 1964. He is a member of the all-time
Iowa State team, selected by former players and coaches, and
was a member of the Big Eight all-conference team and the
captain of the baseball team in 1 961 . He also won the Reuben
Miller Award for Most Valuable Player on and oft the field at Iowa
State that same year. Van Der Heyden earned three letters in
both football and baseball from Iowa State and received a
bachelor's degree in physical education (1962) and a master's
degree in education (1968) from the same institution. He has
coached three All-America guards over the last seven years at
Clemson and for a five-year period ( 1 983-87), one of his guards
was chosen AII-ACC. Clemson has ranked in the top-20 in the
nation in rushing offense six of the last seven years while Van Der
Heyden has been the offensive line coach. His recruiting areas
include South Carolina, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
Tennessee.
RICHARD WILSON works with the Tiger
wide receivers in addition to recruiting the
Columbia and Charleston, SC, areas, parts
of Texas, and all junior colleges. He comes
to Clemson after a year as the receiver
coach at Arkansas ( 1 989) and two seasons
at The Citadel, where he worked with the
wide receivers (1988) and the defensive
secondary (1987). He spent the 1986 season as a volunteer
coach and head junior varsity coach at Missouri, where he
worked as a graduate assistant in 1 984 and 1 985. The Hope,
AR, native played one year at Central Arkansas for the National
Championship team and spent three years as a player at
Arkansas, where he saw action in the secondary and on special
teams and played on the 1980 Sugar Bowl team. He coached
two professional players while at Missouri, Enc McMillan (N.Y.
Jets) and Robert Delphino (L.A. Rams) and Arkansas was 1 1 th
in the nation in total offense his only year with the Razorbacks.
Wilson earned a bachelor's degree in education from Arkansas
in 1981 and received a master's in sports management from
Missouri in 1985.
1990 BOWL SCHEDULE
Date Bowl Site TV Time
Dec. 8 California Fresno, CA Spts. Ch. 3:30 pm
Dec. 25 Eagle Aloha Honolulu. HI ABC 3:30 pm
Dec. 27 Liberty Memphis. TN ESPN 8:00 pm
Dec. 28 All-Amerlcan Birmingham, AL ESPN 8:00 pm
Dec. 29 Sea World Holiday San Diego. CA ESPN 8:00 pm
Dec. 29 Sunshine Holiday. FL Raycom 8:00 pm
Dec. 29 Independence Shreveport. LA Mizlou 8:00 pm
Dec 29 Freedom Anaheim. CA Raycom 5:00 pm
Dec. 29 Peach Atlanta. GA ABC 12:30 pm
Dec 31 Copper Tucson. AZ TBS 5:00 pm
Dec. 31 Hancock El Paso. TX CBS 2:30 pm
Jan. 1 Federal Exp Orange Miami, FL NBC 8:00 pm
Jan. 1 USF&G Sugar New Orleans. LA ABC 7:30 pm
Jan. 1 Mazda Gator Jacksonville. FL ESPN 11:30 am
Jan. 1 Hall Of Fame Tampa, FL NBC 1 :00 pm
Jan. 1 Florida Citrus Orlando, FL ABC 1 :30 pm
Jan 1 Ivtobil Cotton Dallas. TX CBS 1 :30 pm
Jan. 1 Sunkist Fiesta Bowl Scottsdale, AZ NBC 4:30 pm
Jan. 1 Rose Pasadena. CA ABC 2:00 pm
Jan. 12 Mycal Japan Yokohama, Japan ESPN 10:00 pm
Jan. 19 Senior Mobile, AL ESPN 2:30 pm
Jan. 26 East-West Palo Alto. CA EXPN 4:00 pm
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Clemson's Alumni Center
Isn't What It Used To Be-
lt's Better!
We've remodeled, and we're
open before and after each
home football game. Our new
look is comfortable, updated
and available for your enjoy-
ment.
We also have a new mobile
Alumni Center. Our Alumni
Association van is your Alumni
"on the road" headquarters.
You'll find the van at away
football games, Clemson Club
meetings and near the football
stadium at home games. The
van brings Clemson to you
wherever you are.
We may look different, but
we're still dedicated to serving,
informing and involving you in
the ongoing life of Clemson
University.
We look different . . . both on
campus and on the road . . .
and we're looking for you.
Clemson Alumni Center
Open
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Two hours before home football games
One hour after the conclusion of home
football games
Board of Trustees
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
Dr. Max Lennon, President
Dr. W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs
Maj. Gen. Hugh J. Clausen, Secretary of tfie Board of Trustees
and Vice President for Administration
Dr. Milton Wise, Vice Provost and Vice President for Agriculture
and Natural Resources
Mr. David R. Larson, Vice President for Business and Finance
Dr. Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Dr. Jay E. Gogue, Vice President for Research and Development
Mr. Manning N. Lomax, Vice President for Student Affairs
ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
Dr. Farrell B. Brown, Acting Dean of Graduate Schiool
Dr. Jerome V. Reel, Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Dr. T. Ross Wilkinson, Dean. College of Agricultural Sciences
Dr. James F. Barker, Dean, College of Architecture
Dr. Ryan C. Amacher, Dean, College of Commerce and Industry
Dr. Gordon W. Gray, Dean, College of Education
Dr. J. Charles Jennett, Dean, College of Engineering
Dr. Benton Box, Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Dr. Robert A. Waller, Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Dr. Opal Hipps, Dean, College of Nursing
Dr. Bobby Wixson, Dean, College of Sciences
Dr. Christopher J. Duckenfield, Vice Provost of Computer Information
Technology
Dr. Jay Smink, Director of National Dropout Center
Dr. Thomas B. Yandle, Jr., Director of Strom Thurmond Institute
Mr. Joseph F. Boykin, Jr., Director of Libraries
















Harold D. (Doug) Kingsmore
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Your purchase of Clemson University souvenirs
helps to support Tiger student-athletes only if
you buy officially licensed souvenirs that carry
hang tags or labels like the one featured above.
We value our Tiger logos and we appreciate your
help in the defense of our protected marks.
—
Approved Colors: Orange PMS 165 and White
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VISITORS: Season ticket holders and other
visitors to the stadium are requested to
enter Gates 1 , 5, 9, 11 , or 1 3. Persons with
top deck tickets must enter the stadium via
the ramps which are located behind the
North and South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 1 3 on the South
side and Gates 5 and 9 on the North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1 , 5 and 1 3 for the
handicapped.
WILL - CALL: Should you have tickets at
the will-call window, you will find them at the
ticket office at Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6 and 8 are closed prior to the
games and are opened for exit purposes
only.
PASS-OUTCHECKS: Pass-out checks will
be available at gates 1,5,7,9,11,13, and
the top decks. Any person leaving the sta-
dium other than with a team pass must have
a pass-out check, as well as admittance
stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are lo-
cated: South side— Under Section E; North
Side— Under Section T; North Top Deck—
Under Section K. Trained nurses are on
hand during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat
locations of doctors. Ambulances are lo-
cated at Gates 1,5,8, and 1 3.
TELEPHONE: Pay telephones are located
at the stadium ticket offices at Gates 1,5,9,
13, top decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public
address system is intended primarily for
spectators' information concerning the
game. Please do not request the use of the
public address system to make social con-
tacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's
restrooms are located between the stands
and can be reached by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or
found, please report it to Gate 1 or Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from any portal.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received in the Security Booth. The
emergency number is 656-2999.
NOTE: The following items are prohibited in
Memorial Stadium — umbrellas, folding
chairs, chaise lounges, food and beverage
containers of any type, alcoholic bever-
ages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is
prohibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.







ability to be a leader.
That's what brought
Sanders Bros., Inc. to
the front. And that's
what will keep us there.
l Sanders Bros., Inc.
it










Sanders Bros., Inc. Post Office Box 188, Gaffney, South Carolina 29342 • 803-489-1144 • Fax: 803-487-8595
In addition to the success enjoyed by the 12th-
ranked 1989 football squad, nine other Clemson
sports ranked in the final top 25 nationally for
the 1989-90 sports year. Clemson was the only
school in the nation that won a bowl game, c.n
NCAA Tournament basketball game and an
NCAA tournament baseball game in the 1989-90
year. It marked the second straight year that
Clemson has pulled off this triple play. Clemson
and Illinois were the only schools in the nation
to participate in all three of those postseason
events.
Three Tiger sports programs won conference
championships as the men's indoor and outdoor
track teams won the ACC Championship and the
Tiger golf squad tied for first in the conference.
The Tigers boasted 82 first-team AII-ACC players
last year, a new school record, and 20 Clemson
athletes won All-America honors.
Both of Clemson's basketball teams advanc-
ed to the Sweet 16 of their respective NCAA tour-
naments. Clemson was one of only three pro-
grams to have both teams in the Sweet 16.
Clemson also had two conference MVPs in
spring sports as centerfielder Brian Kowitz won
the honor in baseball and James Trapp was the
MVP of the outdoor track season. Philip Greyl-
ing was the Tigers' third conference MVP, win-
ning honors for indoor track.
Three Clemson coaches were named ACC
Coach-of-the-Year in four different sports, as Bob
Pollock won honors for the indoor and outdoor
track seasons, along with Jim Davis (women's
basketball) and Cliff Ellis (men's basketball).
FINAL CLEMSON RANKINGS
Sport Rank





Men's Cross Country 21st
Women's Tennis 21st
Women's Swimming 23rd
Men's Indoor Track 23rd
Wrestling 29th
Baseball 30th
Women's Outdoor Track 33rd
Women's Indoor Track 41st





Football 10-2 .833 3rd
Volleyball 30-7 ,811 T2nd
Men's Basketball 26-9 743 1st
Women's Basketball 22-10 .688 3rd
Soccer 13-6-1 .675 5th
Women's Swimming 6-3 .666 3rd
Baseball 43-23 .652 2nd
Wrestling 10-6 625 3rd
Women's Tennis 15-9 625 2nd
Men's Swimming 5-4 556 4th
Men's Tennis 16-18 .471 1st
W Cross Country NA 2nd
M, Cross Country NA 2nd
W. Indoor Track NA 2nd
M Indoor Track NA 1st
W Outdoor Track NA 3rd
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Win or Lose, One Thing's the Same:
There's nothing like
a Big Mac after the Big Game!
BigMac'Sandwich 'c)1988 McDonald's CorporationCash value 1 /2U i>l I ceni
'1^
99^
Limit one food item per
coupon, per customer, per
visit. Please present coupon
















Greenville, S.C. (803) 232-9881
The Temporary Service
with the Permanent Touch PllllliOS
S«#llgGreenville, S.C. (803) 242-4144
Spartanburg, S.C. (803) 574-8370
Fort Mill, S.C. (803) 548-6983
Lancaster, S.C. (803) 285-7447
TEMPORARY SERVICES
e Providing quality personnel






Greenville, S.C. (803) 271-6350
Rock Hill, S.C. (803)329-4181
Spartanburg, S.C. (803) 574-8370
Seattle, WA (206) 933-9568
Phillips
SB PhillipsResource Group




That's what we make at Phillips Fibers. Fibers for
carpets. Fibers for upholster/. Fibers for industry.
Phillips Fibers makes nonwoven fabrics too. Fabrics
for furniture and mattress construction. Geotextile
fabrics for paving repair, for reinforcing soil and for
drainage. Fabrics for roofing.
Fibers and fabrics for a hundred different uses. But
most of all, fibers and fabrics of superior quality









PHILLIPS / PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
l^^^^^l A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY
fm^J^«»
BOX 66, GREENVILLE, so 29602 (803) 242-6600
An Equal Opportunity Employer
'Trademark Phillips Petroleum Company
Future Schedules
1991
Sept. 7 APPALACHIAN STATE Sept. 5
Sept. 14 OPEN DATE Sept. 12
Sept. 21 TEMPLE Sept. 19
Sept. 28 GEORGIA TECH Sept. 26
Oct. 5 at Georgia Oct. 3
uct. 12 VIRGINIA Oct. 10
Uct. 19 at Duke Oct. 17
Oct. 26 N.C. STATE Oct. 24
NOV. 2 WAKE FOREST Oct. 31
Nov. 9 at North Carolina
At . . .Nov. 7
Nov. 16 MARYLAND Nov. 14
Nov. 23 at South Carolina Nov. 21
1994
Sept. 3 FURMAN Sept. 2
Sept. 10 KANSAS STATE Sept. 9
Sept. 17 OPEN DATE Sept. 16
Sept. 24 at Georgia Tech Sept. 23
Oct. 1 GEORGIA Sept. 30
Oct. 8 at Virginia Oct. 7
Oct. 15 DUKE Oct. 14
Oct. 22 at N.C. State Oct. 21
Oct. 29 at Wake Forest Oct. 28
Nov. 5 NORTH CAROLINA Nov. 4
Nov. 12 at Maryland Nov. 11




























Sept. 4 THE CITADEL
Sept. 1 1 at Florida State
Sept. 18 OPEN DATE
Sept. 25 GEORGIA TECH
Oct. 2 TEMPLE
Oct. 9 VIRGINIA
Oct. 16 at Duke
Oct. 23 N.C. STATE
Oct. 30 WAKE FOREST
Nov. 6 at North Carolina
Nov. 13 MARYLAND
Nov. 20 at South Carolina
1996
Sept. 7 FURMAN
Sept. 14 OPEN DATE
Sept. 21 MISSOURI
Sept. 28 at Georgia Tech
Oct. 5 TULANE
Oct. 12 at Virginia
OCT. 19 DUKE
Oct. 26 at N.C. State
Nov. 2 at Wake Forest
Nov. 9 NORTH CAROLINA
Nov. 16 at Maryland
Nov. 23 SOUTH CAROLINA
THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
FOR AIR FORCE
ROTC CADETS.
No matter what your plans
for a career, there's a way to
give them even greater potential.
Join Air Force ROTC in college. The rest
is summed up in one word: opportunity...
Opportunities to apply for scholarships that
will help you pay for college. Opportunities to expand
your horizons in different technical areas. Opportunities
to learn leadership skills that will enhance your
whole career.
From there, a vast wealth of opportunities continues
to open for those who seek an outstanding career.
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When it comes to the excitement of Atlantic Coast
Conference Football, the next best thing to being
there in person is watching our complete, compre-
hensive and state of the art production on television.
For the seventh consecutive year, JP Sports brings
you the up-close action of twelve ACC games. No
wonder ACC Football is the most watched regional
collegiate TV network in the U.S.
In addition to ACC Football, look for other JP
Sports programming, such as ACC Basketball,
SEC Basketball and Great American Inde-
pendent Football, a coalition of some of the
strongest independent football teams in the
country, just to name a few.
Just clip this ACC schedule and check
local listings for the station carrying the games you
want to see.
Then, if you don't get tickets to the game, you
can get great reception at home.
1990 ACC FOOTBALL TELEVISION NETWORK PROJECTED SCHEDULE'
Sept. 1 Virgirua Tech at Maryland
Sept. 8 N.C. State at Georgia Tech
Sept. 15 Wake Forest at N.C. State
Sept. 22 Virginia at Duke
Sept. 29 Duke at Clemson
SPORTS
Nov. 3 (Split):
North Carolina at Clemson or
Georgia Tech at Virginia
Nov. 10 Virginia at North Carolina
Nov. 17 (3-WaySpUt):
« 3 Oct. 6 Georgia Tech at Maryland South Carolina at Clemson or
Oct. 13 Clemson at Georgia Tech Georgia Tech at Wake Forest
Oct. 20 Clemson at N.C. State and North Carolina at Duke
Oct. 27 Duke at Georgia Tech and Maryland at Virginia
'Schedule subject to change.
A Division of Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions • A Jefferson-Pilot Communications Company • One Julian Price Place • Charlotte, N.C. 28208 • 704/374-3669
Clemson Memorial Stadium
Just before Jess Neely left for Rice Univer-
sity, he gave Clemson a message. "Don't ever
let them talk you into building a big stadium,
"
he said. "Put about 10,000 seats behind tne
Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need."
Instead of following Coach Neely's advice,
however, Clemson officials decided to build
the new stadium in a valley on the western part
of campus. The place would take some clear-
ing- there were many trees, but luckily there
were no hedges.
The crews went to work: clearing, cutting,
pouring, and forming. Finally, on September
1 9, 1 942, Clemson Memorial Stadium opened
with the Tiger football team thrashing Presby-
terian College, 32-13. Those 20,000 seats
installed for Opening Day would soon grow ...
and grow and grow.
When the original part of the stadium was
built in the early 40's, much of the work was
done by scholarship athletes, including many
football players. The first staking out of the
stadium was done by two members of the
football team, A.N. Cameron and Hugh Webb.
Webb returned to Clemson years later to be an
architecture professor, and Cameron moved
on to be a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not proceed
without a few problems. One day during the
clearing of the land, one young football player
proudly announced that he was not allergic to
poison oak. He then commenced to attack the
poison oak with a swing blade, throwing the
plants to and fro. The next day, however, the
boy was swollen to twice his size and had to be
put in the hospital.
There are many other stories about the
building of the stadium including one stating
that Frank Howard put a chew of tobacco in
each corner of the stadium as the concrete
was being poured. The story claims the to-
bacco is still there.
Howard says that the seeding of the grass
caused a few problems. "About 40 people and
I laid the sod on the field," he says. "After three
weeks, on July 1 5, we had only gotten halfway
through. I told them that it had taken us three
weeks to get that far, and I would give them
three more weeks' pay tor however long it
took. I also told them we would have 50 gallons
of ice cream when we got through."
"After that it took them three days to do the
rest of the field. Then we sat down in the
middle of the field and ate up that whole 50
gallons."
Howard says that on the day of the first
game in the stadium, "the gates were hung at
1 :00 and we played at 2:00." But that would be
all of the construction for a while. Then in
1958, 18,000 sideline seats were added and,
in 1 960, a total of 5,568 West end zone seats
were added in response to increasing atten-
dance. With the large end zone "Green Grass"
section, this expansion increased capacity to
about 53,000.
Later, upper decks were added to each
side of the stadium as crowds swelled- the first
one in 1978 and the second in 1983. This
increased capacity to approximately 80,000
which makes it one of the 10 largest on-
campus stadiums in the countiy.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in this
century can be dramatically seen in the differ-
ences in stadium construction. The original
part of the stadium was built at a cost of
$125,000 or $6.25 a seat. The newest upper
deck was finished in 1983 at a cost of $13.5
million, or $866 a seat.
Through the years, Memorial Stadium has
become known as "Death Valley. " It was tagged
this by the late Presbyterian College coach,
Lonnie McMillian. After bringing his P.C. teams
to Clemson for years and getting whipped,
McMillian said the place was like Death Valley.
A few years later, the name stuck.
On November 1 6, 1 974 the playing surface
was named Frank Howard Field for the legen-
dary coach because of his long service and
dedication to the University.
Athletic Director Bobby Robinson says
that Memorial Stadium has many features
which make it a top facility. "One thing that
makes it so good is the number of sideline
seats," he says. "We don't think there is a bad
seat in the house.
"We also have outstanding dressing rooms,
press facilities, and ample parking nearby. A
unique feature of the stadium is the number of
private boxes."
Rick Brewer, an official in the University
athletic ticket office says that despite the
stadium's large size, there are still season
ticket problems. 'When the second upper deck
was built, we thought it would take care of
everything," he said. "To our dismay, it hasn't.
We've filled the upper decks and have moved
season ticket holders into the end zone, which
are not permanent seats.
"
Despite the apparent ticket crunch, Robin-
son says there are no immediate plans to
further expand the stadium. "Before we ex-
pand we'll have to show over an extended
length of time- like five to seven years- that we
can sell out what we have now." he said. "We
don't want supply to greatly exceed demand.
Even though it's hard to get tickets now, we still
get people in our stadium. The ticket means
more if its harder to get."
But, if Memorial Stadium is expanded again
and capacity is pushed closer to 100,000,
there will be room for the construction over the
west stands, enclosing that end like a horse-
shoe.
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built behind the
Y.
Clemson Memorial Stadium has over 100 luxury boxes, more than any other on-campus facility in the nation. Clemson's message board
keeps fans up to date with other scores and stats, and also projects player's pictures after an outstanding play.
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1990 ACC Schedule
















































































































































































































OPEN SUNDAY — THURSDAY
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"RUNNING WITH THE TIGERS











































































Annabelle Vaughan Gary Wade



















Stacy Long could be the top offensive linenan in the land
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LB • Jr 91
Chester McGlockton
DT • So
Clemson's linebackers are the nation's best according to the 1990 Sporting News preseason
book.















1990 Clemson Football Radio Affiliates
(as of August 13, 1990)
South Carolina
WZLA Abbeville FM 92.9
WAJY Aiken FM 103.1
WDOG Allendale AM 1460
WRIX Anderson FM 103.1
WBAW Barnwell AM 740
WBLR Batesburg AM 1430
WVBG Beaufort AM 1490
WBSC Bennettsville AM 1 550
WAGS Bishopville AM 1380
WCAM Camden AM 1 590
WDXZ Cfiarleston FM 104.5
WBZK Cfiester FM 99.3
WCCP Clemson AM 1560
WOMG Columbia FM 103.1
WJXY Conway AM 1050
WELP Easley AM 1360
WJMX Florence FM 103.3
WEAC Gaffney AM 1 500
WGTN Georgetown FM 100.9
WFBC Greenville FM 93.7
WFBC Greenville AM 1330
WSCZ Greenwood FM 96.7
WBHC Hampton FM 103.7
WHSC Hartsville AM 1450
WRIX Honea Path FM 103.1
WKSX Johnston FM 92.7
WWKT Kingwstree FM 98.3
WLCM Lancaster AM 1 360
WQTR Lake City FM 1260
WKRU Langley AM 1090
WLSC Loris AM 1240
WKMG Newberry AM 1520
WIGL Orangeburg FM 102.9
WRHI Rock Hill AM 1340
WJRQ Saluda FM 92.1
WSNW Seneca AM 1180
WTUA St. Stephens FM 107.5
WSSC Sumter AM 1340
WAZS Summerville AM 980
WBCU Union AM 1460
WGOG Walhalla AM 1000
WALD Walterboro FM 100.9
WDZK York AM 980
North Carolina
WABZ Albemarle FM 100.9
WISE Asheville AM 1340
WBHN Bryson City AM 1 580
WPTL Canton AM 970
WCSL Cherryville AM 1590
WEGO Concord/Charlotte AM 1410
WTIK Durham AM 1310
WHEV Garner AM 1000
WTZQ Hendersonville AM 1600
WJRI Lenoir AM 1340
WLON Lincolnton AM 1050
WDEX Monroe AM 1430
WHIP Ivlooresville AM 1350
WJTP Newland AM 1130
WNNB Raleigh/Cary AM 1460
WEED Rocky Mount AM 1 390
WSAT Salisbury AM 1280
WTXY Whiteville AM 1 540
WDMS Wilmington AM 1490
Georgia
WSSA Atlanta/Morrow AM 1570
WLKQ Atlanta/ Buford FM 102.3
WFOM Atlanta AM 1090
WFAM Augusta AM 1050
WEBS Calhoun AM 1110
WMJE Clarksville FM 96.7
WQXJ Clayton AM 1590
WLSQ Dalton AM 1430
WDUN Gainesville AM 550
WHIE Griffin AM 830
WTRP LaGrange AM 620
WYTH Madison AM 1250
WPWS Milledgeville FM 103.7
WGSR Millen AM 1570
WCUG Cuthbert/Randolph AM 810
WSOA Savannah AM 1400
WJAT Swainsboro AM 800
WLOV Washington AM 1370
Tennessee
WBIN Benton/Chattanooga AM 1 540
WAPO Jasper AM 820
Flagship Station
Tiger Rookies
Roderick Adams Dwayne Bryant Ryan Crawley






Ronald Williams Derrick Witherspoon Stephon Wynn




KEN HATFIELD BOB JUBACK
When the Tigers roar, you'll be there! Commentary from
Coach Ken Hatfield, game highlights, features on Tiger
football and much more! Hosted by WYFF Sports' Bob JubacW,
8:00 AM SUNDAYS
The Clemson Coach's Show can also be seen on the following stations:
Rock Hill Cable WPDE Sports South
Rock Hill, SC Florence, SC (MS, AL, SC, NC, TN, GA)
Sunday 7:00 pm Sunday 9:30 am Monday 7:30 pm
WNGM WCIV WAGT
Athens, GA Charleston, SC Augusta, GA
Sunday 7:00 pm Sunday 11 :30 pm Sunday 12:00
WOLO Sunshine Cable (Florida)




RUSHES: 36, Jim Shirley vs. N.C. State. 1 951
36. Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest. 1 969
RUSHING YARDS: 260. Cliff Austin vs. Duke. 1 982
RUSHING YARDS BY A FRESHf^AN: 234. Don King vs. Fordfiam, 1 952
YARDS RUSHING BY QUARTERBACK: 140, Mike O'Cain vs. N.C.
State. 1 976
YARDS BY TWO RUNNING BACKS: 318, Cliff Austin (260)
Chuck l^cSwain (58) vs. Duke. 1 982
RUSHING TOUCHDOWNS: 5. Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry. 1930
5. Stumpy Banks vs. Furman. 1 91
7
ALL-PURPOSE RUNNING YARDS: 274. Terrence Flagler vs.
Wake Forest, 1 986 (209 rushing, 65 receiving)
PASSING
PASS ATTEMPTS: Half: 46. Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State
(2nd). 1987
Game: 53. Rodney Williams
vs. N.C. State. 1987
PASS COMPLETIONS: 25. Tommy Kendrick vs. Florida State. 1 970
CONSECUTIVE PASS COMPLETIONS: 9. Steve Fuller vs. The
Citadel. 1978
COMPLETION PERCENTAGE: (Mm 9 Comp.) 1 .000. Steve Fuller (9-9)
vs. The Citadel. 1978
HIGHEST EFFICIENCY RATING: (Mm 1 5 Att.) 240.38, Jimmy
Addison vs. Virginia. 1965 (12-19-283-3)
PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED: 5. Don King vs. Auburn. 1 953
YARDS PASSING: 323. Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina. 1 965
TOUCHDOWN PASSES: 4. Bobby Gage vs. Auburn. 1 947
TOTAL OFFENSE
OFFENSIVE PLAYS: 57. Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State. 1987
TOTAL OFFENSE YARDS: 374, Bobby Gage vs. Auburn. 1 947
PASS RECEIVING
PASSES CAUGHT: 1 1 . Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina. 1 965
YARDS GAINED: 1 63. Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech. 1 977
TOUCHDOWN PASSES CAUGHT: 3. Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn. 1 953
RECEPTIONS BY A RUNNING BACK: 7 (for 31 yards) by Dick Bukowsky
vs. Florida State. 1970
RECEPTIONS BY A TIGHT END: 6. Jack Anderson vs. N.C. State. 1 968
6. John McMakin vs. UNC. 1 971
6. Bennie Cunningham vs. Wake Forest, 1 975
INTERCEPTIONS
INTERCEPTIONS: 3, Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1 965
INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDS: 1 02, Don Kelley on 1 return vs.
Duke. 1970
AVERAGE INTERCEPTION RETURN: (Min. 2). 50.5. Willie Underwood
(2-101 ) vs. South Carolina. 1 980
INTERCEPTION RETURNS FOR TOUCHDOWN: 1 . by many
INTERCEPTIONS BY A LINEBACKER: 2. Johnny Remberl vs. W.
Carolina, 1982
PUNTING
PUNTS: 1 3. Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest. 1 942
PUNTS OVER 50 YARDS: 6. Banks McFadden (12 punts) vs. Tulane,
1939
PUNTS INSIDE THE 20: 6. Dale Hatcher vs. Georgia, 1 982
TOTAL PUNTING YARDS: 504, Banks McFadden vs. Tulane. 1 939
RETURNS
PUNT RETURNS: 1 0, Shad Bryant vs. Furman. 1 939
YARDS PUNT RETURNS: 1 67. Don Kelley on 4 returns vs Maryland. 1 970
RETURN YARDAGE (PR &INT): 223, Don Kelley vs. Maryland, 1970
BLOCKED PUNTS: Quarter: 2. Mitch Belton vs. Maryland (2nd), 1 989
Game : 2. Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1 954
2. Mitch Belton vs. Maryland. 1 989
KICKOFF RETURN FOR TOUCHDOWN: 1 by four players. Last- Doug
Thomas vs. Long Beach State. 1 990
KICKOFF RETURNS: 7, John Shields vs. Alabama. 1 969
YARDS KICKOFF RETURNS: 1 74, David Thomas on 5 returns vs. Ga.
Tech, 1972
SCORING
POINTS SCORED: 33, Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry, 1 930
TOUCHDOWNS: 5. Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1917 (all-rushing):
Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry. 1 930 (all-rushing)
TOUCHDOWNS RUSHING: Same As For Most Touchdowns
TOUCHDOWNS RUN AND PASS: 5. Maxcey Welch vs. Newberry. 1930
5. Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 947
5. Stumpy Banks vs. Furman, 1 91
7
LONGEST SCORING LATERAL: 65 yards. Don Willis to Shad Bryant vs.
George Washington. 1938
LONGEST NON-SCORING FUMBLE RETURN: 83 yards, Tim Childers
vs. W.Carolina, 1982
EXTRA POINTS MADE: 1 1 (of 1 1 ). W.C. Forsythe vs. Bingham. 1 898,
9 (of 1 0), Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1 949
(modern record)
EXTRA POINTS ATTEMPTED: 1 1 , W.C. Forsythe vs. Bingham, 1 898
FIELD GOALS: 4, Obed Ann vs. Wake Forest, 1 977, 1 980: vs. North
Carolina, 1 979; vs. N.C. State, 1 980
4, David Treadwell vs. Georgia, 1987
FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED: 5, Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest. 1977
5. Bob Paulling vs. Georgia. 1 983
5. David Treadwell vs. Georgia. 1 987
5. Chris Gardocki vs. North Carolina. 1 988
KICK-SCORING POINTS: 1 5. Obed Ann vs. Wake Forest. 1 978 andl 980
1 5. Donald Igwebuike vs. Duke. 1 984
Mitch Belton blocked a school record three punts last year, including
two in one quarter against Maryland.
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Kraft Deluxe Macaroni& Cheese and
Bi-Lo Salute the Tigers
Be Sure to Look
for Displays ofKRAFT









Macaroni & Cheese Dinner
Complete with rich, creamy
cheese sauce. Made tuith a
blend of natural cheeses
and otherfine ingredients.
Official Car and m\W
Truck Rental of ^r^^^^^FOOTBALL
The Choice of Clemson University Athletics
YOU ^^^'^ ^° ™^
When you rent from Budget you donate
to a special scholarship fund
You receive a special preferred rate
You will be issued an ID card customized
with your school's logo and the ACC emblem
that tracks your business to your school
Contact your local Budget office listed below
for further details


































Hemingway Motor Co. Inc.
Andrews
Mike Taylor












John Foster Ford-Mercury Inc
Easley
Thomas R. Norris
Toyota of Easley, Inc.
Easley
W. Don Jones






























C & W Toyota-Mazda
Orangeburg
Jimmy Guthrie Jack D Tinsley Ted Smith Vic Bailey Art Pettigrew
Superior Motor, Inc. TInsley-Crane Chevrolet, Inc. Ward Smith Chevrolet- Vic Bailey Ford, Inc. Dodge City of
Orangeburg Pickens Buick-GEO Spartanburg Spartanburg, Inc
Seneca Spartanburg
Bill O'Connor George Coleman, Jr Bob Edwards Tommy Meadows
Dodge City of George Coleman Ford Edwards Auto Sales Woodruff Motor Sales, Inc.
Spartanburg, Inc. Travelers Rest Walhalla Woodruff
Spartanburg
Other members of this program include:
James W. Snyder, Jr., Snyder's Auto Sales, Inc.
Erwin Williamson, Fairway Ford, Inc.
Donnie Smith, Smith-Simmons Chevrolet-GEO
Pete & Jerry Powell, Powell Brothers, Inc.
Kevin Whitaker, Kevin Whitaker Chevrolet-GEO





1801 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 14005
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29610
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It takes all the
extras to build a
winning team.
Reaching goals requires
teamwork and extra effort.
SCE&G's goal is to make the
energy we all use go further in
the 90s. So we've put together
an all-star lineup of Energy
Extra products and services to
help you get the most out of
your energy dollar.
Our team of energy-saving
programs includes our Good
Cents home building program
and low interest loans for
weatherization. Both work to
heat and cool your home more
efficiently. Our Great Appliance
Trade-Up assists you with the
cost of a new, high-efficiency
heat pump or air conditioner.
And our bright, energy-efficient
outdoor lighting helps protect
your home after dark.
SCE&G's team of experts
also helps residential
customers, businesses and
industries identify ways to
conserve energy and maintain
productivity.
Through the use of Energy
Extras, you'll help conserve
energy resources and reduce
the need to build new electric
generating plants.
Join our team effort to help
manage future energy use. Call
toll-free, 1-800-868-0147, or
visit your local SCE&G office
and put our all-star team of
































36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
260 by Cliff Austin vs. Duke, 10-16-82
53 by Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
23 by Tommy Kendrick vs. Duke, 10-24-70
4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 11-22-47
283 by Jimmy Addison vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
.800 by Mike Eppley vs. Virginia, 10-8-83
10 by Charlie Waters vs Alabama. 10-25-69
by Perry Tuttle vs. l\/laryland, 1 1-14-81
1 61 by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-31 -81
3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1 -21-53
374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Ga. Tech, 9-26-87
160 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
24 by Jeff Davis vs. N. Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 10-30-65
3 by Jim Stuckey vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -3-79
by Jim Stuckey vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
5 by Michael Dean Perry vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
by Steve Durham vs Maryland, 9-15-79
by Opponent
32 by Charlie Wysocki, Maryland, 9-15-79
by Don McCauley, N.Carolina, 11-14-70
227 by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 11-25-75
57 by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
30 by Shane Montgomery, N. C. State, 10-21-89
361 by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 1 1 -1 6-85
13 by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
209 by Henley Carter, Duke, 10-19-68
368 by Stan Gelbaugh, Maryland, 11-16-85
Donnell Woolford Dreher Gaskin
Former Clemson great Perry Tuttle still holds the stadium
record for yards receiving. Tuttle finished the 1981 contest














































35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72
536 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-31 -81
10.3 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
11 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45
54 vs. N.C. State. 10-24-87
23 vs. Duke, 10-24-70
315 vs. Virginia, 9-24-66
4 vs. Auburn, 11-22-47
756 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
8.7 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
14 vs. Presbyterian, 9-19-53
5 vs. several teams
15 vs. Duke 10-17-87
vs. Wake Forest, 1 1-2-85
155 vs. Wake Forest, 10-29-77
13 vs. Furman, 11-21-42
56.6 vs. Wake Forest 1 1 -3-84
5 vs. S.Carolina, 11-23-68
vs. Georgia, 9-19-81
110 vs. Wake Forest, 11-21-59
227 vs. Ga. Tech, 9-26-87
160 vs. Alabama, 10-25-69
10 vs. Maryland, 9-15-79
19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86
by Opponent
29 by Duke. 10-24-70
by Florida St.. 11-1-75
74 by N. Carolina, 11-14-70
409 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
7.0 by N. Carolina, 11-6-76
6 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
58 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
30 by N. estate, 10-21-89
361 by Maryland, 11-16-85
3 by several teams
546 by Duke, 10-24-70
8.4 by Auburn. 10-10-70
9 by Presbyterian. 9-18-54
6 by Duke. 10-19-68
16 by Duke, 10-17-87
127 by Georgia, 9-30-67
15 by Auburn, 10-12-68
57.3 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
6 by Auburn, 11-21-53
100 by Auburn. 1C-10-70













T C. Atkinson, Jr., Director F, Reeves Gressette, Jr., Director Bill Reaves, Director
Ctiarlie Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChannps, Director
Dr. R.C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
F. E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
George G. Poole, Jr , Director
Lawrence Starkey, Director
Dr. J. H. Timmerman, Director
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Jim Patterson, Director
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— denotes Representative Emeritus
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Dr. James P. Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Dr. James H. Irby
Dr. C. Patrick Killen




Dr. P. S. Mowlajko






' Wayne Bell (CC)
Dr. F. E. Abell. Jr
' Nick P. Anagnost
Joe Anderson
Lewis Bagwell





* James S. Hull—






Jennings G McAbee (CC)
T. C. Faulkner, Jr.
Oconee County


















Dr. Val S. Dyches
Robert E, Dye
Benjamin C Dysart. Ill




Roddy E Gettys, III
Robert M. Guerreri
Bob Harmon
Coach Frank J. Howard
Floyd M. Hunt















— Joseph J. Turner
— K. N. Vickery
Mark T Welborn
Joseph A. West
— Eugene P. Willimon
C. Evans "Buddy" Putman
Director, District II
DISTRICT II
C Evans "Buddy" Putman,
Director
15 Quail Hill Dr.
Greenville, SC 29607
Ctierokee County
Dr Ronald Barrett (CC)
— R S. Campbell, Jr
Gary E Clary








Ronald J. McCoy (CC)
Bill Barbary





* Miles E. Bruce
Charles A. Bryan. Jr.
















— Joe D. Gibson















* James D. Miller
— William J. Neely. Jr.
Thomas K. Norris
William H. Orders
— J. F. Palmer





Robert E. Reeves, Jr.










James E. Vissage. Jr.
— S. Gray Walsh
+ * Kermit M. Watson
Robert B. Whorton
— David H Wilkins
Charles P Willimon
Laurens County
Dr. N. Carl Wessinger (CC)
+ J. R. Adair
Henry V, Blalock
W. Fred Chapman. Jr
James A. Coleman
Thomas E, Davenport




* Dr. Harold Vigodsky (CC)
Andy N. Beiers
William A. Blackwood. Jr.
John L. Brady. Sr.
William M. Cooper





— Harry H. Gibson
Wilbur K. Hammelt
' E. Guy Hendrix
W. A. Hudson
— A. P Kerchmar
Ralph King





Dr. B. Lee Smith
R. L. Stoddard
* Wesley A. Stoddard
Ted B. Wilson
Union County
Edward L, B. Osborne (CC)
John P. Brown. Jr.
Dr. H. Russell Caston. Jr.











* Gerald W. Metis (CC)
' William R Alexander
Richard L. Boyleston
Johnny L Cagle







Dr. C, P. Plyer
— Alan M. Tewkesbury. Ill





— E. O. Dukes. Jr,
J. W. Gilliam, Jr.
— Lewis F. Holmes, Jr.
Lewis F. Holmes, III
— Thomas H. Ryan
Lexington County






H. Ralph Corley. Sr.
John Melton Gault, III
Dr. B. R. Grandy
Brett J. Harris
— T. A. Henry









Lee Harold Witt. Jr.
Newberry County






' L. Glenn Fellers
M. Larry Longshore
C H. Ragsdale, III
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S. C. McMeekin. Jr. (CC)




— Phillip C Chappell. Jr.
Henry Chastain
Albert G Courie, Jr.
Judge Michael R. Davis
James W. Engram
Don E. Golightly





W T. McDaniel. Ill
James P. McKeown. Ill
F, McCord Ogburn
Crawford E, Sanders, III
Col. A L. Sheider, Jr.— Mrs. Davis O. Smith
Dr. John Timmerman
E. Ralph Wessinger. Sr.
Saluda County




— Benjamin H Herlong






S. Lynn Campbell, Director
Box 1 1326
Rock Hill. SC 29730
Chester County
Steven Epps (CC)
+ • Edward C. Abell
Robert A. Darby, Sr.
George R Fleming
W. E. Lindsay
John M. Little, III
Donald B Murray
Chesterfield County
Dan L Tillman (CC)
Ed Estridge
+ James C. Stone
— John R Thomas
Patrick K While (Pat)
Darlington County
Dr T James Bell. Jr. (CC)
Or. Hubert C. Baker, DDS
J W Carter
Marion D Hawkins, Jr.
George A Hutto, Jr.
Warren Jeffords
Dr Wm P Kennedy
— Dr G J. Lawhon, Jr.
William B McCown, III
Harry M. McDonald
— Dr. M B. Nickles. Jr.
— Bill Reaves
• John C Walker
Fairfield County
William Lindsay Wylie (CC)
Louis M. Boulware
J K. Coleman
— Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
Harold R Jones
Kershaw County
Dr. Kenneth W. Carson, DDS
Joseph C Jackson
Tommie W James, Jr.
— Thomas F. McNamara, Jr.
George Singleton, Jr.




— W. P. Clyburn
Marion D. Lever, Jr.
Joe H. Lynn
Garrelt J Mobley
James Alton Mobley, Jr.
Ronald Small
Lee County
Green DesChamps, II (CC)
W. G. DesChamps. Jr.
Marlboro County
Mark S. Avent (CC)
+ C. E Calhoun
Ray C Smith
York County













James H. Owen, Jr.
Ben R. Smith, Jr.
John Davis Taylor
G G Thomas, Sr.
Dr Roger J. Troutman





Edgar C. McGee, Director





Charles "Sack" Bagley (CC)
N. Rhett Davis, Jr.
+ R. Herman Rice
Hallman Sease
Barnwell County






J. Harry Tarrance (CC)
Henry C. Chambers
Doug Corkern
— B. George Price. Ill
James G. Taylor
Berkeley County
• Nolan L. Pontiff (CC)
Bob Dangerfield





• William H. Bull
Tatum Gressette, Jr.
Charleston County
William C. Kennerty (CC)
John Q. Adams
J. Donald Austell
— Archie E. Baker
(CC) George J. F. Bulwinkel, Jr.
Brian F. Ceiek




— Dr John P Howard
Robert Cody Lenhardt
T. E. Lynn
David M. Murray, Jr.
Carl S. Pulkinen— Paul Quattlebaum, Jr.
— A. B. Schirmer, Jr.
Nicholas C. Sottile
Dr. J. R. Stout
Van Noy Thornhill
Colleton County
Jack W. Carter, Sr. (CC)
— W. R. Carter
Horace Kinsey
— • J. Ryan White, Jr.






— E. T. (Tom) Salisbury
Hampton County
Harry L. Foy (CC)
Dr. Jerry Frank Crews, Jr.
David B. Gohagan
— Winston A. Lawton
Winston A. Lawton, Jr.
Jasper County
Roger Home (CC)
Roy L Pryor, Jr.
Orangeburg County
W C Higginbotham, Jr. (CC)
Dr. Julius W Babb, III
William B. Bookhart, Jr
Larry W. Dyar
F Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Edgar C McGee
Fletcher M. Riley, Jr.
J. M. Russell, Jr.
Fred Schrimpf
,
James C. Williams, Jr.
— Russell S. Wolfe. II
W. T. "Billy" Fort, Jr.
Director, District VI
DISTRICT VI




H B Rickenbaker (CC)










— W. G. Lynn







• Dr. W. L. Coleman (CC)
Thomas D Birchmore
Rufus M. Brown
Clyde S Bryce, Jr.
Marvin Cockfield
— Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
— L. B. Finklea, Jr.
Harold B Haynes








— John G Rose
Patrick Z. Wiggins
Allen P Wood, AIA
— Edward L. Young
Georgetown County
Ernie Wright (CC)
Joe Thomas Branyon, Jr.
Glenn A. Cox
— Samuel M. Harper
— H. E. Hemingway. Jr.
— A. H Lachicotle. Jr.
Philip H. Prince
Horry County
Robert (Bob) Wilder, Jr. (CC)
Billy Avani
James W Barnette, Jr.
F. L. Bradham
Harvey Graham, Jr.
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
— S. F. Horton
— • Thurmon W McLamb
Pat Nobles
* R. S. Winfield
Marion County
Charles J. Bethea, Jr. (CC)
— T C. Atkinson, Jr





' George G Poole, Jr.
Sumter County
Bob A. Galiano. Jr. (CC)
John J. Britton, Jr.
Thomas Cuttino
Heyward Fort
• W. T. Fort, Jr.
James F. Kinney
Dr Wyman L. Morris
Williamsburg County
Thomas O. Morris, Jr. (Tom) (CC)
Dr. W. C. Cottingham
W. H Cox





John D. Tice, Director
P O Box 3577
Dalton, GA 30721
Georgia
Mendal A Bouknight, Jr.
Andrew P. Calhoun
Maj- John M. Coakley
John A. Dickerson









Milnor Paret Kessler, Jr.
Robert A. King
William Lawson
Ben A Leppard, Jr
Charles G. Lucius III
John L. Murray, Jr.
Dr. W. Ted Nimmons (RC)










Mrs. Ruth Ellen Trotter















Capt. J. R. Cottingham (RC)
Eddie Dalton
Dr. Samuel T. Drake
Robert L. Dunnigan




Thomas W. Glenn, III
H. L. Hoover










Thomas G. Roche, Jr.
Dr. R. C. Swearingen, Jr.
Don Tomberlin
Dr T G Westmoreland

















LTC Frank J Cox





Thomas Edwin Grimes, III
L. J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Gray Hipp, Jr.
Ben M. Hornsby
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr.
F. H. Inabinet, Jr.










W. David Stalnaker, Jr.
Ms. Nancy L Tringali
Ms. Millie D. Williams
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The All-American Cafe and Bar!






At the Old Mill Stream









Next to FATZ Cafe
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Everyone knows what the members of the
Tiger football team do on Saturdays: touch
the rock, run down the hill and most of the
time, win the game! But what about the rest of
the week? Here's a look at the schedule of six
Clemson football players when they're not on
the football field.
Doug Brewster's Sunday
"Sundays are pretty special because that's
really the only day my wife. Tami, and I have to
spend together. But at least on Sundays, we
have the whole day! We usually get up and go to
church and then have a typical Sunday dinner.
Sometimes we go out to eat and sometimes Tami
will cook. And she can cook! I have to check in
overatJervey around 1 :30 PM, but that's the only
thing I have to do all day long that has to do with
Clemson football. We mostly just relax during the
afternoon and maybe watch TV. I try to get all my
studying done on the other days of the week,
because that day is for Tami."
Jeb Flesch's Monday
"Mondays are rough because I have all kinds
of classes. I don't actually go to class until 1 1 :00
AM but that doesn't mean I get to sleep late.
Those ^;vo or three hours on Monday mornings is
the only time I have all week to run errands and
get things taken care of. I eat lunch before 1 1 :00
AM because once I'm in class. I don't get a
chance to eat until after practice. I have a late
class on Mondays and Wednesdays that makes
me late to practice, but its a course that is required
for my major and it is only offered late in the
afternoons.
"Usually I'm only 30 minutes late for meetings
on Monday afternoons because that is our late
practice day, but on Wednesdays, I miss all of the
meetings and the team is already on the field
before I get there. Its hard when we miss the
meetings, because we go over important stuff
and learn new plays in the meetings. Sometimes
we'll be out at practice and we run a play that they
learned in a meeting that I missed.
"We practice in shorts on Mondays from around
6:00 PM until 7:00 or 7:30 PM and then I lift
weights for an hour. Most Monday nights during
the season, we have victory meal, so everybody
stays in the dining hall a pretty long time. I try to
take a little break after dinner, maybe call my
girlfriend or go see her if I don't have any home-
work, but curfew is at 1 1 :00 PM and we don't
usually get through with dinner until 8:30 or 9:00.
Of course we all watch Monday night football
when we can, but a lot of times, I end up back in
the library during those times."
Rodney Blunt s Tuesday
"Tuesday is probably the roughest day of the
week for me. Since I hurt my ankle in the
Maryland game, I had to get up for treatment last
Tuesday. I crawled out of bed around 6:00 AM
and caught the shuttle over to Jervey to work on
my ankle. I came back to the dorm in time to eat
breakfast and make it to an 8:00 AM class across
campus. That class lasts until 9:45. and then I
have a break until my 1 1 :00 class. I go straight
from that class to another, and don't finish until
almost 2:00 PM. I eat lunch after that, and I'm
usually the last person in the dining hall. I catch
the shuttle to Jervey and have to hurry to get
dressed and get taped.
"Today's practice is the roughest because we
go live against our defense to get our timing right.
Practice lasts about two hours, so we get off the
field at 6:00 PM and have to lift weights for about
30 minutes, working on the chest and upper
body. Then it's back to treatment for 20 minutes.
"By this time, it's 7:00 or 7:30 and I just want
to go eat dinner. I usually go to the library after
dinner, so I can study with some privacy.
Sometimes I go over to study hall to meet with
one of the tutors if I have a really tough test
coming up. After that, its almost 1 1 :00 PM and I
know that I need to go straight to sleep this week,
because I have to get back up for treatment at
6:25 AM. I have no free time on Tuesdays. It's a
day strictly for business."
Stacy Field's Wednesday
"Wednesday is a pretty hectic day for me with
three engineering classes and one math class.
It's usually tough getting up in the morning after
such a physical practice on Tuesday and being
up half the night trying to study and complete
homework for those classes. I'm usually pretty
sore too. I have three classes in a row and then
take a break for lunch and go to another class
until 2:15 PM. My meeting is at 2:30, so I'm
always late and run in with my pads and shoes in
my hand. Wednesday's practice is pretty tough
too because we are still in full gear. You really
have to prepare your mind for it because you're
sore from the day before and it's the last big work
day before the game. It's definitely a hump day
because if you get through Wednesday, it's
smooth sailing! After practice and dinner, I come
back to room and study again because I probably
didn't get everything done the night before. I don't
have an early class on Thursday so I have a little
time to socialize. I'm tired, but its the only time I
have to catch up with myself so I don't want to go
to sleep too early."
Rob Bodine's Thursday
"We have to get up for mandatory breakfast
now, but I've always eaten breakfast so it doesn't
make much difference. I eat the same thing every
day: Hash browns and gravy and sausage or
bacon and a bowl of cereal. I always drink a
couple of glasses of milk and a couple of glasses
of orange juice too. I go back to eat a light lunch
at 1 1 :00 AM: a double cheeseburger, trench fries
and iced tea. After I eat. I come back to room,
grab my books and head to class. I go to a
computer lab until 4:30 PM.
"By the time I get out, the football shuttle has
quit running, so I have to walk over to Johnstone
and catch the shuttle there It's a pretty relaxed
day, just to be sure you know all assignments and
are clear on our objective for the game on Satur-
day. I lift weights right after practice for about 40
minutes and then me. Chuck [O'Brien]. [Danny]
Sizer, Vance [Hammond], Frog [Stacy Long],
Curtis [Whitley], Shane Scott, and sometimes Ed
McDaniel always go to Golden Corral. We get a
big table and EAT' We all have to check in at
snacks at 9:30 PM and after snacks we play the
sports edition of trivial pursuits. The teams are
John Harris and I, Frog and Vance, Bruce [Bratton]
and Les [Hall], Sizer and Roger Hutchins."
Vance Hammond's Friday
"Fridays are when you know its almost time to
play, so I'm excited. Not nervous, just excited. I
do the same thing every Fnday. I have a lot of
rituals that I guess I just started my freshman year
and 1 have to keep them going. I have one class,
at 10:10 AM, and then I never eat lunch because
if we are going to an away game, I eat on the
plane. I always eat one sandwich on the plane,
just one, never two. I eat two on the way back.
And I tie my shoes on the way up on the plane,
and untie them on the way back. I make sure I
pack my lucky shorts. It's an old raggedy pair that
I have to wear on Saturdays when I sit around in
the lockerroom. When we go to the stadium for
our walk-through, the defensive line and the
specialists play a game of touch football.
"Frog [Stacy Long] and I room together on the
road and he always sleeps on the left side of the
room and I'm on the right bed. We eat dinner and
go to the movies with the team and then come
back to the hotel for snacks. I always change
clothes before I eat my snacks - just a T-shirt and
shorts. Then I have to eat my later chips. I didn't
eat them before the Duke game last year so you
see what can happen. We have a senior meeting
after snacks, but its confidential, top-secret. Then
we just go back to the room and watch TV. I
always wait for Frog to go to sleep before I do
"
Flesch has a busy academic schedule that
forces him to miss team meetings on Monday
and Wednesday.
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"If anybody knows about
gasoline, it's me, your engine.
And I know that drivers rate
Amoco Ultrnate" the highest
quahty gasoline. Like I always
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/ arry Van Der He0St
How often do offensive linemen or tfieir
coaches receive recognition for thieir accom-
plishments?
During a football game, linemen receive
recognition for missed blocks and penalties.
Away from the field, linemen receive few awards
and the reporters pass them by to get to their
glorified teammates who run, throw, or catch
the ball. Offensive line coaches are rarely
mentioned in the papers and often do not
receive promotions. It is because of the lack of
recognition that linemen and their coaches are
considered the forgotten men in football.
But, for Clemson offensive line coach Larry
Van Der Heyden, success and recognition
have followed him from his days as a player to
now as a coach. Through consistent, intimi-
dating blocking and many grueling hours spent
practicing , Van Der Heyden became a highly
regarded offensive lineman at Iowa State. His
ability to instruct and motivate his athletes to
reach their potential has produced many great
players who along with their coach have gained
much deserved recognition over the years.
Van Der Heyden may have received more
recognition than many offensive linemen
though. He is a member of the Ail-Time Iowa
State football team. "When I played, Iowa
State did not have a great football tradition,"
said Van Der Heyden. "But we had the best
record of any team that had been there for a
while. My junior year, we were the first team at
Iowa State to beat Oklahoma in 20 or 30
years."
The next season. Van Der Heyden's
team was nicknamed "The Dirty Thirty".
The team started out with over 1 00 players
and ended up with only 30. It was during
this season that Van Der Heyden played in
what he calls the most exciting game in his
playing career. Oddly enough, it was not a
win.
"It was the last game of the season," he
remembers. "We were playing Oklahoma
and if we won, we had a chance to go to a
bowl. We lost, but just playing for the
chance to go to a major bowl was exciting."
Offensive guard was only part of Van
Der Heyden's duties at Iowa State. He also
played on the defensive line. "Everyone
played both ways," he said. ""We didn't
think anything about it. But the game
wasn't as sophisticated as it is today. There
were not as many defenses and we did not
run as many offensive plays. It was a much
simpler game when I played."
Once his playing days were over. Van
Der Heyden decided to enter the coaching
ranks. There were two things that got Van
Der Heyden interested in coaching.
I enjoyed participating in the sport and
the most influential people in my life are the
people who coached me," said Van Der
Heyden.
His coaching career began at Lake City
High School in Iowa. After a year, Van Der
Heyden returned to his alma mater as a gradu-
ate assistant coach and the following year was
named the defensive line coach. In 1968 he
moved to Drake University where he was an
assistant coach. The following nine years he
held positions at Indiana State, East Carolina,
Virginia, and Memphis State. Then in 1 979 he
came to Clemson as an offensive line coach.
"Jimmy Laycock, the offensive coordinator
from 1978-1979 at Clemson, and I coached
together at Memphis State before Laycock
came to Clemson," said Van Der Heyden.
"When Coach (Danny) Ford was promoted
from offensive line coach to head coach,
Laycock recommended me for the offensive
line job at Clemson."
As a coach at Clemson, Van Der Heyden's
success can be seen in the performance of his
linemen and Clemson's offense. During his 1
years at Clemson the Tigers have averaged
4.3 yards per carry compared to 3.34 in the
previous 10 years. The difference may seem
insignificant, but that translates to an average
of 45 yards per game. Some of the improve-
ment can be attributed to the fine running
backs Clemson had recruited over those 10
years, but it has been Van Der Heyden's men
up front who have opened the holes. Six of the
last seven years, Clemson has ranked in the
Van Der Heyden is a member of the All-Time Iowa
State football team.
top 20 in rushing, a result of the combination of
great backs and fine blocks. Between 1983
and 1987, one of Van Der Heyden's guards
was named AII-ACC. This year's guard com-
bination of Jeb Flesch, a second-team all-
conference choice in 1 989, and Ehc Harmon,
another all-conference selection, is just an-
other in a long line of fine linemen to have
benefitted from Van Der Heyden's expertise.
Van Der Heyden refuses to take the much
deserved credit for his players' success. " In
my opinion I think the guy that becomes a great
offensive linemen is a great athlete and the
kids that become All- Amencans are the kids
that want to be good, " said Van Der Heyden.
"The best players in my opinion are the players
that want to be good and those that have talent
and desire to reach their potential."
After eight different coaching jobs and 33
years, Larry Van Der Heyden has learned a
great deal about coaching. And although
many things in the game have changed, Van
Der Heyden has not.
"It is a much better game now," he said.
"It's faster and there's more strategy involved
now. I have to coach much more than my
coaches had to when I played. The tech-
niques of blocking and tackling are the same,
but the strategy is different.
"Now you can't just put a big guy on the line
— he has to be smart. Playing the offensive
line is more mental now. It requires much
more concentration and learning.
"In order to master this we spend a
great deal of time in meetings. The names
of the game are motivation, discipline and
repetition. The player has to get to the point
where he doesn't have to think about it, he
just goes out and does it."
After working with so many great
athletes many of them are able to put to use
the factors they learned under Van Der
Heyden.
"As a player and former coach with
Larry, I always felt as thoroughly prepared
as one could be going up against my oppo-
nent," said Bill D'Andrea, a former player at
Indiana State and former coach at Clemson
with Van Der Heyden. "His methods and
philosophies have greatly influenced me
as an individual. Not only did the self-
respect, discipline and motivational factors
work on the field, but everyone puts those
to use later in life."
In the early 60's Van Der Heyden
was an outstanding lineman at Iowa State.
During the later 60 s and the 70's he
coached at six different universities. Then
in the 80's Van Der Heyden began a tradi-
tion of producing great linemen at Clemson.
For Van Der Heyden continued success
and production are sure to follow him into
the 90's.
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NO NAME POS HT WT CL EXP NO NAME POS HT WT CL EXP
87 RODERICK ADAMS OLB 6-3 205 FR HS 44 LEVON KIRKLAND OLB 6-2 230 •JR 2VL
Cordele, GA: Crisp Co ; Sam Barrs Lamar. SC; Lamar; Jerry Styers
32 MITCH BELTON DB 5-8 182 'SR 2VL 60 MIKE KUNZ OL 6-5 270 FR HS
Columbia, SC; Richland Northeast; Dean Fowble San Antonio. TX; Lee; Bobby Smith
61 SCOTT SEVILLE SN 6-2 224 "SR 2VL 34 REGGIE LAWRENCE TB 6-1 206 SR 2VL
Ocala, FL;Forest; Jim Simmons Jacksonville, FL; Sandalwood; Bob Withrow
74 NICKBLINSKY 06 6-4 260 FR RS 71 BRENT LeJEUNE OT 6-4 290 •FR RS
Struthers, OH; Struthers; Pary Zetls Lake Charles, LA; Barbe, Jimmy Shaver
33 RODNEY BLUNT TB 5-10 200 "FR RS 28 STACY LEWIS WR 6-0 190 •SO SQ
Pensacola, FL; Pine Forest; Carl Madison Baxley, GA; Appling City; John Stephens
99 ROB BODINE MG 6-1 245 *JR 1 VL 67 STACY LONG OT 6-2 275 •SR 2VL
Velva. ND, Velva; Randy Gleave Griffin, GA. Griffin; Lloyd Bohannon
48 DOUG BOLIN RB 6-2 225 •JR SO 82 ERIC MADER TE 6-1 215 •SR 1 VL
Blacksburg, SC; Blacksburg; Johnny Gibson Plymouth. Wl; Plymouth; James Beaver
65 BRUCE BRATTON OT 6-5 265 JR 2VL 14 TONY MAUNEY CB 5-9 187 JR 2VL
Gaffney, SC, Gaftney; A,L, Curtis Shelby. NC. Shelby; Jim Taylor
92 DOUG BREWSTER LB 6-2 205 SR 3VL 93 ED MCDANIEL LB 6-0 225 •JR 2VL
Athens, GA; Clarke Central; Billy Henderson Batesburg, SC; Batesburg; Gary Smaller
51 MIKE BROWN C 6-2 255 *JR 1VL 91 CHESTER MCGLOCKTON DT 6-5 310 •SO 1VL
Pell City, AL, Pell City; Lyie Darnell Whiteville, NC; Whiteville; Bill Hewett
23 NORRIS BROWN FS 6-0 190 'SO 1VL 5 JIMMY MCLEES OB 5-11 184 •JR SQ
Conway, SC; Conway; Chuck Jordan Greenville. SC; Mauldin; Stanley Hopkins
1 DWAYNE BRYANT WR 6-2 180 FR HS 7 RICHARD MONCRIEF OB 6-0 195 •FR RS
Tallahassee, FL; Lincoln, Steve Hardin Montgomery. AL; Davis. Charles Lee
89 BRENTSON BUCKNER MG 6-3 315 •FR RS 47 TYRON MOUZON SS 6-1 214 JR 2VL
Columbus. GA. Carver; Wallace Davis Cleanwater. FL; Dunedin; Ken Weir
42 GREGBURK RB 6-2 230 •FR RS 39 ARLINGTON NUNN SS 5-10 190 SR 3VL
Lawton. OK; Lawton; Darrell Ashlschlager Cleanfl/ater. FL; Dunedin; Ken Weir
86 ARTHUR BUSSIE OLB 6-4 230 •FR RS 38 CHUCK O'BRIEN LB 6-3 240 'JR 2VL
Camden. NJ; Camden. Bill Simpson Clarksburg. MD. Fredenck; Bob Campbell
57 DARREN CALHOUN LB 6-2 225 •FR RS 53 CHRIS OGLE OG 6-4 250 •JR 1VL
McCormick. SC; McCormick; Jim McCall Va. Beach. VA; First Colonial; Frank Webster
10 DeCHANE CAMERON QB 6-1 191 JR 1VL 15 ROBERT O'NEAL FS 6-2 185 SO 1VL
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie Clarkston. GA; Clarkston; Tommy Stringer
29 PAULCAPUTO FB 5-10 207 JR SO 68 DAVID PUCKETT OG 6-4 257 'SR 2VL
Essex Fells, NJ; W. Essex; Ron Annrello Charlotte. NC; Garinger; Steve Shaughnessy
50 RYAN CRAWLEY OL 6-3 280 FR HS 69 AL RICHARD DT 6-3 265 'SO 1VL
Deer Park, TX; Deer Park; Ron Lynch Clinton. SC; Clinton; Keith Richardson
97 DAVID DAVIS MG 6-0 286 JR 2VL 88 THAD RIDGLEY TE 6-3 210 'FR RS
Eastover, SC; L Richland, Bill Kenrey Ambndge. PA; Ambridge; Frank Anthony
9 DEXTER DAVIS CB 5-9 175 JR 2VL 20 LARRY RYANS TB 6-0 178 SO 1VL
Sumter, SC; Sumter; Tom Lewis Greenwood. SC. Greenwood. Willis Burkett
80 JASON DAVIS WR 6-3 200 FR RS 84 MIKESAMNIK TE 6-5 245 'SO SQ
Pensacola, FL; Pine Forest; Carl Madison Cleanwater. FL; Countryside. Bill Berry
30 REGGIE DEMPS RB 5-11 200 Sr SO 37 SHANE SCOTT LB 6-1 215 'SO 1VL
Orlando, FL; Oak Ridge, John Hemmer Alexandna. VA; Mt. Vernon; Bruce Patnck
81 STEVE DERRISO TE 6-4 225 FR RS 79 STACY SEEGARS OG 6-4 310 'FR RS
Huntsville, AL; Grissom, Larrie Robinson Kershaw. SC; Andrew Jackson; Duane Dennie
78 ALEX DIAL OG 6-5 265 JR JC 96 ASHLEY SHEPPARD OLB 6-5 235 SO 1VL
Columbia. SC; Lees-McCrae JC; Mack Bryan Greenville. NC; North Pitt; Larry Bolger
46 STACY FIELDS TE 6-3 233 Sr 3VL 49 WAYNE SIMMONS OLB 6-2 225 'SO 1 VL
Frogmore. SC; Beaufort; Mike Rentz Hilton Head. SC; Hilton Head; Dan Utiey
59 JEB FLESCH OG 6-3 266 JR 2VL 95 TYRONE SIMPSON DT 6-3 270 SO 1VL
Morrow, GA; Morrow; Bud Theodician Rock Hill. SC; Northwestern; Jimmy Wallace
17 CHRIS GARDOCKI P-PK 6-2 193 JR 2VL 54 DANNY SIZER DT 6-5 283 'SR 2VL
Stone Mountain, GA; Redan; Bill Cloer Fletcher, NC; W. Henderson; Carol Wright
26 ERICGETER CB 5-11 191 SO 1 VL 24 TERRY SMITH WR 6-1 180 •FR RS
Newnan, GA, Newnan; Max Bass Clemson, SC; Daniel; Dick Singleton
94 KELLY GOMILLION MG 5-11 245 JR SO 2 ROBBIE SPECTOR WR 5-11 179 'SR 2VL
Aiken, SC, Aiken; Calvin Tripplett Calhoun, GA; Calhoun; Jerry Smith
16 DAVID GOUDELOCK WR 5-9 152 JR SO 6 BRUCE TAYLOR WR 6-2 216 *SR SQ
Winnsboro, SC; Winnsboro Academy; Ernie Hugh es Athens, GA; Cedar Shoals; John Waters
45 HOWARD HALL FB 6-0 232 SO 1 VL 19 MARC TAYLOR RB 6-0 210 •SO SQ
Gastonia, NC; Ashbrook; John Kinlaw Cleveland, TN; Bradley; Bill Robertson
75 LES HALL OT 6-7 310 SO 1 VL 52 JAMISON TEMPLES OG 6-5 255 •SO SQ
Columbia, SC; Spring Valley; Jerry Brown Little Mtn. SC; Chapin; Eddie Muldrow
90 VANCE HAMMOND DT 6-7 285 SR 3VL 41 DOUG THOMAS WR 5-10 181 SR 3VL
Spartanburg, SC; Dorman; Al Clark Hamlet. NC; Richmond Co.; Ed Hiatt
62 KELVIN HANKINS OT 6-3 298 JR 1 VL 85 FRANKLIN THOMAS TE 6-4 225 SO HS
Camden, NJ; Woodrow Wilson; Butch Gale New Orleans. LA; St. Augustine; Anthony Biagas
62 DEAN HARMON SN 5-10 202 JR SQ 27 JAMES TRAPP SS 6-1 175 SO 1VL
Midland, Ml; Midland Dow; Frank Altimore Lawton. OK; Lawton; Darrell Ahlschlager
76 ERIC HARMON OG 6-1 282 SR 3VL 58 LEWIS USHER LB 6-2 220 FR HS
Camden, NJ; Woodrow Wilson; Butch Gale Decatur. GA; SW DeKalb; Buck Godfrey
55 JOHN HARRIS C 6-1 264 *SO SO 77 SCOTT VAUGHN OT 6-6 285 'FR RS
Roxboro, NC; Person; John Harris Phillipsburg. NJ. Phillipsburg. Tom Dominic
40 RUDY HARRIS FB 6-3 225 SO HS 8 NELSON WELCH PK-P-DB 5-10 175 FR HS
Brockton, MA; Brockton; Armond Colombo Greer. SC; Greer; Stuart Holcombe
36 JEROME HENDERSON CB 5-11 187 SR 3VL 64 CURTIS WHITLEY C 6-1 260 'JR 1VL
Statesville, NC; W. Iredell; David Moody Smithfield. NC; Selma; Jack Gaster
73 DAVID HOGUE OG 6-6 278 •FR RS 25 RONALD WILLIAMS TB 6-1 195 FR HS
New Castle, PA. Laurel; George Miles Ninety-Six. SC; Ninety-Six; Wayne Sweeney
13 KENZIL JACKSON LB 5-11 230 SO 1VL 98 PIERRE WILSON DT 6-5 270 *Fr RS
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie New Orleans, LA, St, Augustine; Anthony Biagas
12 JOHN JOHNSON OLB 6-3 220 SR 3VL 31 DERRICK WITHERSPOON TB 6-0 190 FR HS
LaGrange, GA; LaGrange; Gary Guthrie Sumter. SC; Sumter; Tom Lewis
56 TIM JONES LB 6-1 205 FR HS 83 STEPHON WYNN TE 6-3 218 FR HS
Rock Hill, SC; Rock Hill; Jim Ringer Winnsboro. SC; Fairfield Central; Ben Freeman
35 TONY KENNEDY FB 6-1 230 •JR 2VL
Elizabeth, NJ; Elizabeth; Jerry Moore
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As a part of a unique and progressive
program, the Clemson University Athletic
Department has developed a student-athlete
assistance program to provide three major
areas of critical growth to the Clemson
student-athlete:
1 ) Academic and career counseling
2) Personal growth
3) Career assistance
Bill D'Andrea, who for six years was an
assistant coach for the Clemson football
program, is the Director of Student Services
for the Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment. He coordinates numerous programs
designed for the student-athlete, including
job placement efforts for graduating student-
athletes in cooperation with the University's
Career Center; supervising summer-em-
ployment for current Clemson student-ath-
letes, conducting exit interviews as student-
athletes leave the program, testing of
freshmen student-athletes to target aca-
demic and career goals, and finally he pro-
vides personal growth seminars for sopho-
mores and juniors to parallel their needs.
D'Andrea also coordinates the Clemson
Drug Testing Program and provides coun-
seling to the student-athlete for any prob-
lems, whether it be a family or personal
need. D'Andrea remains in contact with
former Clemson athletes as the administra-
tor of the Tiger Lettermen Club, a group that
has grown tremendously in D'Andrea's first
few months. D'Andrea can be found prior
The Career Assistance Program hopes to help
Tiger athletes become as successful off the
field as engineering graduate, David Treadwell.
to home football games in the Lettermen
Club Room located below the West endzone
stands.
"The Clemson University Athletic De-
partment wanted to develop a program in
which we could assist the student-athlete in
more ways than just academically, we
wanted to assist them in areas such as
personal growth and career counseling and
guidance, " said Clemson Athletic Director
Bobby Robinson. "This is very important
because we want to continue our commit-
ment to the student-athlete not just while
they are at Clemson, but long after they
have graduated."
Although D'Andrea's position will cover
many areas, one of the top priorities is to
assist student-athletes in job placement.
The program will attempt to assist the stu-
dent-athlete in gaining the opportunity to be
interviewed for gainful employment after
graduation.
"(Clemson student-athletes) are going to
have more opportunities with Bill going out
there and aggressively seeking jobs," said
Al Mathiasen, director of the Career Center
on the Clemson campus. "I think that's
going to help the other students, too. He'll
probably create more job opportunities than
the athletes can take. And hopefully, we'll
get other Clemson students involved in
those.
"I think having someone in Bill's position
is unique," Mathiasen said. "I don't know of
any other school in the nation that has such
a position."
While Clemson student-athletes have
used and will continue to have access to the
resources provided by the Career Center,
D'Andrea's position will make placement
assistance more readily available.
"This will provide the student-athlete a
more open line of communication to the
placement office and possibly put them in
touch with people from our Alumni Asso-
ciation, IPTAY donors. Tiger Lettermen,
and other members of the Clemson family,"
D'Andrea said. "This is an area that we set
up to develop a better understanding of the
needs and demands of the Clemson stu-
dent-athlete and how we can make them
better."
One of the ways D'Andrea has found to
go about this is to utilize the Clemson Stu-
dent-Athlete Advisory Board (SAAB). "The
student-athletes are the eyes and ears of
the Athletic Department," said D'Andrea.
"The board is made up of team representa-
tives who convey areas of concern to the
administration for the benefit of the student-
athletes needs.
"I think that from the initial recruiting
process to long-term employment, Clemson
University has a certain obligation." said
Bill D'Andrea
D'Andrea. "In my opinion, we are obligated
to assist our student-athletes in finding a
long-term meaningful career. This will only
continue to develop a healthy relationship
between the job field and Clemson Univer-
sity."
As a familiar face to Clemson athletes,
D'Andrea hopes his presence will provide a
certain comfort level for student-athletes as
they seek employment upon graduation.
While the program will initially assist in
placement for recently graduated athletes,
D'Andrea hopes the program develops into
one that is able to assist former athletes,
who may be a few years removed from the
athletic department.
"I think it will eventually evolve to the type
of situation where we'd be in a position to
assist anybody that's been part of this family
and we hope to extend our services to help
them," D'Andrea said. "But primarily the
focus is to help graduating seniors to initiate
their careers."
D'Andrea will also interview any student-
athlete that leaves the program for whatever
reason, whether it is a result of graduation,
transfer to another school, or if a student-
athlete simply quits.
"Basically the exit interview is designed
to get some feedback from the student-
athlete about our program," D'Andrea said.
"Has Clemson met its obligations athletically
and academically? Would you come here
again and finally what can we do better to
give them the best undergraduate education
in the United States?"
With D'Andrea's guidance and a strong
commitment from the Clemson Athletic De-
partment, the Clemson student-athlete will
remain a member of the "family" long after
his or her athletic career is completed.
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CLEMSON OFFENSE
When Clemson Has The Ball
DUKE DEFENSE
41 DOUG THOMAS FLK 99
65 BRUCE BRATTON LT 90
59 JEBFLESCH LG 55
64 CURTIS WHITLEY C 73
76 ERIC HARMON RG 80
67 STACY LONG RT 43
46 STACY FIELDS TE 45
24 TERRY SMITH SE 13
10 DeCHANE CAMERON 08 22
40 RUDY HARRIS FB 5
25 RONALD WILLIAMS TB 25
17 CHRIS GARDOCKI PK 3














When Duke Has The Ball
DUKE OFFENSE
44 LEVON KIRKLAND OLB 4
91 CHESTER McGLOCKTON LT 74
99 ROBBODINE NG 66
90 VANCE HAMMOND RT 64
12 JOHN JOHNSON OLB 67
92 DOUG BREWSTER LB 71
93 EDMCDANIEL LB 83
36 JEROME HENDERSON LC 86
39 ARLINGTON NUNN ROV 7
15 ROBERT O NEAL SAF 42
9 DEXTER DAVIS RC 33













THE TIGERS THE BLUE DEVILS
1 DWAYNE BRYANT WR 49 WAYNE SIMMONS OLB 1 JAMAL ELLIS DB 59 CHRIS RISING LB
2 ROBBIE SPECTOR WR 50 RYAN CRAWLEY OL 2 KEITH EWELL WR 60 LOUIS CLYBURN OL
5 JIMMY McLEES OB 51 MIKE BROWN C 3 RANDY GARDNER PK/P 61 RICHARD GULLEY OT
6 BRUCE TAYLOR WR 52 JAMISON TEMPLES OG 4 DARRYL CLEMENTS WR 62 KYLE GAINES LB
7 RICHARD MONCRIEF OB 53 CHRIS OGLE OG 5 OUINTON MCCRAKEN DB 63 BRIAN MAY OG
8 NELSON WELCH PK-DB 54 DANNY SIZER DT 7 DAVE BROWN QB 64 STUART ALBRIGHT C
9 DEXTER DAVIS CB 55 JOHN HARRIS C 8 KEITH DUBOSE DB 65 SCOTT LENNON OL
10 DeCHANE CAMERON QB 56 TIM JONES LB 9 RODRICK EDWARDS DB 66 PETE PETROFF OG
11 ERIK PHILLIPS PK 57 DARREN CALHOUN LB 10 JON JENSEN QB 67 BOBBY HIGHSMITH OG
12 JOHN JOHNSON BAN 58 LEWIS USHER LB 11 STEVE PRINCE QB 68 TOM NEWELL DT
13 KENZIL JACKSON LB 59 JEB FLESCH OG 13 DERRICK JACKSON ROV 70 DAVID WAFLE DL
14 TONY MAUNEY CB 60 MIKE KUNZ OL 14 BILLY RAY QB 71 CHIP NITOWSKI OT
15 ROBERT O'NEAL SAF 61 SCOTT BEVILLE SN 15 GAVIN GRAY DB 74 AL HAGAMAN OT
16 DAVID GOUDELOCK WR 62 KELVIN NANKINS OT 18 BRAD BREEDLOVE WR 75 WARREN SCOVILLE DT
16 CHUCK LYNCH K 62 DEAN HARMON SN 19 SEAN THOMAS DB 76 BRANDON MOORE OT
17 CHRIS GARDOCKI P-PK 64 CURTIS WHITLEY C 20 OCTAVIUS HOLLIDAY WR 78 MATT WILLIAMS OL
19 MARC TAYLOR RB 65 BRUCE BRATTON OT 21 NICK BLATCHFORD P 79 PJ SCHUNKE OG
20 LARRY RYANS WR 67 STACY LONG OT 22 WYATT SMITH DB 80 TRAVIS PEARSON LB
23 NORRIS BROWN SAF 68 DAVID PUCKETT OG 23 MIKE URSO DB 81 STANLEY DORSEY WR
24 TERRY SMITH WR 69 AL RICHARD DT 24 RODNEY HOOKS DB 83 AARON SHAW TE
25 RONALD WILLIAMS TB 71 BRENT LeJEUNE OT 25 ERWIN SAMPSON FS 85 DAN CLARK TE
26 ERIC GETER CB 73 DAVID HOGUE OG 26 WALTER JONES WR 86 MARC MAYS WR
27 JAMES TRAPP SAF 74 NICK BLINSKY OG 27 ZAID ABDUL ALEEM RB WR 87 JEFF GALASKA TE
28 STACY LEWIS WR 75 LES HALL OT 29 LEROY GALLMAN RB 88 BRANDON JONES WR
29 PAUL CAPUTO FB 76 ERIC HARMON OG 30 RAY WRIGHT RB 90 PRESTON ANDERSON DT
30 REGGIE DEMPS RB 77 SCOTT VAUGHN OT 31 MICHAEL BOLAND SS 91 TOM CORPUS LB
31 DERRICK WITHERSPOON RB 78 ALEX DIAL OG 32 MIKE VERONA RB 92 DREW MACFARLAN DL
32 MITCH BELTON DB 79 STACY SEEGARS OG 33 CHRIS BROWN FB 93 TIM CURRAN DT
33 RODNEY BLUNT TB 80 JASON DAVIS WR 35 TYLER TIMKO FB 94 KEDRICK EILY DE
34 REGGIE LAWRENCE TB 81 STEVE DERRISO TE 40 RANDY JONES TB 95 SCOTT HOSIER DL
35 TONY KENNEDY FB 82 ERIC MADER TE 41 TODD HOYLE DB 96 GIL WINTERS LB
36 JEROME HENDERSON CB 83 STEPHON WYNN TE 42 RANDY CUTHBERT TB 97 GREGG MCCONNELL DE
37 SHANE SCOTT LB 84 MIKE SAMNIK TE 43 SCOTT BRITTINGHAM ROV 98 NATHAN WHITAKER P
38 CHUCK O BRIEN LB 85 FRANKLIN THOMAS TE 44 TOM RHOADS RB 99 DUANE MARKS LB
39 ARLINGTON NUNN ROV 86 ARTHUR BUSSIE OLB 45 DARRELL SPELLS LB
40 RUDY HARRIS FB 87 RODERICK ADAMS OLB 46 MARCUS DYER FB
41 DOUG THOMAS WR 88 THAD RIDGLEY TE 47 ROBERT BALDWIN RB
42 GREG BURK RB 89 BRENTSON BUCKNER MG 48 MARK ALLEN LB
44 LEVON KIRKLAND OLB 90 VANCE HAMMOND DT 49 SCOTT DELUCA LB
45 HOWARD HALL FB 91 CHESTER McGLOCKTON DT 50 KURT LIGOS LB
46 STACY FIELDS TE 92 DOUG BREWSTER LB 51 STEVE ALDERFER C
47 TYRON MOUZON ROV 93 ED MCDANIEL LB 52 STEVE SCHOTT LB






























99 ROB BODINE MG 58 SCOTT BERDAN LB
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NO NAME POS HT WT CL EXP NO NAME POS HT WT CL
27 Zaid Abdul-Aleem
onicago. IL
RB WR 6-2 180 Fr HS 88 Brandon Jones
Ithaca, NY
WR 6-3 195 Jr SO
64 Stuart Albright
Greensboro, NC
C 6-2 255 Sr 2VL 40 Randy Jones
Winston-Salem, NC
TB 5-10 190 Sr 3VL
51 Steve Alderfer
Chalfont.PA
C 6-4 260 So SO 26 Walter Jones
Roanoke Rapids, NC




LB 6-1 225 Jr 2VL 65 Scott Lennon
Houston, TX
OL 6-2 270 Fr HS
90 Preston Anderson
NorwalK. 1
DT 6-4 260 Sr 2VL 50 Kurt Ligos
Long Valley, NJ
LB 6-3 225 Jr 1VL
47 Robert Baldwin
DeLand. FL
RB 6-0 200 Fr HS 92 Drew Macfarlan
Ridgewood, NJ
DL 6-5 250 So HS
58 Scott Berdan
Norcross, GA
LB 6-2 225 So SO 57 Colin Mailloux
Bradenton, FL
OL 6-4 265 Fr HS
21 Nick Blatchford
wasningion. uu
P 6-1 183 Fr HS 99 Duane Marks
Missouri City, TX
LB 6-5 230 So SO
31 Michael Boland
McHenry, IL
SS 6-1 200 Jr 1VL 63 Brian May
Erie, PA
OG 6-6 265 Sr SO
18 Brad Breedlove WR 5-11 170 So SO 86 Marc Mays WR 6-1 175 Sr 1VL
Homosassa, FL East Point, GA
43 Scott Brittingham
Salisbury, MU
ROV 6-3 200 Sr 2VL 97 Gregg McConnell
Waynesville, NC
DE 6-3 250 Jr 1VL
33 Chris Brown
Washington, DC
FB 6-1 230 Jr 2VL 5 Ouinton McCraken
Southport, NC
DB 5-8 180 Jr 2VL
7 Dave Brown
Westiield, NJ
QB 6-5 210 Jr 1VL 72 Randy McGeorge
Durham, NC
OL 6-4 260 Fr HS
85 Dan Clark
Tampa, FL
TE 6-5 235 So SO 76 Brandon Moore
Ardmore, PA
OT 6-7 275 Jr 1VL
4 Darryl Clements
MIddletown, OH
WR 5-10 170 Sr 3VL 68 Tom Newell
Fort Myers. FL
DT 6-3 245 Jr SO
60 Louis Clyburn
Camden, SC
OL 6-5 280 Fr HS 71 Chip Nitowski
Brackenridge, PA
OT 6-5 280 Sr 3VL
91 Tom Corpus
Westlake, OH
LB 6-5 250 Sr 3VL 80 Travis Pearson
Piano, TX
LB 6-4 235 So SO
93 Tim Curran
Baldwin, NY
DT 6-4 240 Jr 1 VL 66 Pete Petroff
California, PA
OG 6-3 280 Sr 1 VL
42 Randy Cuthbert
Chaltont, PA
TB 6-3 220 Jr 2VL 11 Steve Prince
Roscoe, IL
OB 6-2 185 So 1VL
49 Scott DeLuca
Nutley. NJ
LB 6-4 215 Sr SO 14 Billy Ray
Dunwoody, GA
OB 6-3 205 Sr 1VL
81 Stanley Dorsey WR 6-2 180 Fr HS 44 Tom Rhoads RB 6-1 190 Jr 2VL
Baltimore, MD Hilton Head. SC
8 Keith Dubose DB 5-1
1
165 So 1 VL 59 Chris Rising LB 6-2 225 Sr 3VL
Sarasota, FL La Canada, CA
46 Marcus Dyer
Burlington, NC
FB 6-2 225 Jr 2VL 25 Erwin Sampson
Montclair, NJ
FS 5-11 170 Sr 2VL
9 Rodrick Edwards
Houston, TX
DB 5-9 170 Fr HS 52 Steve Schott
Belleville, IL
LB 6-2 215 Jr SO
94 Kedrick Eily
Roxboro, NC
DE 6-2 240 Sr 2VL 79 P.J. Schunke
Franklin Lakes, NJ
OG 6-4 280 So SO
1 Jamal Ellis DB 5-11 185 Fr HS 75 Warren Scoville DT 6-5 245 So SO
Lancaster, TX Griffin. GA
2 Keith Ewell
Miami, FL
WR 6-2 185 Sr 2VL 83 Aaron Shaw
Orlando, FL
TE 6-3 220 Jr 1VL
82 John Farquhar
Stanford, Ca
TE 6-6 230 Fr HS 56 Brad Sherrod
Monroe, NC
LB 6-3 210 So SO
62 Kyle Gaines
Snellville, GA
LB 6-0 220 Fr HS 73 Geoff Smith
Medford Lakes, NJ
DUOL 6-5 240 Fr HS
87 Jeff Galaska
Strongsville. OH
TE 6-3 215 Fr HS 22 Wyatt Smith
Greensboro, NC
DB 5-10 170 Jr 2VL
29 Leroy Gallman
Westfield, NJ
RB 5-11 195 So 1VL 45 Darrell Spells
Richwood, TX
LB 6-1 210 So 1VL
3 Randy Gardner
Jacksonville, FL
PK/P 5-11 180 So 1VL 19 Sean Thomas
Westerville, OH
DB 6-1 185 Fr HS
15 Gavin Gray
Portsmouth, Rl
DB 5-11 175 Fr HS 35 Tyler Timko
Butler, PA
FB 6-3 225 So SO
61 Richard Gulley
Ocean, NJ
OT 6-5 265 Jr SO 54 Chris Teston
lA/nnt ^l^nn»n- DAWest Chester. rA
LB 6-3 225 Sr 1VL
74 Al Hagaman
Clearwater. FL
OT 6-5 285 Sr 2VL 23 Mike Urso
West Orange, NJ
DB 6-1 185 Sr 2VL
89 David Hawkins
Atlanta, GA
TE 6-4 215 Fr HS 32 Mike Verona
Murrysville. PA
RB 6-0 200 Jr 1VL
67 Bobby Highsmith
Key West, FL
OG 6-5 265 Sr 1VL 70 David Wafle
Alexandria, VA
DL 6-4 240 Fr HS
20 Octavius Holliday
Longwood, FL
WR 6-2 180 Fr HS 53 Damon Wallace
Hampton, VA
LB/C 6-2 208 Fr HS
24 Rodney Hooks
Lithonia. GA
DB 5-10 175 Sr 1VL 98 Nathan Whitaker
Gainesville, FL
P 6-2 170 Sr SO
95 Scott Hosier
Burnsville. MN
DL 6-4 225 Fr HS 78 Matt Williams
Birmingham, AL
OL 6-3 245 Fr HS
41 Todd Hoyle
Waynesville, NC
DB 6-0 185 Jr 1VL 96 Gil Winters
Willingboro, NJ
LB 6-6 225 Fr HS
13 Derrick Jackson
Long Valley, NJ
ROV 6-3 190 Sr 1VL 30 Ray Wright
Hurst, TX
RB 5-11 185 Fr HS
10 Jon Jensen
Denver, CO
QB 6-4 195 Fr HS 55 Scott Youmans
Gibsonville. NC
NG 5-11 250 So 1VL
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WRITE FOR OUR NEW COLOR CATALOG
"A CLEMSON TRADITION"
A. Youth T Shirt
Sizes XS2/4-L14/16 $8.50
B Youth T Shirt
Sizes XS2/4-L14/16 $8 50
C. Youth Sweatshirt Org., White or Navy
Sizes Toddler 2-6 $15.50
Youth S-L $17 50







Poplin White or Org. $10.99
Wool Baseball Team Cap
State size (6 7/8-7 3/4) $15.99
Poplin White or Navy $8.50
2 Tone Poplin $10.99
The Hatfield Cap $10.50
Poplin Org. or White $10.50
Poplin $9.99
Adult 100% Cotton T Shirt
White or Birch Grey S-XL $14.50
Clemson A&M 100% Cotton T
S-XL $12.95 XXL $13.95
Shorts Xtra Long Length
100% Cotton S-XL $19.99
100% Cotton T (Org., White, or Navy)
S-XL $10.99 XXL $12.99
Jersey Shorts S-XL $14 50
Boxer Shorts Adult S-XL $8.99
Youth S, M, L $8.50
100% Cotton T (Birch or Navy)
S-XL $10.99 XXL $12.99
Adult Crewneck Svi^eatshirt
Orange or White S-XL $20 99
XXL $22.99
Hooded Sweatshirt
Birch Grey or Navy S-XL $26 50
XXL $28.99
Sweatpants Org. or White
S-XL $20.99 XXL $22.99
Crewneck Sweatshirt
S-XL $20.99 XXL $22.99









.ZIP. WE SHIP UPS
ITEM
#




IF YOUR ORDER IS ADD
$0-$15.00 $2.50
$15 00-30 00 S3 00
$30 00-50.00 $3.75
$50 00-100.00 $5.00
ABOVE $100 00 $7 50
CO D. ADD $3.30
IN ADDITION OF FREIGHT
MR. KNICKERBOCKER
354 COLLEGE AVENUE
CLEMSON, SC 29631 (803) 654-4203




CREDIT CARD ACCOUNT NUMBER
•PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
S.C. 5% SALES TAX
TOTAL
EXP DATE MONTH YEAR
SIGNATURE
The following is a list of Clemson student-athletes that
participated in competition last year and attained a 3.0
grade point average for the full academic school year.
Each of them were named to the 1 989-90 Atlantic Coast


























































































































Ground was broken last winter on Clemson's $2.5 million Academic Learning Center. The facility, located near the center of campus, is
expected to open in early 1991.
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Clemson might lead the nation in traditions
surrounding a football weekend. People who
say there isn't much difference between at-
tending a college football game and a NFL
game have never been to Clemson. The
choreography involved in just bringing Clemson
into the stadium is worth the price of admission.
Here is a short summary of some of the events
and traditions that make the aura surrounding
a Clemson football weekend something spe-
cial.
Howard's Rock
At the top of the hill in the east endzone of
Memorial Stadium atop a two-foot pedestal
rests a 20-pound rock. This is Howard's Rock,
and according to myth, it gives Clemson players
special powers prior to its contest with the
day's opposition.
Prior to each game Clemson players run
down the hill (I know, I am getting ahead of
myself) and rub this rock at the top of the hill
before making the perilous trip to the stadium
floor. The tradition began in 1966 when
Clemson alum Samuel C. Jones, Sr., a 1919
Clemson grad, picked up the rock in Death
Valley, CA. Since Clemson's football stadium
is known as Death Valley, he felt his alma
mater should have something in its stadium
from the "other Death Valley."
He brought the rock back to Coach Frank
Howard and it sat in the Clemson mentor's
office for a few months. Finally, Howard asked
Executive Secretary Gene Willimon to do
something with the rock that was cluttering his
office. Willimon went overboard, and thank
goodness that he did.
He brought the rock to the stadium, had it
mounted and affixed a plaque to it. The Rock
was present at the top of the hill for the opening
game of the 1966 season, a 40-35 win over
Virginia, a contest that saw Clemson come
back from a 17-point deficit to gain victory.
Clemson ran by the rock for the 1966
season. But, prior to the home opener against
Wake Forest in 1967, Howard found a way to
work geology into a pregame pep talk. "I told
my boys that anyone who gives 1 10 percent
can rub my rock (on the way down the hill),"
said Howard. "Anyone who is not going to give
1 1 percent can keep their filthy hands off my
rock."
Clemson went on to a 23-6 victory over the
Demon Deacons in that opener of 1 967 and a
tradition was born.
"The first time I touched it I was in the 1 0th
grade," recalls 1990 starting wide receiver
Terry Smith, a native of Clemson. "After a
game, my cousin and I walked around to that
rock to see what it looked like. I thought it was
like magic; brought you special powers. When
Clemson is ready to play, it will bring us special
power."
Since Clemson began rubbing Howard's
Rock the Tigers are 84-29-4 at home, includ-
ing a 2-0 record this year.
Running Down the Hill
Touching Howard's Rock is just part of
Clemson's celebrated stadium entrance. I'm
sure it is exciting to touch that banner at
Michigan, or come out of the tunnel at the LA
Coliseum and that smoke is intimidating for
Miami opponents in the Orange Bowl, but
there is nothing like running down the hill.
After Clemson's last warmup the team re-
treats to the home dressing room under the
West Stands. At about 1 2:50 pm (for a normal
1 :00 PM game), the team boards two charter
buses plus a school bus, and makes a 90-
second drive around the periphery of the sta-
dium to the east side of the field. After every-
one is collected at the top of the hill, the cannon
sounds. Tiger Rag is played and Clemson
charges down the hill and onto the field.
The tradition started innocently enough. ..it
was the quickest way to the stadium from the
dressing room when Death Valley was built.
When the stadium was constructed in 1942
the locker rooms were in Fike Fieldhouse, an
athletic facility just up the road. The team used
to walk down the street to the hill.
When the team reached the top of the hill.
Clemson has won 73 percent of its cjc ^les when it has run down the hill prior to the game, and only 40 percent wnen it nas not used this exciting entrance
procedure.
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the cadets (Clemson was a military school
until the 1 960s) formed a tunnel for the team to
run through and the crowd really got into il.
The tradition continued even when the new
locker rooms were built and thus the necessity
of the buses.
"Believe me, by the time you get to the
bottom of that hill you are ready to play, " said
former All-American and 1981 captain Jeff
Davis. "Every football player in the world
should at least run down the hill once, just to
feel the electricity," said 1 990 Clemson tailback
Rodney Blunt. "When you are at the top of the
hill you feel like little kings."
The hill is covered with a 40-yard rug that
the Tigers use to run on when they make their
entrance. It is not an easy task as the first 25
yards of the journey are at a 45-degree angle.
It levels off for about 1 yards, then returns to
a 40-degree slope. "It looks like a green at the
US Open," states Lenn Bobbins of the Na-
tional.
Tiger Pushups
After each Clemson score the Tiger mas-
cot does pushups that equal the total score for
the football team at that time. We don't mean
seven for an additional touchdown, we mean
the number of pushups equals Clemson's
point total at the time.
That can become a high number when the
Clemson offense is in gear. On a hot day in
September, the Tiger has been known to lose
12 pounds at a single game. That was the
case earlier this year when Clemson scored
59 points against Long Beach State. That
meant 303 pushups for the Tiger, including
122 in the third period alone.
The tradition began in the 1978 season
when Zack Mills, perhaps the most innovative
and fun-loving Tiger of all, decided it would be
a good idea to promote spirit. Mills, who
ironically went on to veterinary school, per-
formed 1334 pushups that season, still the
single season pushup record.
Last year Stuart McWhorler, Will Sykes
and Pat Day combined to do 1207 pushups,
with a single game high 196 against Wake
Forest. The all-time single game record is 465
by Ricky Capps. the Tiger in the 1 981 season.
He did 465 against Wake Forest in an 82-24
victory. He actually could have done 76 more,
but the Wake Forest Demon Deacon got into
the spirit of things and did the task as a favor
to the exhausted Tiger after Clemson scored
to make it 76-17.
The Tiger suit weighs in at 45 pounds and
the head is 20 pounds by itself.
Spirit Blitz
This tradition only goes back seven years,
but it quickly received national attention. Each
year Clemson picks a game to give it that little
extra in terms of showing support for the team
in a key game.
It started in 1 983 with the biggest and most
celebrated stunt of them all. The Clemson
student body began blowing up balloons at the
stadium at 7:00 AM the morning of the game.
Organizers hoped 1 ,000 students would show
up to help with the project. Over 3,000 re-
sponded and a Guiness Book of World
Records was established for a balloon release,
as 363,729 balloons were released when
Clemson ran down the hill.
It was the most awesome spectacle this
writer has ever seen at a sporting event. Re-
ports of balloon landings continued well into
the night, even as far off as Laurinburg, NC.
Brent Musberger reported the launch on CBS
with the enthusiasm of a NASA expedition.
Since then, there have been other projects.
An entire stadium full of flash card messages,
an 80-yard Tiger Paw flag, 80,000 orange
pom-poms, 80,000 megaphones, 80,000
kazoos, and this year 80,000 rowdy rags for
the Georgia game.
Tigerama
Tigerama ranks as the world's largest pep
rally. The Friday night before Homecoming,
about 40,000 people will venture to Memorial
Stadium for a combination pep rally, beauty
pageant, fireworks display and skit presenta-
tion. It IS a classic throwback to something you
would see in a Hollywood Movie in the Golden
Age of Sport. It is a Southern tradition at its
best and culminates with the crowning of the
Homecoming Queen, a week-long activity at
Clemson.
Homecoming Displays
We hope you came by the Clemson cam-
pus early to view the architectural wonders on
Bowman Field. Every
year the Clemson frater-
nities play one-
upmanship with the con-
struction of Homecoming
floats. There is a central
theme surrounding the
Tigers and their opponent
that Saturday, but we are
talking innovative dis-
plays that take months of
planning. You don't see
anything like it anywhere
else in the country.
President, legend Frank Howard and many
other dignitaries, the Friday evening before
the first home game. The parade goes right
down main street and finishes at the
Amphitheatre, where the first pep rally of the
year is held. There are cheerleaders, Tiger
Band and don't forget the Cudzoo Kids.
The 1985 parade was the most widely
attended as CBS commentators Brent
Musberger and Ara Parseghian were the Grand
Marshalls. In 1 990, Govenor Carroll Campbell
served as the Grand Marshall, so you can see
this is quite a politically important occasion.
Tiger Paws
Clemson's logo since 1 970, the Tiger Paw
might be the most widely recognized school
symbol in the nation. It is something unique to
Clemson and Tiger fans are proud of it.
Whenever a sportswriter comes to Clemson
for the first time they immediately ask how
those paws got on the highways that lead to
Clemson. Each year different fraternities paint
the paws on the highway. The local authorities
even pitch in to help with the traffic.
Tiger paws are everywhere, just come to a
Clemson football game. Members of the cen-
tral spirit committee paint the symetrical symbol
on cheeks of Tiger fans entering the stadium.
During one spirit blitz Saturday, nearly 1 0,000
fans wore the unusual logo on their cheek.
You see Tiger paws everywhere in Clemson
and around the country. Bank buildings,
check statements, hardware stores, pens, toi-
let seats, bald heads and $2 bills have been
the sight of paws over the years. Recently, a
Clemson grad was photographed kneeling at
the alter during his wedding with Tiger Paw
stickers at the bottom of his shoes.
Now that is hardcore Clemson, but he is
certainly not alone.
First Friday Parade
Clemson fans kick off
the season with the First
Fnday Parade. Fraterni-
ties and sororities march
along with the Clemson
band, the University
Homecoming is a special event at Clemson. Students build displays,
culminating months of planning, while the crowning of the Home-
coming Queen is a highlight of Tigerama.
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T)sa\^moneyonpurcaj;
usepurhouse
How s this for leverage: If you have Allstate Home Insurance and an excellent driving
record (no accidents, no moving violations) you could save yourself as much as 15%
on your car insurance. It's the Allstate Auto Advantage. Why pay more? Sears Financial Network [iij
/illstale
You're in good hands.
Subject to local ;railabilit>' and qualifications Allstate Insurance Company, Northbrocik, 11,
Strength Training
Joel St. Cyr Tommy Steele Jeff Taylor
Recent Strength All-Americans
DanPearman Donnell Woolford VInce Taylor
TE-1987 DB-1988 LB-1989
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CLEMSON FIGHTIN' TIGER
FOOTBALL CAMP '91 ft
Join Coach Ken Hatfield and staff at the 1991
Clemson Fightin' Tiger Football Camp on the beau-
tiful Clemson University campus. Camp sessions
























Since 1971, over 850
commercial and industri-
al projects built across
South Carolina.
Over 50% repeat busi-
ness, with many clients
coming back to Burriss
for three or more general
contracting jobs.
Top management staff
with over 55 years total
experience in general
contracting. BURRISS BUILDING SYSTEMS INC.
;/ ll \ IwK-rn: lha/l ll \ Heller
A full-time architect to ^ DESIGN BUILD CONTRACTOR
provide design assistance
4186 Fernandma Rd., P.O. Box 404
from concept to comple- Columbia, sc 29202
tion of the project. (803) 781-3010




The Clemson University Athletic Depart-
ment provides the following for your safe-
ty and ennergency medical needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support stations
in four locations (North stands, Upper
North deck, South stands. Upper South
deck). These units are staffed with skill-
care nurses, physicians, cardiologists,
internists, paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics
are strategically located throughout the
entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equip-
ment are available in North stand and
South stand areas and have prearrang-
ed routes for evacuation to local
hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and
facilities.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the organiz-
ed stadium EMS personnel room to work.
Well-intentioned attempts to help by un-
trained persons interfere with the effi-
ciency of the EMS system. If you have
basic or advanced training in specific life-
support methods, make your qualifications
known and offer your help. Untrained per-
sonnel can be frequently more harmful
than helpful.
Most emergencies occurring at the
stadium result from pre-existing medical
conditions. Bring your medical identifica-
tion card or wear medical identification
jewelry. Moderation is the key with dress,
food, beverage intake and physical exer-
tion. Our two more frequent serious
medical problems at football games are
allergic reactions to insect stings and heart
attacks.
INSECT STINGS: Common at outdoor
events. Treat immediately with ice. Seek
medical advice. If allergic, carry a kit from
your physician with you.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE A HEART AT-
TACK: The symptoms of a heart attack
vary, but the usual warning signs are:
1. Uncomfortable pressure, fullness,
squeezing or pain in the center of your
chest lasting for two minutes or more.
2. Pain spreading to the shoulders, neck,
jaw, arms, or back.
3. Dizziness, fainting, sweating, nausea
and/or shortness of breath.
Expect a Denial
Frequently heart attack victims deny
they're having a heart attack. The event is
frightening or they don't want the em-
barassment of a false alarm. Therefore,
they delay getting help by ignoring their
symptoms or rationalizing, "it's just in-
digestion."
Find out what's really wrong. Prompt
response can dramatically increase
chances of survival and recovery.
New therapies have been developed that
can minimize heart damage and save lives
if treatment begins within the first few hours
of symptom onset. "Time is muscle." Get
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GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602
803-244-2860
Official Football Signals
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WMve cleanedup
more townsthanA\^^Earp.
The Dodge City Protection Association, led by Wyatt Earp (seated second from left).
This may come as a shock, but the
average American home is loaded
with hazardous wastes.
The fact is, a lot of that seemingly
harmless stuff we've all got lying
around the garage or the basement
could be incredibly dangerous.
Like the old jars of paint from the
kids' model airplane years. The
pesticides from some long-forgotten
experiment in home gardening. And
the brake fluid and motor oil from the
days when do-it-yourself seemed like
a good idea.
The memories may fade away, but
the hazardous chemicals won't.
However, in city-after-progressive-
city, people are waking up to the fact
that we can't continue to treat our
homes like hazardous waste dumps,
and we can't continue to throw
toxic chemicals out with the rest of
the garbage.
In hundreds of cases, Laidlaw
Environmental Services has been
called in to help communities manage
a series of Household Hazardous
Waste Collection Days.
Which makes a lot of sense,
because Laidlaw Environmental
Services is one of thf" nation's leading
companies in the management.
movement, treatment and disposal of
chemical wastes. And one of the
leading consultants in helping people
clean up their cities.
So, if you'd like to know more
about establishing a household
cleanup program for your com-
munity, give us a call at Laidlaw
Environmental Services today.
And we'll help you get the
troublemakers out of town by
sundown.
















THE TRUE TEST OF
ANY GAME.
Whatever your business or pleasure — small meetings, wedding receptions,
trade shows, banquets or company parties — Greenville's Palmetto
International Exposition Center has the space (500,000+ square feet)
and the staff (southern hospitality at its best) to accommodate your
specific requirements. Nobody caters to your needs better Or faster






A Textile Hall Corporation Facility
(803) 233-2562 • Greenville SC
Textile Hall Corporation is the proud donor of
the Textile Bowl Trophy; presented annually
to the winner of the Clemson-North Carolina
State game, in honor of the Textile Graduates
of these two fine Universities.
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Trainers i
Back Row (L-R): Brad Bowie, Ivan Black, Mark Partin, Brian Sanders, Mike Ballard, Mike Raff and Kenny Kinsey.







CARQUEST . . .
Over 250 Auto Parts Stores serving
the Carolinas, Virginia and Georgia.
YOU'LL FIND IT AT CARQUEST
SM














Collect all of your Clemson favorites including:
HORACE GRANT BILLY WILLIAMS
FRANK HOWARD MICHAEL DEAN PERRY
BUBBA BROWN LESTER BROWN
TREE ROLLINS JAMES ROBINSON
For More Information
COLLEGIATE COLLECTION'
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Duke
Dr. H. Keith H. Brodie
President






Wyatt Smith #22 Erwin Sampson #25
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NCAA
You make the Call!
QUESTION: You have never been a donor of the IPTAY Scholarship Fund and did not
graduate from Clemson. You support the Tigers whenever they play anyone other
than Southern Cal. Occasionally you come to Clemson to see games and when you
do, you encourage as many kids to come to Clemson as you can.
In fact, when players or prospects walk by your car, you talk to them about Clemson
and even offer food and beverages on occasion.
Have you violated any rules?
'(lAods Auv ui) S3i3miv lUBpms lUBAAnO
Ol U3A3 AO SlDBdSOAd aSOI/J OJ 30VA3A3q AO pOOj A3jJO lOUUVD UOA. 'BAOWABijlAnj
•UOSUiBlJ Ol 9UiOD Ol (ABpiO pUV A3pDA0 IflUiU) IDBdSOAd AUV 30VAnODU9 Ol pBMOUD
lOU BAV noA. *9AOj3AB1i± ,/SlS3A3lUI ^Ija/I/Jt; S^/ilfSABAiUn ai/JJo 3A}lVlU3S3Ad3A„
V BAV no/i 'uosutBiJJo iuuiniYAO ^^Aouop,, V lOu 3AV noA tjBnoiii iia/ta 'sa^ :H3MSNV
Clemson Athletic Department, 1 990
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pro team has been the Bucs
Chatter
liiitlalsof 80 Across
Dale Hatcher led NFL in punting with '85
Rams
15. Mischievous child
16. B.Cunningham's of Super Bowl
champion Steelers teams were in '78 &
'79
'80s Patriots McSwain
Abbr. for city whose team picked Tigers
D. Woolford in 1 st round
Member of '88 Browns All-Rookie team
after being drafted in 2nd round
'_ favorite QB in pros is Montana
Describes the ape
Abbr. for "strong safety"
The selves
Was 2-time All-Pro at DB for Dallas
Rich played briefly with Ottawa Rough
Riders
Farm Structure
Initials of oldtime Steelers Tinsley
Pennies
1 st Tiger to play on Super Bowl champion
squad
Contend
Mollis played with Wranglers/ Gambers of
USFL
Reddish coating on metal
J. Brooks, T. Davis or A. Latimer of NFL
Initials of Oilers/ Falcons Johnson




J. Farr, C. Dolce & J. Brooks played in the
FL
















































49ers / Oilers end of the '60s, Bob
3-time Pro Bowl Mathews of Steelers
Pros Callicutt or Peeples
Initials of singer Sinatra
1 st name of Bill's '79 1 st round pick
Title of respect
Lou Cordileone began with the NY Giants
years ago
Anger




Initials of '80 -'81 Colts FB Sims
Steve ' teams were Eagles/ Lions
Namesakes of ^O's Giants LBer Headen
Joe Bostic was 1 0-yr. lineman for them
Abbr. for NFL city where Larry Hefner
played in '70s
Overhead railway
Half, full, tail, wing and quarter
70 71
6. Roman num. for Steelers years for TE 37. Baseball hitter
John McMakin 38. Initials of Archie of Super Bowl champs
7. Initials of '80s Browns superb RB 49ers & Super Bowl champs Raiders
8. Initials of actress Parker 39. Initials of Louisville coach
9. Namesakes of Barnes of '60s Packers, Schnellenberger
Cowboys, Bears & Falcons 41. Sword handle
10. Expose to public view 43. Initials of NFLers Thompson or Treadwell
11. ' pick was Seattle's 1 st in '82 44. Initials of PK Obed of Bucs/ Vikings
13. Initials of Olszewski of '69-'70 Alouettes 45. '62 All-Pro Harold of the Bills
16. Buffalo's first round pick in '82 46. Compass abbr.
18. Initials of '60s pros Cline or Chuy 48. Pro team for M. Dukes, K.D. Dunn, R.
19. Bobby ' selection was Steelers first Harrell& H.Walls
in '49 draft 52. One-year Steelers center Jenkins
21. See 39 down 55. Initials of brief '87 Dolphins Boyer
22. ala mode 59. Former hockey great Bobby
24. After earning 4 at Clemson, Jeff Davis 60. Mulligan of '70s Cards & Jets
played for Tampa Bay 63. Child's toy
25. Osborne was 1 st Tiger of '60 draft 64. Packers Cone led NFL in FGs in '55
26. Delton made '87 All-Rookie team as a 65. Remain
Steeler 66. '80 - '86 Stuckey of the 49ers
27. Small particle of matter 67. Initials of Eppes of the USFL
29. QB ' teams were Chiefs, 69. Initials of DB Terry of Giants / Oilers
Rams, Bears & Chargers 70. Roadside tavern
31. Chicago named him their favorite 71. Dan Benish played 4 . with Atlanta
appliance 74. Jeff Bostic IS the Redskins
33. The defensive 76. Initials of actress Sommer
34. Window
35. Goes with "baby"
Solution on page 11
2
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I
Back Row (L-R): Marty Bagwell, Mike Smart, Cody Carlton, Richie Cannon, Jim Britton, Mike O'Cain and Rick Buford.
Front Row (L-R): Jamie Fidler. David Burdette, Chris Mann, Mike Wood (Field Captain), Bryan Taylor, Chad Luse and Todd Ballew (Head
Manager).
MANUFACTURING JEWELER/ 123 COLLEGE ST./GREENVILLE, SC 29601/803-232-7385






In Memory of Jack R. Miller
By Phillip & Celeste Prince
Pawleys Island SC
















Mr & Mrs Lenard J Flynn
Anderson SC






In Memory of Jack R Miller by




D P Riggins & Associates Inc
Charlotte NC

















Mr & Mrs Mark S Avent
Bennettsville SC
Dora G & Clyde Bigbee
Greenville SC






Mr & Mrs Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin SC










Dr B R Ewing
Anderson SC









Francois David Gray Memorial
Lexington SC
Mrs C Guy Gunter#1
Greenville SC
Mrs C Guy Gunter #2
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Joe F Hayes
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs George E Hill Jr











Thomas F Kicklighter Jr
Charleston Hgts SC
Mr & Mrs W A Lawton
Estill SC






Mr & Mrs Frank J McGee
Seneca SC










Mr & Mrs Julian H Price
Florence SC




Mr & Mrs John R Smith
Anderson SC








Mr & Mrs Eugene P Willimon
Clemson SC
Mr & Mrs Charles R Wood
Highlands NC
Donors
Mr & Mrs James H Acker
Greenville SC











George & Nancy Alley
Columbia SC




American Federal Bank FSB
Greenville SC












T C Atkinson Jr
Marion SC








Y C Ballenger Electrical Contr
Spartanburg SC
Dr W Ronald Barrett
Gaffney SC
Mr & Mrs Lewie L Bates Jr
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Harry G Batson
Greenville SC
Clarence B Bauknight Jr
Greenville SC








Kitty & Heyward Bellamy
Charlotte NC








Dora G & Clyde Bigbee
Greenville SC
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Bruce J Bishop
Macon GA
George J Bishop III
Myrtle Beach SC































The R L Bryan Company
Columbia SC
Budweiser of Anderson #1
Columbia SC
Jim & Patty Bunn
Simpsonville SC














Carolina Gin Co & James Sease
Ehrhardt SC










J E "Bo" Chinners Jr
Houston TX












Thomas, Margaret & Joey Cobb
Greenville SC



















Mr & Mrs John C Cook
Cayce SC




Mr & Mrs R W Cowsert Jr
Mr & Mrs M E Fletcher
Lexington SC
Glenn, Myra, Jennifer & Ebe







Jim & Carolyn Creel
Myrtle Beach SC

















Will & Pat Davidson
Columbia SC










































Dr B R Ewing
Anderson SC
Fairfax Dimension Co Inc
Fairfax SC
Mr & Mrs Bill Farr
Augusta GA




First Union Natl Bank of S C
Greenville SC












Arch & Jenny Fowler
Columbia SC



























George A Goulston Co
Monroe NC


















Mrs C Guy Gunter #1
Greenville SC






Frank S Hanckel Jr
Charleston SC










Mr & Mrs Joe F Hayes
Greenville SC






James R Hendricks Jr
Charlotte NC




Mr & Mrs George E Hill Jr










Lewis & Eva Holmes
Trenton SC













William E Howiler Jr
Fayetteville NC
J L & M L Huckabee
Lyman SC
Mr & Mrs Calvert W Huffines
Walterboro SC
Mr & Mrs Lachlan L Hyatt
Inman SC
Dick Hendley-IH Services Inc #1
Greenville SC
Dick Hendley-IH Services Inc #2
Greenville SC




Industrial Metal Proc Inc 1
Greenville SC








A Eugene Johnston III
Greenville SC




In Memory of Mr & Mrs Ralph Jones
Morgan Jones
Greenwood SC
G Tripp Jones MD/Anne B Jones
Columbia SC
Thomas F Kicklighter Jr
Charleston Hgts SC




Mr & Mrs Sandy Kirkus
Greenville SC
L C Kissam III
Cameron SC
Mr & Mrs Robert P Klepper
Atlanta GA
George P Knight Sr
Harleyville SC
Lawton Lumber Co Inc
Greenville SC




Mrs Ernest Eugene Leslie




Mrs E Oswald Lightsey
Clemson SC
Mr & Mrs V F Under Jr
Columbia SC
"In Memory of Elbert L Bailes"
West Union SC
Tom & Lib Lynch
Clemson SC
Mail & Media Inc
Decatur GA
Fred & Hallie Mappus
Greenville SC




























Ellison S McKissick Jr
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Steve T McLaughlin
Camden SC










"We Will Keep the Tiger Spirit
Alive"
Prosperity SC
In Memory of Jimmy Mitchell by



















Mr & Mrs Robert M Muldrow
Sumter SC
Berlin G Myers Lumber Corp
Summerville SC
George B (Bud) Nalley Jr
Easley SC
NCNB National Bank of SC
Greenwood SC














E Raymond & Bright G Parker




Caroline, Jordan & Will Peeler
Gaffney SC
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Plowden Const Co Inc
Sumter SC




R B Pond Jr
Darlington SC
Mr & Mrs David C Poole
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs George G Poole Jr
Mullins SC
























Charles F Rhem Jr
Greer SC
Dr J Clayton Richardson &












Ryder Truck Rental Co Inc
Greenville SC


















CRS Sirrine Co #1
Greenville SC










James A Smith Jr
Anderson SC
Mr & Mrs John R Smith
Anderson SC




South Carolina National Bank
Greenville SC
South Carolina Box Inc
Greenville SC










J E Stewart BIdrs Inc
Aiken SC
Dr David K Stokes Jr
Inman SC






"The Law Firm of Swerling
Harpootlian"
Columbia SC



















A M Tuck Inc #1
Greenwood SC
In Memory of Jerry C Jackson
Spartanburg SC
Dr J A Turner Jr
Clemson SC




Virginia Carolina Tools Inc
Easley SC









Mrs J H Abrhams
Salem SC
S C McMeekin Memorial
Columbia SC




















L Dean Weaver Const Co Inc
Pamplico SC








Daniel Rufus White Jr
Gaffney SC
Robert J Williams Jr
Decatur GA




C Stephen & Kay S Wilson
Charlotte NC
Mr & Mrs Charles R Wood
Highlands NC
J & M Wren
Spartanburg SC





















Mr & Mrs R Jack Dill
Greenville SC
Dr & Mrs William E Dukes
Clemson SC







Bob A Galiano Jr
Sumter SC















J Thomas Hunter Jr
Marion SC
Dan & Libby Jones
Greenville SC
Dr Sidney E Kirkley
Hendersonville NC
Mrs Ernest Eugene Leslie/
George & Anna Leslie
Clemson SC
Sam & Harriet Ligon
Greenville SC




Terry L & Mark W Miller
Clemson SC
Thomas C Lynch III
Clemson SC
W Lewis Madden Memorial
Greenville SC















Mr & Mrs Wm C Dupre
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs James B Jones Jr
Abbeville SC
Mr & Mrs James L Lucas Jr
Abbeville SC






Carolyn & Steve Pearce
Simpsonville SC
















Mr & Mrs Oliver I Snapp Jr
Houston TX
Southeastern Elec Distrs Inc
Greenville SC




Dr C R Swearingen Jr
Smithfield NC
J R Swetenburg Jr
Clinton SC
G G Thomas Sr & Jr
J L Neely
Rock Hill SC
Rogers S Walker MD
Lancaster SC
Mr & Mrs John A Walter
Manning SC
Mr & Mrs Kermit M Watson




Allen K Wood Jr
Anderson SC

























John H McAlhaney Jr
Aiken SC
A H Peters Jr
Aiken SC
F A Townsend Jr &
Mrs F A Townsend
Aiken SC
Miss Kimberly C Waters
Aiken SC
H O Weeks Sr
Aiken SC





























Dr W Gamewell Watson
North Augusta SC
E W Clamp, E W Jr, Doug & Mary
Salley SC







F M Young Co Inc
Fairfax SC
ANDERSON
R A All & W Frank Eskridge
Anderson SC






Mr & Mrs Ronnie L Brock
Anderson SC
Albert & Irma H Bruschini
Anderson SC
Marvin Buffington & Sons
Anderson SC
Ron & B J Burris
Anderson SC
The C & S National Bank
Anderson SC














Cromer Food Services Inc
Anderson SC




Dr & Mrs E P Ellis Jr
Anderson SC













Dr M Ray Gillespie List as G5
Anderson SC
Green T Services Inc
Anderson SC





& Miss Katie E Hall
Anderson SC
In Memory of Walter &
Lee Hooks
Anderson SC
Dr James A Henderson
Andeson SC
Mr & Mrs Richard O Herbert
Anderson SC
Shirley Huitt & Sons Inc
Anderson SC
Dr Chase P Hunter
Anderson SC
Mr & Mrs Hugh N Isbell
Anderson SC
Philip & Delbra Jones
Anderson SC
Dr & Mrs William R Karpik
Anderson SC




Mr & Mrs Gordon L Lawton
Anderson SC
Lazer Construction Co Inc
Anderson SC
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1990 Fall Home Schedule
(Dates and Times TENTATIVE, Subject to Change)
Soccer vs. Emory University, 7:00 pm
Football vs. Longbeach St., 1 :00 pm
Soccer vs. UNC-Greensboro, 2:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Georgia State, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Baptist College, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. UNC,2:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Western Carolina, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Catawba, 7:00 pm
Women's Cross Country in Clemson Inv.
Men's Cross Country in Clemson Inv.
Volleyball vs. South Carolina, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Furman. 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Augusta College, 1 0:00 am
Football vs. Appalachian State, 1 :00 pm
Volleyball vs. Winthrop College, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Coastal Carolina, 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Morehead State, 7:00 pm
Football vs. Duke, 12:10 pm
Volleyball vs. UNC- Greensboro, 3:00 pm
Soccer vs. N.C. State, 2:00 pm
Volleyball vs. UNC-Asheville, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Georgia State, 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Duke, 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. UNC, 7:00 pm
Clemson -- UMBRO Tournament
Football vs. Georgia, 1 :00 pm
Volleyball vs. Furman, 2:00 pm
Clemson - UMBRO Tournament
Volleyball vs. Georgia, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Stetson, 7:00 pm
Swimming vs. Orange and White, 1 0:00 am
Volleyball vs. Georgia Tech, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. UNC-Charlotte, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Maryland, 2:00 pm
Soccer vs. College of Charleston, 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. UNC - Charlotte, 7:00 pm
Volleyball vs. Western Carolina, 7:00 pm
Soccer vs. Virginia, 2:00 pm
Football vs. North Carolina, 1 2:1 pm
Soccer in ACC Tournament
Men's Basketball vs. Australian Exhib. Team, 7:30 pm
Swimming vs. UVA, 1 2:00 pm (W), 3:00 pm (M)
Wom. Basketball vs. Canadian Olympic Team, 7:00 pm
Men's Basketball vs. Marathon Oil Basketball, 7:30 pm
Football vs. South Carolina, 1 :00 pm
Swimming vs. Virginia Tech, 1 2:00 noon
Women's Cross Country in NCAA Championships
Men's Cross Country in NCAA Championships
Men's Basketball vs. Maryland- Baltimore Cty, 5:00 pm
Men's Basketball vs. Samford, 7:30 pm
Men's Basketball vs. The Citadel, 7:30 pm
Swimming in College Inv., 1 2:00 pm (T), 7:00 pm (F)
Swimming in College Inv., 1 2:00 pm (T), 7:00 pm (F)
Swimming in College Inv., 1 2;00 pm (T), 7:00 pm (F)
Women's Indoor in Clemson Opener
Men's Indoor in Clemsoon Opener
Men's Basketball vs. Furman, 2:00 pm
Women's Basketball vs. College of Charleston, 7:00 pm
Women's Basketball vs. UNC - Charlotte, 7:00 pm
Women's Basketball vs. South Carolina, 7:30 pm
Men's Basketball vs. Wisconsin - Green Bay, 5:00 pm
Women's Basketball vs. Augusta College, 7:30 pm
Men's Basketball vs. UNC - Charlotte, 5:00 pm

























































GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC
GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm sure
my college degree and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the leadership and
management experience I got through Army ROTC
that won them over.
You can begin to develop impressive leadership
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P C Osteen Jr
Anderson SC
Owens Corning Fiberglas Corp
Resins & Coatings Div
Anderson SC
Mr & Mrs Norman W Powell
Anderson SC
Ramseur Oil Co Inc
Anderson SC
Pete J & Jim Stathakis
Anderson SC
In Memory of Fraz
Anderson SC
In Memory of Henry H Carter
Anderson SC
Dr Donald C Roberts &








Dr Kenneth W Smith
Anderson SC
T Barney Smith Agency Inc
Anderson SC
























Walter E Dixon Jr &




Mr & Mrs D Michael Greer
Belton SC












Dr and Mrs James A Smith
Honea Path SC
Betty B Vaughn & Ken Black
Honea Path SC








Ray E & Floyd Patrick
Pelzer SC















J D Thrasher Inc
Sandy Springs SC






Mr & Mrs George E Marion
Williamston SC
Frank B Watts Jr
Williamston SC
BAMBERG




Henry C Morris Jr
Olar SC
BARNWELL

















Charles and Virginia Dean
Bluffton SC
James Arthur Buck
Hilton Head Isl SC
C Edward Evans Jr










James S & Denise B Grant
Moncks Corner SC
Dr Peter E Myers IV
Moncks Corner SC




S H Houck & Son
Cameron SC
CHARLESTON
John Adams Jr &
John Adams III
Charleston, SC














Kyle M Hickman Memorial By
David, Lauren, Roy & Dene
Charleston, SC




















John H Price Jr
Charleston SC








Wm Edward Twilley Jr
Charleston SC









Isle of Palms SC
Franklin R Welch Memorial
Isle of Palms SC
Phil & Mary Bradley
Johns Island SC




C L Cribb Jr
Mount Pleasant SC
Mr & Mrs Jerry P Gazes
Mount Pleasant SC
F Gregone & Son
Mount Pleasant SC
Mr & Mrs R S McCants III
Mount Pleasant SC
Deana L & John McEntire
Mount Pleasant SC
E M Seabrook Jr, E M Seabrook
III & Lewis E Seabrook
Mount Pleasant SC
Drs J & K C Shuler
Mount Pleasant SC









Mr & Mrs Wayne Jones/
Leslie & Pamela
Blacksburg SC





























William P (Dub) Johnson
Johnson-Laura Mae Inc
Chester SC











A Friend from Chester
Chester SC








Thomas E & Peggy Baker
Great Falls SC












G H Furse Jr
Manning SC
























Dr Paul A Coward
Hartsville SC






In Honor of Mr & Mrs W P
(Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville SC






G James Wilds III
Hartsville SC
DILLON
Carole and Jay Arnette
Dillon SC
Charles F Carmichael &
Savings Inc
Dillon SC
Albert J & T Neal Rogers
Fork SC
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Mr & Mrs Joey N Westbury
Saint George SC
H Downs Byrd Jr
Summervllle SC




















Mr and Mrs Robert H Herlong
Johnston SC














































G V Payne Jr
Florence SC
Drs T W & W E Phillips
Florence SC
Mr & Mrs Marvin Slaughter
Florence SC
Dr & Mrs T Rhett Spencer Jr
Florence SC
Dr & Mrs John M Thomason
Florence SC















Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico SC

















Waccamaw Family Practice Asso
Georgetown SC
Inlet Nursery & Garden Center
Murrells Inlet SC
Guy S Kates Jr
Murrells Inlet SC
Ronnie & Vicky Cauthen
Pawleys Island SC
Arthur H Lachicotte Jr
Pawleys Island SC







Mr & Mrs W J Abies
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Wm Barry Agnew
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Colonel H Albertson
Greenville SC
















James H Barnes Jr
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Frank B Barnett
Greenville SC
John P Batson Jr
Greenville SC
John H Beckroge Jr
Greenville SC










C H Branyon Pipe Company
Greenville SC




Charles A Bryan Jr
Greenville SC






























































Freeman & Major, Architects
Greenville SC
Dr Stephen R Gardner
Greenville SC


































Mr & Mrs William R Jolly Jr
Greenville SC




Dr J Don Kelley
Greenville SC
Charles E & Gayle M Key
Greenville SC
Dr Kenneth B Knight
Greenville SC






Sam & Harriet Ligon
Greenville SC








W Lewis Madden Memorial
Greenville SC






















Palmetto Loom Reed Co
Greenville SC
Douglas F Patrick &
Robert G Hopkins
Greenville SC
I N Patterson Jr
Greenville SC








Piedmont Arthritis Clinic PA
Greenville SC


































Otto H & Joanne B Schumacher
Greenville SC
Dr & Mrs Donald W Shelley
Greenville SC
Truman W Shirley Jr
Greenville SC
Sloan Construction Co Inc #1
Greenville SC
Dr Robert S Small
Greenville SC
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South Carolina National Bank
Greenville SC
















































Mr & Mrs Kermit M Watson










Mr & Mrs Charles P Willimon
Greenville SC




Charles C Wilhington Jr
Greenville SC
Mr & Mrs Charles D Wyatt Jr
Greenville SC








Cooper Motor Lines Inc
Greer SC














Mr & Mrs William L Phillips
Greer SC














Jim & Jen Williamson & Family
Greer SC
Carolina Sprinkler Co Inc #2
Mauldin SC






Dean & Teri Edgar
Mauldin SC
Frank B Fredere III
Mauldi.i SC





Port Brokerage Co Inc
Mauldin SC
Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson
Ashley
Mauldin SC
R B Whorton IV/A B Cross/
T N Lawson/J L Walker
Mauldin SC
Larry & Ronnie Ayers
Piedmont SC
"Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc"
Piedmont SC














Mr & Mrs David S Merritt
Piedmont SC
William & Gloria Moody
Piedmont SC







































Bill & Marian Barbary
Taylors SC
Jim & Betty Basinger
Taylors SC
James H Brown Jr
Taylors SC
Earle W Sargent Memorial:














Mr & Mrs Robert S Mabry
Taylors SC




William J Neely Jr
Taylors SC




Mr & Mrs James R Southerlin
Taylors SC












Joseph E Harper/R Bruce White
Travelers Rest SC









Mr and Mrs Danny Brothers
Greenwood SC




W E Gilbert & Associates Inc
Greenwood SC
Greenwood Mop & Broom Inc
Greenwood SC
Greenwood Motor Lines Inc
Greenwood SC
James A & Linda Joseph
Greenwood SC
Dr H B Kinard III
Greenwood SC
Dearyl Lusk—A Douglas Rhodes
Greenwood SC
Mr & Mrs Bill Madden


















Dr & Mrs J C Rockwell
Greenwood SC
In Memory of Robert H Rykard






South Atlantic Constrs Inc
Greenwood SC
Wayne & Tony Southard/
Eddie Thomas SAM Mundy
Greenwood SC
A M Tuck Inc #4
Greenwood SC
A M Tuck #3
Greenwood SC
A M Tuck Inc #2
Greenwood SC








J Smith/L TraynhamA/V Traynham
Ware Shoals SC











J D Rouse Sr &









Barry Anthony demons Memorial
Horry Co
Green Sea SC




















Mr & Mrs Robert Sansbury
Myrtle Beach SC
Samuel Robert Spann Jr
Myrtle Beach SC
Mr & Mrs David Nobles
N Myrtle Beach SC
Pat & Marsha Nobles







William R Heatley Jr
Camden SC





T F McNamara Jr
Camden SC












Mr and Mrs Floyd Cauthen
Heath Springs SC
Jim, Emily & A! Adams
Lancaster SC
Mr & Mrs Robert S &
Sam English
Lancaster SC
Oscar S Porter III
Lancaster SC
Mr & Mrs L S Stewman &

















Mrs Clarence W Senn &
Dick M Vaughan Jr
Clinton SC









Mike D Hellams Memorial
Laurens SC







W G Deschamps Jr
Bishopville SC





Mr & Mrs H L Allen Jr
Cayce SC
W L Monts Jr
Cayce SC




















Kim & Debbie Johnson
Gilbert SC




Mr & Mrs Ronald Timms
Gilbert SC




C J Carter/T E Garnson III/








Bret J Harris/T Brown/
Joel Carter/Mark Molyneaux
Lexington SC
Dr & Mrs D W Newton Jr
Lexington SC
Ben Satcher Motors Inc #2
Lexington SC
















Frank & Maxine Moore
West Columbia SC








Mr & Mrs Tommy R Wilkins
West Columbia SC
MARION
Dewey Alford & Jimmy Skipper
Marion SC
J T Hunter III
Marion SC
J Thomas Hunter Jr
Marion SC






























Arthur E Nowell Jr
Richland SC
Mrs J H Abrams
Salem SC










Dr Frank A Axson
Seneca SC










Oconee Savings & Loan
Seneca SC
Ed and Marcelyn Randall
Seneca SC
S K Rogers DMD PA
Seneca SC
Claude S Simpson Jr &
Col Tom Maertens
Seneca SC
Mr & Mrs Chauncey D Smith Jr
Seneca SC








Oconee Machine & Tool Co Inc
Westminster SC
ORANGEBURG
Wm B Bookhart Jr & Sons
Elloree SC




Mr & Mrs H D Folk
Holly Hill SC
James C Williams Jr
Norway SC
Dr Harry B Arant Jr
Orangeburg SC




Mrs M Rodney Culler
Orangeburg SC
Dr Jerome B Degen
Orangeburg SC




Paul M Dunnavant Jr
Orangeburg SC
F Reeves Gressette Jr
Orangeburg SC














Mr and Mrs Bruce C Rheney
Orangeburg SC
Dr L P Varn
Orangeburg SC



















Mrs Frances G Boatwright
Memorial
Clemson SC






J C & Nancy Cook
Clemson SC





































Thomas C Lynch III
Clemson SC




Tern L & Mark W Miller
Clemson SC
Paul Scott & Elisabeth Nevrton
Clemson SC
H H Perkins Jr/H H Perkins III
Clemson SC
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Daniel E Hunt
Easley SC
Mr & Mrs Neal C Jetton
Easley SC
Roy & Martha Johnson
Easley SC
Mr & Mrs Joe B Jones
Easley SC


































Paul E Bowie Jr Memorial
Liberty SC
N Franklin Gravely Jr
Liberty SC






Mr & Mrs E J Washington Jr
Liberty SC




Mr & Mrs Bird Garrett
Pickens SC
John & Jan Sparks
Pickens SC





Jimmy E & Sandra Priddy
Six Mile SC
RICHLAND




Bill & Merv Allen
Columbia SC
S C McMeekin Memorial
Columbia SC










Mr & Mrs J Dennis Bolt
Columbia SC












Raymond E Cobb Jr
Columbia SC




Ernie Sara & Alison Cooper
Columbia SC
Charles Edward Corley III MD
Columbia SC




John E & Jane R Dennis
Columbia SC
The Development Group Inc
Columbia SC
















T E Grimes Jr
Columbia SC






A Frank Lever III
Columbia SC
Susan & Sam Mathews
Columbia SC
Gary J Matthews
James C Altman Jr
Columbia SC




David & Ruth McLellan
Columbia SC






Mr & Mrs Blake Neal
Columbia SC






Budweiser of Anderson SC
Columbia SC
Jim & Julia Prater
Columbia SC
David & Marcia Pressley
Columbia SC




Robert R Russell Jr
Columbia SC










Kay Soyars Marshall Dale
& Cathie
Columbia SC














Mr & Mrs S Carl Wingard
Columbia SC
Mrs Frances L Chappell
Hopkins SC
Phillip C Chappell Jr
Hopkins SC
Ray & Debra McBride
Irmo SC
SALUDA




S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring SC





Max & Rita Gregory
Chesnee SC
Mrs James V CaL,giano
Cowpens SC
Mr & Mrs Gary Johnson/
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Johnson
Duncan SC



















Boyd & Carolina Derrick






A B Bullington Jr
Roebuck SC
A B Bullington Sr
Roebuck SC
Joe Griffin Gear & Machine Co
Roebuck SC
Dewey L Hanna Jr
Roebuck SC























































Mr & Mrs Allen Lundy
Spartanburg SC
W Benjamin Mason Jr
Spartanburg SC
M C McGanty Jr
Spartanburg SC




















































Hugh B Betchman Jr
Sumter SC
The Booth Company Inc
Sumter SC






"A Friend of Clemson"
Sumter SC









Frank A McLeod Jr
Sumter SC
Samuel F Rtiodes
Samuel McBrlde Rhodes II
Sumter SC







A Tiger Fan & Supporter
Sumter SC
UNION







F E Muggins Jr &




Aubrey E Judy Jr #2
Kingstree SC
A J Rigby Jr
Kingstree SC
William D Rigby
Mr & Mrs G A Rigby
Kingstree SC
YORK
Frank C Falls Jr
Clover SC














James F Cox Jr
Rock Hill SC




















Ernest G Matthews III
Rock Hill SC

































Mr & Mrs Robert M Lindsey
Asheville NC












































Mr & Mrs Mack C Stewart Jr
Charlotte NC





Michael A & Susan F Campbell
Clemmons NC
Vince & Nancy Yockel & Chris
Clemmons NC

























Mr & Mrs Henry H Perkins III
Gastonia NC












James E Aughtry III
Greenville NC






M S Edwards Jr
Hickory NC
Dr Bruce Allen Simmons
Hickory NC










Academy Steel Drum Co
Matthews NC






























Mr & Mrs Robert D McElveen
Winston Salem NC
W L (Bill) Walker
Winston Salem NC











Joycelyn & Don Hairston
Atlanta GA


















C & K Machine & Fab Inc
Augusta GA
Donald G Gallup MD
Augusta GA
John T Gibbs Jr
Augusta GA
Dr Robert S Hill
Augusta GA


















Danny L Erskine/Don W Cooley
Demorest GA








W Alvin Gainey/E Dean Nelson
Gainesville GA
A Friend of Clemson
Gainesville GA










Benny & Ruth Ballenger
Kennesaw GA
John C Goodwin III
Lawrenceville GA














R A Bowen Jr
Macon GA




Mr & Mrs Ben A Leppard Jr
Marietta GA
Charles G Lucius III
Marietta GA
Terry & Lucy Neil
Marietta GA
John C Riley Jr
Marietta GA
Dr Michael A Watts
Martinez GA
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Thomas G Gaillard Jr
Tucker GA





John B Harris III
Bethesda MD
S M Sauls/Frank Lowe
Birmingham AL








Mr & Mrs Samuel R Harding
Chester VA
John L Garavaglia III
Chesterlield MO





















James L Collins Jr
Helena AL












Mrs Harry W Smith
Kingsport TN




The Dave Hall/Tilman Miller/
David Anderson Families
Lexington KY
Mr & Mrs Tony R Stapleton
Lindenhurst IL
Charles W Aiken Jr
Louisville KY
Dr & Mrs Wm C Richardson Jr
Lynchburg VA
John W Holcomb Memorial
McLean VA
Denise A & David L Blauch
Midlothian VA











Palm Bch Gardens FL
P V Guyton
Paoli PA
Mr & Mrs William L Broome

























Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Mrs Frances G Boatwright Memorial
Mr Si Mrs Ted W Craig
Mr & Mrs Cliff Ellis
James H Gully
Bob & Pal Harmon
W C Higginbotham Jr
Mary S Hunter
Marvin B King
Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY Sch
Mr & Mrs Wayne Mitchell
J Hoy Pennoll III






William M & Dons Blakely
Gene & Donna Cape
Michelle & Steven
Boyce H Carlisle
Dr & Mrs John L Guy
Duanne O Hall





Mr and Mrs Lloyd E Sammons
Mr and Mrs Eddie W Seigler III
Mr & Mrs William Seigler
M Earle Williamson










Thomas Osborne Boykin III
Joel C Bnssey Sr
John R Brooks
Gerald & Mary Brown
Charles W Busbee Sr
Mrs Starr C Busbee
Johnny L Cagle
Mr & Mrs James H Carroll
Bobby F Chapman Jr
Mike Coleman/Brad Pressley
Robert A Cothran
H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansby Jr
H D Dicker!
James E Duffy
Mr & Mrs Steve C Ergle
Ten & Penney
A G a G C Evans
Donald L & Paul Fulmer
George Funeral Home Inc
James K Gregory
Mr & Mrs William A Hallman
James Hendnx
H Earle Holley Jr
Steven W & Christina W Holt
Wyman G Inabinel
Jerry W Waters Gen Contra Inc
David L & Alice W Jhant
Arthur Leroy Jones
Timothy M Jones
Eugene H Kneece Jr
Joseph K Kneece
William H Kneece
Harold. Helen & Dale Lamb
Henry Lucius III
Mr & Mrs Jesse G McElmurray Jr
Mr & Mrs David H McGuire
Thomas T McNair Jr
Richard L Meyer
Ashley A Miller




Robert M Pate Sr
Timothy Earl Pate
Mr a Mrs E K Rabb III
Rees Electric Co Inc
Mr & Mrs J Ray Saverance
William S & Suzanne Seabrook




Mr & Mrs Alan M Tewkesbury Ml
Gary Thompson




Mrs James L Walpole
Charles T Watts
H Odell Weeks Jr
Mr & Mrs John Lee Wood Jr















Roy and Susie Anderson
The Carbon Graphite Group Inc
Dr E E Bailhe
J W Ballard
Roger D Bannister
Randy & Janet G Barn_tte
Harold & Jean Bates
Beckman Construction
Belton Industries Inc
Mr & Mrs Guy W Black
John E Boulware
Or William N Boulware











M D & Alice Caldwell
Phihp W Callaham
Allen Campbell













Tommy, Jane & Jana Crawrtord
Berry H Creamer






Dr Leonard W Douglas
Mr and Mrs R Scott Drake
Roland & Nancy Drake
Tom W Dunaway
George H Durham Jr
Electric Motors & Drives Inc
Roger I & Sallie H Eskew
Andrew J Ferguson
Raymond Fleming
Mr & Mrs David Ford
Dr & Mrs Richard C Fox
Aaron, Robbie & Mike Gambrell




Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer
and Freddie
Glen Rill Farms





Paul F Haigter Jr
J W Hare Jr
Harley-Davidson ot Anderson
Mr & Mrs William F Harnesberge
R-Michael & Andrea
Mr & Mrs Robert V Harrell
Rudy Hawkins/Roger Ellison
Cliff Tankersley





Dr Charles W Hmnant
Mr & Mrs T Carroll Hotcombe
Chick-Fil-A of Anderson Mall
John Brown Hooper
Dr James H Irby
Roy B Jeffcoat
Mr & Mrs R Dayle Jolley
Wallace Jones
Paul Kaiser III
William P Kay Sr
Lewis H Keeney
Dr David Kelley PA
Dr William E Kennedy
Gary C Kidd
Wilhe T Kimbrell
Olin S & Betty Kirkpatnck
Arthur M Klugh III
Steven M Krause/Jody M Young
James F Little
Mr & Mrs James W Logan Jr
Mrs C H Lomas
G Eugene Madden
Steven E Madden




Kenneth M Mattison &
Christopher G Olson
McAhster Heating & AC
Dr B C McConnell Jr
R McCormick
McCoy Lumber Company




H Brud & Joanne K Moore
Mr & Mrs John A Morris
Dr P S Mowlaiko
Jerry P Murdock
Dr & Mrs Harold L Murray
Clay Neal
Dewiti C Niles MD
J Donald Nix
Ronald G Nonnenberg
Mr & Mrs W Charles O'Cain
D K Oglesby Jr
Butch & Lisa Overcash
John H Owens Jr/Marion Brooks
Dr Ralph K Peden
J Norman Phillips
Harold A Pickens & Sons Inc #1






Charles and Lynn Price
R Scott Radlord
Billy L Ragsdale Sr
Mrs A R Ramseur
Charles L & Melissa M Reid
James E Reid
Mrs James B Rhinehardt Jr
Mike & Rosemary Richardson
M J Richbourg
John C Rivers III
Roddy's Fried Chicken
James & Dons Rogers
William F Roper III
Mr & Mrs Gregg S Rowe
Ronald & Cheryl Rowland
Dr James M Ruff





Mrs Charlie E Smith
Dr John Horton Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Walter A Smith Sr
William (Blinky) Smith
South General Const Co Inc
Walter Price Spires
Keith Stallings
Roger & Cher Stamey
Frank M Stevenson
Tony K Stewart
Mr & Mrs Furman Stone Sr
Mrs John C Taylor III
Mr & Mrs Frederick J Terry
Mrs Nancy S Thompson
Mrs Ligon Tollison
Tri County Battery Sales
Dr A J Turner




Larry & Lina Waldrop
In Memory of Marion Washington
Calvin R Waters




Wells Aluminum Southeast Inc
Charles L West
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley







Charles (Sack) & Betty Bagley
H F Bamberg III
Joe A Brown









Mr & Mrs Ted W Craig
Mr & Mrs G M Dyches
Clinton Calhoun Lemon Jr




Norman M Smith II
BEAUFORT
Charles P Ballenger Jr
Gene Deloach
Mrs Janet B Elhs
Eddie & Shirley Gregory
Griffin Enterprises Inc






Edward C Cox Sr
James E Dangertield Jr
H Wayne Dewiti
Evagreen Christmas Tree Co




Dr Rhetl B Myers
David D Page Jr
F M Peagler
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
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James H Rozier Jr
Col A J Tothacer & Jay









Mrs Eldon V Haigler Jr
Charles L Johnson
James M Moss III & Son
Arnold J Nettles Jr
H T Ulmer 111
CHARLESTON -
James H Ackerman
Larry M Allsep Jr/B C Hood
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Don & Joyce Austell





W.lham W Boyd Jr
Reubin H Brown
George J F Bullwinkel Jr
David W Bunch
Claude M Burdetle















Mr & Mrs G Francis Hills
Al Hitchcock
W Howard Holl III
Mr & Mrs Perry M Holloway Jr
Charles & Rowena Joyce
W W Knight
Dr Michael Alan Lake
Thomas E Lynn & William H
Gladden & Gary L Beard
Mabry Elec Conir & Service
Ervm M Mathias
Charles F McCrary





David M Murray Jr
Aaron A Nettles Jr





J T Richards MD
Mr & Mrs Joseph Rigter
Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers Inc
J E Sauls Jr
Ray V Segars Jr
Steve C Shook
K H Singletary




Mrs S V Sottile
Southern Lumber &
Millwork Cor
Robert J Stahlsmith Jr
Marshall Stith
W B Strozier
Joseph D Thompson Jr MD
Three L Inc
C M Trolt Jr
H E Tyler Construction Co Inc
Varian International Corp
Dr & Mrs Flournoy C Walker III
Wayne D Ward
Dewey B Welch Jr
Dr James D Wells III
Andreas S Sandra Westergarrd
Richard E Wheeler
Skeeter & Abbey Wiggins
Douglas L Wilbanks




Brown Packmg Co Inc
Mr/Mrs William E Campbell Jr
Dr J M Carroll
John O Childers Jr
Ben M Clary
Hal Daniels
Mike. Jaymie, & Eric Dobbins
Donald S Elmore
Robert J Friedman
Mr & Mrs W H Greene
Mark "Rocky" Jones
Robert W Le Master
Harry D Martin
Mrs Virginia 1 Norton












Mr & Mrs RobeH A Darby Sr
Terry & Sandra Darby
Chuck Ford
Sam Frazer III
Mack D Gilreath Jr
S Wayne Goodyear
Blair & Margaret Knox





J B Pressley Jr
Joan B Pressley/J N Pressley
Fred Robbms
Hargrave Robbms
Francis & Barbara Simpson
Fred Triplett Jr
CHESTERFIELD
James C Jr & W Kirk Crawford
Stephen Ray Jackson
Edwin E Miller Jr
Mr & Mrs Macklyn R Sellers
Mr & Mrs John R Thomas
CLARENDON
Dr & Mrs Clarence E Coker Jr
G Ray Coker
Joseph W Coker
James R Coleman Jr/James R
Segars Jr/Danny J Wingard
Hugh L & Mary Dubose
Julius R Eadon Jr
Julius R Eadon III
W J Rawlinson
Dusty & Ginger Rhodes
H B Rickenbaker
Horace F Swilley
Mr & Mrs William W Wmgate
COLLETON
Larry Berry/Dr Sam Hazel
Daniel Graham Buckner
William C Hamilton
W Waller Haynes MD
Kirkland S Johnston &
John B Johnston
Lester P Jordan III
Rhodes Oil Company
Joe and Celeste Stone
John Waddell
J RyanWhite Jr




Dr Wilham R Blakeney
Billy Burch
J W Carter
Dawkins Concrete Products Inc
Martin S Driggers
Dr & Mrs William P Dubose III
James B Gainey
Larry O Ganit





George A Hutto Jr
R Sidney Kelley
Dr Wm P Kennedy
Peter L McCall Jr
William B McCown III
James G McGee Jr
Richard Nev/ton Assoc Inc
Richard M Porter
Bill Reaves





John W Tolson Jr
J Beth Weaver
H W Webb

















Mr 8 Mrs Robert L Burns
Paul G Campbell Jr
David W Coleman
Earl R Dupriest Jr





Mike, Allison & Aundrea
Johnson





R L & D E McNeil
Miles Construction Co
A A Muckenfuss Jr
James O Murray Jr
Douglas A Reeves
Riley Lumber Inc
William E & E R Southard
R Allen Traylor MD
George, John & Elias Tupper
W Jerry Utsey
EDGEFIELD
Lindsey W Addy Jr
Mrs Joe F Anderson Sr
Estate W C Bandy
Mr & Mrs Billie C Berry




E O Dukes Jr
Mr & Mrs J W Gilliam Jr
Mr S Mrs James C Holmes
Mr & Mrs L D Holmes Jr
M E (Betsy) Holmes
Mr & Mrs Thomas Holmes
Mr & Mrs John A Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz




Mr & Mrs Theo R Williams







Lt Col Ralph W Boys
James L Dorrier
James B Frazier tV
R B Geddings
Barbara & Adrian Glenn
William B Hendnx
Warren R Herndon Sr
John J Hood Jr
Michael & Nancy C Johnson
Joe D Jolly
Lt Col Carroll L Ligon
James W Martin
Pigeon Granite Co — J P Brooks,





Dr H Morris Anderson Sr
Milton H Anderson Jr
Lester P Branham Sr
B M Brodie
James A Brown
G Wilson Bryce Memorial—
Bryce Mechanical Contr Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
Ron Burley
In Memory of Charles W Cagle




Frank A Douglass Jr
Dr George Economy
"Clyde S Bryce Jr, PE-
Engmeering Consultants"
Tommy M Folk Jr
Muntord G Fuller
Howard F Godwin
Tom Gressette Pest Control-
Tom P Gressette
Mrs John W Hamer
Michael H Hanna
Mrs D C Harrell





Mr & Mrs William H Johnson
Robbie A Jones







Ira S Rainwater III
















Mr & Mrs W Farrel Owens
Kathryn A Peacock
Pascal C Price Jr
Carl Ray
Julian A Reynolds
Sam E Smith/Richard F Odom
Mr & Mrs Kenneth D Williams Sr
Jesse E Wright III
Mr & Mrs Joe Young
GREENVILLE
Able Construction Co #1
Aiken Chemical Co Inc
G Harold Alexander
T N & Sarah Alexander
William R Alexander Jr
Mr & Mrs Charles A Allen
Gus B Allison Jr
Parker Altman








J E Austin Jr
Rick & Teresa Bagwell
Dave & Helen Chapman
Mr & Mrs Robert L Baker
Gregory & Vicki Ballew
Wayne Ballew
Don Barbery
C B Barksdale Jr
Mr & Mrs Joe W Barnett
George M Barrett
Mr & Mrs Thomas W Batson
Harold Bell
Mr & Mrs Gregory S Below
Mrs James E Bennett
Troy E Bennett Sr
Barry, Ann, Rachel &
Jamie Bennington
Mr & Mrs John C Beresh & Ctndy
Gregory L Berfield
Mrs Tom C Berry
Harold W Bishop
Cameron & Martha Black
Dalastream Systems
Ivan Block
"In Memory of E M Bost"
W Howard Boyd Jr
John V Boyette Jr
Glenn Brackin







Mr & Mrs Ronald L Browne
Michael L Broyles
Steve and Patty Bruce
Peter H Bryan
Budget Forms & Checks
Burdette-Devita
Engineering Inc






























Marshall J Coleman Jr
Wm A Coleman
Z L Collins
Commercial Air Cond Service
Charles W Cook Jr
Mickey & Judy Corbett
Edwards J Corley














Thomas Ray Darragh Jr
Bill & Sheila Davidson
Mrs Billy W Davis
Richard Vance Davis
W Cantey Davis Jr/Jimbo Davis
Price & Ernestine Delk
Dr & Mrs Perry B Deloach
Dewitt International Co
John Lee Dill
Mr & Mrs Roy M Dill
William H Dill
Carol H & Richard M Dobbins
Mr & Mrs David K Domnilz
I L Donkle Jr
Paul Douglas
Richa.d E Douglas III
Mr & Mrs Ernest Driggers
Richard D Driggers
Mr and Mrs Charles F Durham Jr
Lloyd M Eargle


















John & Celia Few
Ernest B Fleenor Jr
Flower's Industries
Mike Forrester
Robert P & Kimberly C Foster
Frank Ulmer Lumber Co Inc #1
W T Ffaser Jr
Mr a Mrs James P Freeman
Jim & Jean French
James & Sheryl Fulmer
Robert Gage
Howard Galloway
Jim C Galloway Jr
Donald A Gardner
Mr & Mrs William R Harling/




M L Garrett Construction Co
Scott P Garrett
Gaston Properties
L Gray Geddie Jr
Charles F Gentry Jr
Eugene G Gibson
J M Gilfillin
Levis L Gilstrap Sr







Jennings L/Jennings L Jr/John/
James Graves
Mr & Mrs Jack E Gray
Ronnie O Gray
Mr & Mrs Steve B Gray
Mr 8. Mrs Robert C Coates
Dr & Mrs David Greene
Mrs Oliver B Greene
Greenville Industrial Supply Inc
Jane H Greer
Mr & Mrs Charles D Gregory
W H Grey Jr
Dr Floyd F Gritfin Jr
W A (Nig) Griffith





Mr & Mrs Dennis Hamm
Handee Mart Food Stores Inc
James W Hannah
Mr & Mrs Bruce C Hansel
John & Lisa Hansley













Mr & Mrs Jerry Hendrix
Darrell B & Rebecca W Herlong
Dr J Charles & Marjorie Hester
Mr & Mrs M Steve Hester
Joe A Hewell
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Ma|Of L Htggins/Bill MerriH
Hichard Phillips Hill
Mrs Francis Hinnant
David T & Kern M Hogsed
Jerry V Hoicombe
W G Hoicombe
Dr Joseph W Holliday
W B Hopkins




Slan & Jane Hunnicutt
Revonne C Hunt
Roy F Hunt Jr
Sam H Hunt








Mrs Fred A Johnson






Mrs Dorothy B Jones
Mr & Mrs Lee Jones
Mark W Jones









F E Kirkiey Jf
B B Knight Jr
Lori L Knight
Clarence H Koerber
Hugh and Beth Lancaster
David R Landing
Mr & Mrs John N Landreth Jr
B R Langley JrAA/ L Brigham Jr
The Bennie Langley Family
W S Langley




Mr & Mrs L G Lewis Jr
Trailor Lewis
Charles R Lindsey
William H Linn Jr
Edward & English Little
LiMleiohn Memorial IPTAY Sch
Randy & Jane A Lollis






Mr & Mrs Michael Mahoney
E D Maney
Scott T Mann
Dr Thomas C Mann
W M Manning Jr
Mr & Mrs Seabrook Marchant
George & Dean Marianos
Marsh & McLennan Inc












Randall K & Jayne McClain
Sara E McCollum
W H McCrary
Rhett C McCraw Jr MD
Heyward McDamel
Charles E McDonald Jr
Dennis E McEihannon
McKinney Reese Co #2
McKinney-Reese Co
Tim McMillan
Or James P McNamara
Harold L Merck






Miller Oil Co Inc
Sherri Miller
Franklin D Mitchell




Thomas C & Shirley S Moore
Wm Winfield Moore
James R Morrow Sr





Drs Newman & Batcheldor
RES Joann R Newton
F P Nichols
Col (Ret) & Mrs Paul T Norns
Norris Supply Company
Harold Orr
Cody and Nina Owens
W Owens Jr
Arnold & Gwen Pace
Dr John J Palmer DMD
Russell Hunter Park
James H Parsons III
Philip Patrick




Debra & Wayne Phillips
Gene Phillips
Rick & Beth Phillips
S B Phillips Sr
Piedmont Crescent Eng Mgt Co
c/o Mr Alex James
Jim Pinner
William M Pittendreigh
Mr & Mrs A L Powell Jr
David R Price PhD
Df & Mrs Mark Princell
H H Provence Jr
Raymond E Putman
William M Putnam Jr
Richard W Raburn
Jettrey B & Gwen L Randolph
Hunt & Cathy Redfern
Don Reed & Associates
Mr & Mrs James L Reese
Fredric W Reinhold Jr
William E (Gene) Rhymer Jr
RichardsAA/ilson
George R Richey
Harold & Julia Richey
Mr & Mrs Charles E Ricker






Rogers & Brown Custom Bkrs #2
David H Roper
Mr & Mrs J T Roper
Harold AyCheryl/Oarryl Rowley
Earl & Carolyn Sammons








Blake Shewmaker & Assoc Inc
C M Shook
Kevin Short




Sloan Construction Co Inc #2
Thomas L Sloan
J Michael Smart
Mr Charles S Smith
H W Smith & H W Smith Jr






J Frank & Joye R Solas
Toby Stansell
E R Stewart
William R Stoddard Jr MD
David K Stokes III
Mr & Mrs Mark S Stokes
David Rivers Stone
William W Stover Jr
Heath L Strawn Jr
Dr Edwin L Stroud





E Richard Taylor Jr
Gregory D Taylor
Robert L Taylor
Terry & Jean-Marie Taylor
Newell D Crawford Jr
Tracy N Taylor
Teachey Mechanical Inc
John Russell Terry Jr
Textile Specialties Inc




Jim & Carol Thompson
Robert J Thompson III
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben
Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const Co Inc
Charles M Timmons
G Elton Todd
Gerald S Tompkins Jr
George D Tooke
Townes Associates Ltd
Dacus Ted Tucker III
Tucker Materials Inc
Dr William E Tucker






Mr & Mrs Vernon D Wade
James R & Abby Waldrop
R H Walker
John & Sally Wallace
Mr & Mrs William L Wallace
Johnnie J Walters
Mr & Mrs David E Watson
& Rush
Joseph P Watson/John Harrison
Lea and Erwin Watson
Mr & Mrs R L Watson & Ashley
Ronald R Watson








Mrs D Williams Jr
Dan H Williams
Mr & Mrs Edward R Williams
George E Williams
J V Williams
Willson Riggins Landscape Inc
Willson & Linda




Mr & Mrs Bill Wingo III
J Ed Winkler
John D & Martha P Wood










Dr F E Abell Jr
Nick P Anagnost
Anderson Enterprises Inc
Herbert Anderson Jr Const Inc
Mr & Mrs Ronnie H Barnes &
Miss Julia Gregory
James M Baughman






Mr & Mrs Pitts Camak Jr






Mr & Mrs George L Crout
R B Gulp Jr
James L Daniel Jr
Charles M Davis
Mr & Mrs John R Davis & Robbie
Floyd & Jolynn Demoss
Dickert's Moving & Storage
Dickey Inc
G O Dorroh & G M Neel
Robert H Drinkard
G & P Trucking Co Inc
Coy Jefferson Gray
Mr & Mrs John G Hammond
Rutledge H Hammond Jr
G Bonner Harvley
G W Hawthorne
Grover C Henderson III
The Heritage Company








John Lumley/B M Keck
Charles S Maloney
James H Martin Jr
Russell & Leigh Maihis
William S & Donna K McCall
Mr & Mrs Mark L Metts
J Stoney Moore




Dr S Pendergrass III
Pizza Inn
Robert & Kathy Manning
Terry & Deborah Powell
Raymond F Prince
Clarence H Putnam
Quick Copies of Greenwcod
Eugene Wallace Roberts Jr
Tony and Diane Shealy
Mr & Mrs Charles Shimakonis
Chris
George F Smith Jr
South Carolina Aviation Inc
Mr and Mrs Robert S Terry




Erwin & Gail Warner
F M Werts
Mr & Mrs Allen L West
Alfred L White
Mr & Mrs Wayne White & Michael
Mr & Mrs David Miller & D J
HAMPTON
Dr Jerry Frank Crews Jr
Mr & Mrs S F Crews Jr
Walton Albert (Al) Crosby








James W Barnette Jr
Marion T Bellamy











Mr & Mrs Harvey Graham Jr
Aundria M Green





Dr Wm S Holliday
S F Horton
George H Jenkins Jr
C L Langston
Lamar Lewis
Davis A Lorick Jr
Fun Land Arcade
Earl O Neil McCoy Jr
H E Pearce Jr
Peoples Underwriters Inc
Mr and Mrs Don Perry
Dr Jerd W & Melinda M Poston
Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor





C A Timbes Inc
Stephen Usry
Terry M Watson RLS
R L Wilder Jr
Robert Earl Wrenn
JASPER
Roger & Tern Home





Kenneth W Carson DDS
Johnnie Cox
Fred M Eddins








J W Martin Jr
















Don W & Pamela P Faile






Lancaster Cty Clemson Club




Jack and Ruth Neal
James M Neal






J C "Pete ' Smoak
Byron L Taylor




William K Williams DMD
LAURENS
Barbara A Anderson
LTC Raymond G Andrews
Bill Bailey
Mr a Mrs Henry V Blatock
Keith M Bouknight
James Buchanan
Mr Eddie L Burton
Mr a Mrs R L Cason
W Fred Chapman Jr
Mrs T Heath Copeland
G Alan Crawford
Mary L Crisp








Mr and Mrs William N Jones
Mr & Mrs Wayne Kinard/
Amy Lester
Pat a Marlene Lowe
Mr a Mrs James A Marler
P W McAhster





Mr Thomas B Stoddard
William H & Lora C Stroud
Mr a Mrs Richard T Townsend
Jim Welborn
Mr & Mrs Joe E Werner
Dr N C Wessmger
LEE
Wallace P Deschamps
Don R McDaniel Sr
Wyman O McDamel
C B Player Memorial
Player Jr a C B Player lit
LEXINGTON
Billy Amick
Dr Frank T Arnold Jr
Mr a Mrs John A Bearden
J Wendell Bedenbaugh
Mr a Mrs Alvin N Berry
Ray O Bickley
Mr a Mrs F U Black
Harold S a Lynn Black
Ronald W Black
Pitts a Barbara Boozer
Woodrow W Boozer Sr
Mr and Mrs Carl W Bradham
Dr and Mrs Robert W Branch
Mr a Mrs Jerry A Brannon
Law Office of
George T Branstiter
Harold a Dons Brewer
Mr a Mrs George Brothers
Dr John W Brown
William H J Brown
Mr a Mrs William J Buchanan Jr
R H Bucknell Jr
R Hugh Caldwell
Richard T a Elizabeth F Carter
B M Cassady
Mrs Laura D Castles
Mrs D H Caughman
Roscoe S Caughman
Mr a Mrs William M Caughman
Kenneth Chavis Jr
Cherokee Trail Veterinary Hosp
James Tracy Childers
Arthur F Cochcrott Jr
Sam fl Coker
Robert G Combs
L W Conder Jr
Robert J/Brenda W Cooper
Otis Brad Cordell
H Ralph Corley Sr
William G Crapps Jr




Mr a Mrs William Q Elliott Jr
Mrs John L Frierson
Samuel B George II
Mr a Mrs Norman Hair
Archie L Harman II
Chevis and Darlene Hartley
Robert T Haselden Jr
Barbara a Jerry Hatfield
E Havird/G Hall
Mr and Mrs Michael E Herndon
Warren R a Susan R Herndon Jr
Danny a Kathy Hicks
Stephen L Hixson
Steve a Sharon Hobson
Carl L Hooks
















Ed & Nancy Livingston
Dallas E Mams
Mickey & Debbie Mams
Curtis L Martin
Albert H McMeekin III
Mr & Mrs Ray Miller
Harry W Mims
Buren & Cheryl Mitchell
William A & Nancy S Morris
Or Larry H Nelson
Kenneth W Nettles
AKred C Nix
Robert W & Sallie M Oswald
Donald W Padgett
Maxwell F Parrotl Jr
Carl & Peggy Patterson
Thomas W Plumblee/John F Long/
Philip Law
Ronald M Poslon
Mr & Mrs Clyde M Rauch Sr
& Sons
Wayne P Rawl
Hampton & Maureen Redmond
Vince & Sue Rhodes
Kathryn L Rice





Mrs James R Sease
S Bruce Seawrighl
Robert E Sellers
Sharon & Albert Shealy
C P Jr & Hazel Shealy
Mr & Mrs John E Shealy
Lois T Shealy
Mr & Mrs Freddie Shuler
P Lamar Smith
Sox Well & Pump Co
Phillip A Spires
Charles J & Rose Stancil
Charles E Stone Jr
Charles M Stuck
Barry Sumner
Harold B Swygert Jr
Dr Wm Carver Talbert Jr
Mr and Mrs Patrick E Watson
Ron & Carol Weathers
Mr and Mrs James H Weldon
Scott L While




Mr & Mrs J T Wingard
Leonard D Wise




Fritz N Johnson MD
Les W Levy
O K McKenzie
Mr & Mrs Robert A Scott
James M Smith
Sam R Webster Jr
Stanley Yarborough
MARLBORO
Oscar & Betty Derrick
Jimmy L & Ntck T McColl








C Keith & Janet T Ashworlh
Joyce R Austin












J Rhett Frazier Jr
Billy R Gibson
Mr and Mrs Woodrow K Koon
The Leslie Co






Perry's Back Porch Restaurant
Ted Plemons









Lonme E & Clare L Turner III
David Waldrop Jr
Davtd C Waldrop Sr
Powell E Way Jr
Gilbert E & Kay K Webber
Dr James R Williams
Mr & Mrs Robert T Williams Sr
OCONEE
M T Abbott





Mr & Mrs Steve D Black
Edward & Susan Booker
Bountyland Quick Stop
Harold & Margaret Brock
Mr & Mrs David B Bullard
Leiand E Burns
Richard H & Lam Burrell
Jerrie Butts




Dan W Dale Sr
Dean Davis
Davis Bros Lumber Co
Patrick Foster
Joseph M Garrain





Dr Frank A Hoshall Jr
Timothy Hydrick
Mr and Mrs Andy Inabmet
L F Jones
Kawakaki ot Seneca
Deryl C Keese & Wm C Keese
George J Knight
John N Landreth Sr
Bird and Gail Laye
Richard H Ledford
Robert L Lee
F Tiberius & Cynthia L Lenz
Katharine M Marshall
Dr & Mrs Harry B Mays
William E McAlister
Mr & Mrs Jim McCall
William T McClure Jr
Mr a Mrs J Whit Miller
James C Miller Jr
Sara & Edd Mize







William Rothell Smith III
Bill Steele
Frank M TerlizziA/Vayne Glenn




Mr & Mrs E P Wright
ORANGEBURG
Dr Raymond E Ackerman
Mr & Mrs H Ciremba Amick
Ernest & Margaret Barr
Cecil & Lynn Carter
W A Cartwright Jr
Danlzler Builders
W W Dukes Jr
C F Evans & Co
Frederick I Evans
James J Evans
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co Inc
—
Leiand M Bradshaw
Garrick Bros Farms Inc
Mr & Mrs G Martin Gilchrist
Gray & Smoak Farms
W C Higginbotham Jr
Shelton Hoffman
£ O Hudson Jr





in Memory of Al M Hughes
Frankie A & Wtlham H O'Cain
Thomas E Propes
T Brant Reeves Jr
J M Russell Jr
Henry G Rutland Jr
Col & Mrs W B Salley Jr
Harry E Sanders
Fred Schrimpf
James H Shirer Jr
Short Stop Food Store
Star-Jack Farms
W J Stoudenmire Jr
J Harold Thomas
Catherine S Walsh
Jim W Wolle Jr












Dr & Mrs Lloyd H Blanton
Col Jame E Blessing
C S Boland DDS
Dorothy S Boulware






Mr & Mrs Neil E Byerley
Mrs Eunice M Byers
Gary E Campbell Jr
E Joe Campbell
Jerry and Jean Canady
Mr & Mrs Ricky E Capps
Mr & Mrs Marvin Carmichael




Mr & Mrs George E Caudell Jr
George E Clardy
E E Clayton
William W Coogler Jr
Gregg R Corley
Bethal & Elizabeth Couch
Walter T Cox




Mrs Roy S Dalton
Marion & Sandra Davis
Tony & Allen Day
Dr J Thomas Dean
Roy M Dill Jr
Duckett Funeral Home
Mr & Mrs Fred H Duncan
William E Dunn Jr
Barry S Durham
Mr & Mrs Bill G Durham
Richard E Edwards
Dr Robert C Edwards
Mr & Mrs William H Etam
Mr & Mrs Cliff Ellis














Tom and Penny Goebel
Dr Wm J Goudelock
The Gravely Agency
Dorsey E & Virginia B Greer
William V Griffith





Mr & Mrs Chris Hemmings
Kevin and Wanda Hendricks




Coach Frank J Howard
Hubert Steve Huffman
Don R Hughes
Morrison & Margaret Hunnicutt
Charles B Hunter
Mary S Hunter






James R King Jr
W Harry King
Mrs Ralph Kirk
R Frank Kolb II
T R Lackey
John W Lame
Howard E Lee Jr
Johnny L & Ann Lee
Mr & Mrs Lee F Lemere
Steve & Connie Leslie
James B Lindsay
Mr & Mrs Sammy D Little
Lollis Builders Inc
Nick Lomax
Mr & Mrs Jim Lovinggood




Mr and Mrs D L Mauldin




Mr & Mrs L Paul Miller
J H Mills Auto Supply
Mr & Mrs Wayne Mitchell
Bob & Lou Mixon
Brendon O Mize
Monty's of Greenville Inc
Mountain Texas Properties
L H Moore




Mr & Mrs George B Nutt #2
Kevin Paul O'Connor




J Edward Parris Jr
D F Parrott
John F Passafiume
Jimmy J & Carolyn J Payne
J Roy Pennell III
Robert F Pittman Jr
Jack C Prescott
William J Pridemore












Kenneth R Scott Jr
Shealy. Smith & Welborn PA
Dr B R Skellon
G Neil Smith
Smith's Heatg & Air Cond Inc





Barry & Phyllis Stisser
W F Strauss Jr
Barry C & Summers Sudduth
Frankie/Marion/Linde Summey
Michael S Talbert
Mr & Mrs C S Thompson
Mr & Mrs Gerald S Tnpp
John N Jr & J Norman Warren




Mike & Marian West
Mr & Mrs Larry White





Thomas B Wright Jr
Earle L Youngblood
RICHLAND
Mr & Mrs Clark I Abrams
Richard E & Linda M Ackerman
Porter H Adams Sr
J Glenn Alewine
Harold V Amick
Charles D Baker Jr
Tom Baldwin
Chevis F Ballentine Jr




Robert E Cannon Jr
Catalyst Architects







Mr & Mrs Fred E Culvern Jr
Ralph B Cureton Jr
Judge Michael R Davis
William T Derieux
Francis S Dunn
Dr George H Fann
Lewis W Felkel Jr
B Lee Floyd
William R Gee
William N Geiger Jr
Laura H George
Carlos W Gibbons Jr
James Donald Gissendanner
Mike B Gleaton
Charles Jeter Glenn Jr
David B Godfrey
J Frank Godfrey
H Buford Goff Jr
John M Goodman
Leola M Gray
Lawrence M Gressette III
James S Gustin
John E Haas
Mr & Mrs William M Hamilton
Clifton L Harkey
Dr Rudolph C Harrington Jr




W Grey Humphrey Jr
J R Inabmet
Harry J Johnson





Mr & Mrs J J Kirby Jr
Sylvia V Lackey
David L Laird
Cecil Glenn Lester Jr
Stephen Wiley Love Jr
Mr & Mrs Sonny Mabe
Finian F Makapugay
James E Malhos Sr
Benjamin D Massey
C Ray Massey
George G Matthews Jr
George G Matthews Sr








Austin T Moore Jr
W Barry Moore
Moore Electric Supply Inc
Jeffrey A O'Cain
Albert E Odom Jr
F McCord Ogburn Jr
James W Orr
Owen Steel Co Inc
Nathan Padgett Jr
Gary L Patterson
H L "Skeet" Peake
Mr & Mrs James N Pearman Jr




LTC Ret William R Prince





Mrs David Roof & Davida Roof
Carl S Rush
William F Rutherford Jr
Marion F Sadler Jr
Jimmy R Sellers
Col A L Sheider Jr





S Terry Smith MD
James A Sons
South Carolina National Bank








Mr & Mrs H T Thompson Jr &
H T Thompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E Till
Wanda H Tripp
Mr & Mrs Walter A Tuten Jr
Mr & Mrs Jerry W Vaughn
William F Wannamaker
William R Watts





Dr John A Wells Jr
W G Wilhams/Charles E Smith
Allen C Wise
Benjamin C Wright
J P Wright Jr




Frances S & John W Hare
Sandra Harmon
Mr & Mrs Carl O Gibson
Benjamin H Herlong
Joe P Herlong
Mr & Mrs J William Jay
Mr & Mrs John Allan Long




George S & Joe Todd




Mrs T R Adams Jr
William A Alexander
Mr & Mrs D K Allison
Mack H Alman
John A Andrea
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James W & Lois B AshcraH
David Atkins
James G Bagnal III
Michael & Anne Bailey
Marvin B Banton
H Walter Barre II
Belue Trucking Co Inc
Mr & Mrs Horace S Berry
Randy & Rhonda Billings
Mr & Mrs Eber J Blackwood
J J Blake
Sue W Boone
Mr & Mrs H G Brock
Jay Brock
Vernon L Brown Jr
C&S National Bank
Carolina Meter & Supply Inc
Carolina Tennis Courts #2
Hugh R Caslon





Mr & Mrs Thomas W Coggins III
Dr James Milton Coker
J Carroll Cox
C David Grain
Mr & Mrs Donald R Crowder
L C Davis Jr
Dr & Mrs Toney W Dillard
Doug & Judy Dills
Diversco Inc
Douglas Pest Control Inc
Timothy M Drake
Tommy C Dykes/Paul Bleckley












Mr & Mrs Jim W Gosnell
Mr & Mrs James Gary Gray
Stephen Lamar Gray
Chas Emmetl Halliday
Ned & Dons Hammetl
Mr & Mrs Wilbur K Hammen
G fl Harley
Joe A Harris Inc












Mr Charles O Casey
Helen A Johnson
Dr James O Johnson
Randall E Johnson
Johnson Realty
Bob & Darrell Kimbrell
Mr & Mrs J R King
William H Knight
Leroy L Kolb







L J McLeskey Inc
J R McVey




Nat l Starch & Chem Corp
James E Neal Jr
Joey Leslie Neal
William D Neal
James G & Anita Ness
Arthur W O Shields
Packaging and Specialty
Papers Inc
Mr & Mrs R Terry Padgett
Charles B Palmer
H L Parker
Paul Edward Parris II
Maxcy B Patterson
Peake Construction Co
Richard H Pennell Jr
Richard H Pennell
Mr & Mrs Hughes C Pennmgion
Pettit Const Co Inc #1
Pic-A-Book Inc
Piedmont Farm & Garden
Piedmont Packaging Inc
Piedmont Textile Sales Inc
Wayne Pierce
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co
Thomas M Poag
Powell Dry Wall Co
Arnold J Ramsey
Jerome E Randall




Oren J Robinette Jr
Carl T Rogers








Frank W Sislare Jr
Joel M Smith







Spartanburg Forest Products In
Stephen E Stamm
Jetf Stocks






Mr & Mrs Jerry E Taylor
Mr & Mrs Jimmy Taylor
Bobby Tessnear
Barham F Thomson Jr
Michael & Susan B Trotter
H C Turner lit




Larry/Joyce/Scolt & Todd Ward




Vahl & Betty Wilson
SUMTER
A D Jr & Joe Allbritton
Anthony E Barwick
John J Britton Jr











Horace/Haven & Morgan Jenkins
Korn Industries Inc
Pat Martin
The National Bank ot SC
Larry Nettles
Dr John W Shaw
D Leslie Tindal
Dr Michael S & Sue T Towery
Mr and Mrs George Trask
UNION
Mr and Mrs Floyd W Allen
Robert Edens
Butch Greene





Wendell O Brown Atty
Alan K Chandler
Dr W C Cottingham
James C Cnbb
Vina V Floyd





Thomas E Setzler II




Mr & Mrs Ronald L Alexander
Mr & Mrs Paul Allred
Mr & Mrs David E Angel
V A Ballard
Thomas E Bankhead Jr
Edwin L Barnes
John M Barnes
Arnold L BalChelor Jr DMD





Mr & Mrs J Dennis Crocker
Gulp Brothers Inc
Joseph W Gulp PE
Charles B Duncan Jr
John E Durai
James N Epps Jr
Thomas W Epps DMD
Rocky Evans
Dr Frank Strait Fairey
Mr & Mrs Malcolm Faulkenberry
Samuel Tracy Ferguson Jr
Robert H Flint
M L Ford & Sons Inc




Mr & Mrs Jelfery T Hair©
Tom & Shirley Hamrick
George W & Susan E Hance
Patterson N Harvey
Haselden & Owen
E E Herlong Jr
Lewis W Hicks
Arthur Mell Doolittte Memorial
Nelly McFadden Hollis Jr
James T Jackson
Seth L Jackson




David C Leslie Jr
John A & Carolyn B Lesslie
Dr John M Little Jr
Woodrow W Littlelield Jr
R M Lyie
Stephen S McCrorey
Mr & Mrs Randall D Merrell
Nalley Equipm't Installation
Robert W Neal
Mrs Robert E Norns
Dr Floyd L Parnsh
Ms Rebecca Partlow
J M Peek
G A Pelletier Jr
Mike Pittman
John F Pridmore
William R Pursley Jr
Herman E Rice
Robert M Robinson
William Joseph Roddey IV
David C Sapp
Baxter Simpson Jr
Ben R Smith Jr
Southern Builders of York Co Inc
Dale W Stanley




W T Vick Sf
Mr & Mrs W Frank Walker
Edward T White
Jeame & Tim Whilten
Roben O Williams




Melvin W Ashe Jr
Elbert E Babb
William S Baker III
Joseph J a Deborah W Barna
Wren Barnett
Bill Barnneau
Mr & Mrs Manon B Beason
Charles T Beemer MD
Carol R Bell MD
John H Blackwell III
Mr & Mrs H Mitchell Blasko
John C Boesch Jr
George F Bolen Jr &
L E Anderson/John Reagan









Tom a Delsey Brown
Dr and Mrs F S Bryant
Richard E Burdette
Joe Burnette








Mr & Mrs William E Childress
Russell P Chitds
Christian Harward Furniture Co
Brian E Clark
Don & Vonda Coley
Roland L & Lynns Connelly
A N Corpening
Mack & Nancy Culbreth






Brenda & Tom Dukes
James L and Mary Jane N Duncan
Keith Eades
E Robert Eckley til
Howard D Williamson Jr
Thomas J Edmonds
Carrol & Pat Epiing
James T Fans Jr
Stephen Q Ferguson
Mr & Mrs James D Fisher
Robert L & Kenneth R Flint
Jimmy D Fowler
Joseph D Franks HI




Dr Joe B Godfrey
Sarah Gordon
W S Gordon Jr
William J Grayson
Steve C Griffith Jr
Norman Guthrie Jr





Charles R Harper Jr
Gary T Harris
Clitt Hattaway
Milton C Hayden Jr
Andy Henderson
Mr & Mrs W M Hobson
Jeffrey and Stephanie Holland
H L Hoover
Mr & Mrs Patrick H Hopkins
Samuel Reid Horton Jr
Fred A Howard
Steve & Susan Hughes
Kenneth G Jackson
Charles N James
Mrs Fred A Jarrett
Mrs John S Jenkins Jr
Albert B Johnson
"Cas" Johnson





Forrest I Kelly Jr
W F Knckhan Jr/Bill Krickhan
Alan W Kuester
Mrs Frances O Lewis
Robert H Livingston






William A McDaniel III
G Stanley McDonald
A Frank McGuire
James H McMillan MD
Michael S Mitcham




Tom R Morris Jr
Mr & Mrs William H O'Cain
William Ralph Oldham
Warren H Owen
Mr & Mrs William H Parker Jr
George N Payne Jr
Larry B Penley Sr
Don & Lisa Phillips





William C Powell Sr
Prime Equipment
Mr & Mrs Phillip S Prince
Mr & Mrs Thomas C Pritchard
Mrs Hugh D Putnam Sr
M Dale Rease
C Jeff Reece Jr
Wayne & Betty Ann Roberson
Richard & Tommy Roche
Dewey P Rochester Jr
Floyd & Barbara Rogers
Jim & Judy Rosamond
Thomas L Roth
Charles David Sanford




Mr & Mrs Delmar W Shirley
Fred & Connie Silver
Hilmon Slawson
Richard R Smith Jr





Richard & Dan Suggs
G Wilson Thompson






John R & Barbara B Warren
Jack A Waters
Thomas J Weeks






J S Whiteside & Co Inc
Garla.id L & Barbara Whitlock
R W Wilkerson III
Jim & Betsy Williams
W Gantt Williams Jr
Mrs David K Willis
Joseph G and Vicki H Wilson
Brockington G Woodham Jr
Mrs Francis A Yarborough
Mark A Yarborough MD
Guy A Yeargin
GEORGIA
A West & Company
Alvin A Adams Sr
Bruce Albea Contracting
Jule & Ferdie Alsbrooks Jr
John K Anderson
William D Anderson




Mr & Mrs Paul L Beach
Mr & Mrs Timothy L Beach
Gary L Beard & William H
Gladden & Thomas E Lynn
Charles B Bolchoz
J C (Doc) Bradham
John Thomas Cely
Mrs Judith P Chandler




A J & Nona Coleman




William H Craven Jr







Dr J R Edwards/Larry Sweat
Dr a Mrs John Ellenberg
Julian E Fant Jr
Mr & Mrs Howard Farmer Jr
James R Farr Jr





Mr & Mrs Michael G Gasque
Mr & Mrs Francis J George
Garnett J Giesler Jr MD
Randy Grace










Frank L Holfoyd Jr
Dennis Oliver Hopf




Genghis I & Mary Lou Jolly
Dr B Paul Kellett
Mr & Mrs Lamar Kennedy
Marvin B King
Tim Leaumont
Horace H Leysalh Jr
Barbara K Lowery





Mr & Mrs Robby Martin
Roy N Mathis
Waller McGee
Mr & Mrs W Perry McKain Jr





Eugene F Moxley Jr
Jack C Murphree
Ronald E Nesmith
Michael M & Luanne Newton
Mr & Mrs Gerald L Oberholtzer
Mr & Mrs Charles D Parker
Milton E Pate
Milton E Pate Jr
Dan B Pattillo Jr
Piedmont Mechanical
Letoy H Poole
J H Powell & Keith Powell
James H Powell
James Ed Robinson
Mr & Mrs Herbert R Rowland
Richard Ward Rutland




John & Joy Self
Joseph S Shearer
W B Shedd
Joseph P Sinclair III
F Bart Smith
H Thornton Smith Jr
Clemson Footbairgo 95
Steven Gibson Smith/David C
Black/Kirby Johnson
Timothy D & Rena P Steele
William D Stephens
Wayne A Sturgis
M( & Mrs Bruce Summerlin










Stanford R Woodhurst Jr
Rudolph L Yobs
M Lamar Young
Mr & Mr Ronald W Young
OTHER
P Bruce Alexander












John N Burgess Jr
Paul J Burns
Henry N Calhoun






Wilson C Childers III
Mike Collins
Eugene T Compton
Charles W Cooper Jr




Herman L Dixon Jr






John D Galloway DSN Ret
William P Gilbert
Rick Glover
William A & Vicki A Grant
John W Gravely
Joseph S Graves
Mr & Mrs Phil C Greeson
Paul M Harmon
George E Hart
Mr & Mrs Gray Hipp Jr
Charles E Hughes Jr
Mr & Mrs Terry A Hunt











David D McAlister Jr










Mr & Mrs John Prospero




Edward A Rose III
Lawrence M Saglio
Helen & Ben K Sharp
Mrs John C Sharpe
T L Shealy Jr










Henry Vonce & Charles Yonce
Larry E & Judy H Yonce
ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign Supreme alway.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo





Daniel H. Coker, Jr.
Rebecca D. Coker




Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hamilton
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert L. Henderson
Landrum H. Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy H. Hester
Mr. and Mrs. T. Carroll Holcombe
Mrs. J. William Holcomb




Robert W. Robinson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam White
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(Froht Row, Left to Right): Allison Clardy,. Jo Anna Taylpr, Brooke Wiggins, Melissa Geter, taura PKce (Co-Captain), Jenny Sanok,
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FRAME SIZE 18 1/2 X 14 1/2
This historic set of pins is the first to commemorate Clemson University participation in
major collegiate bowl competition, beginning with the 1940 Cotton Bowl played January 1, 1940 in
Dallas, Texas.
Each pin displays that year's distinctive Bowl Logo and the helmets of the Tigers and their
opponent, with the points scored under each team's helmet. Each pin has a hanging drop piece that
proclaims the name and emblem of the Bowl Champion.
This Commemorative Pin Collection is limited to 15,000 sets. Each set is numbered, with the
production of the 15,000 set the molds will be destroyed, thus assuring set owners that this
Commemorative Pin Collection is truly a collectors piece that will appreciate in value year after
year.
Commemorative Pins for future bowls will be available to set owners 60 days after the
completion of the bowl.
OUR GUARANTEE
Keep your set for 15 days if you are not 100% satisfied withi your Clemson
Commemorative Bowl Pin Set, for any reason. retvu*n the set to Sports Mint, Inc. and
we will refund the full purchase price plus UPS freight charges.
One of the most unique
approaches to remembering
Clemson's Bowl History that I've
seen in my 81 years. Owning one
of these should be a must for
every Tiger fan.
Coach Frank Howard
This is one of the classiest
remembrances of Clemson 's
bowl history ever assembled.
The workmanship and thought
put into these 16 post-season
pins is authenic in every detail.
Bob Bradley
S.I.D. RetiredTO ORDER
Place your order by mail using the order form below or call 704/8274211. Visa and Master Card
excepted.
i





Commemorative Bowl Pin Sets
at $155.00 each set. Add $2.00 for
Postage & handling. NC
residents add 5% Sales tax.










We're bringing on the










known of our commitment to pro
vide the very best in cardiovascu-
lar care. In eacli and every year
since 1974, Providence physicians
have performed more cardiac
catheterizations and open heart
surgeries than any other hospital in
the state. As we start this decade,
coiifidence in Providence contin-
ues to grow. Already tJiis year, we
have performed more open heart
surgeries than for any







treat patients, the cardio-
vascular surgeons who do
open heart procedures, the skilled
technicians who operate state-of-
the-art equipment, and the dedicat-
ed nursing staff who provide both
specialized professional care and
exceptional TLC.
Thank you, South CaroLLnians,
for this trust. We will continue our
commitment to offering the highest
level of cardiovascular care, and to
maintaining our reputation as the
state's preferred hospital for mend-
ing broken hearts. At Providence
Hospital technology,
PROVIDENCE experience and car-




Contributions by IPTAY are responsible for many of Clemson's outstanding facilities.
In a year that saw many changes in the
Clemson University Athletic Department, one
thing remained a constant; the success of
IPTAY. Despite the destruction and financial
loss caused by Hurricane Hugo, as well as an
increase in the minimum IPTAY donation from
$30 to $1 00, faithful Clemson supporters were
still able to make this another record- breaking
yearfor IPTAY. As the nation's largest fundrais-
ing organization, IPTAY was able to raise $5.8
million towards its commitment to the student-
athlete. Due to these efforts both on the part of
the IPTAY staff, and the generosity and support
of the Clemson community, Clemson was one
of only two schools in the nation (the only other
being Illinois) to have teams participate in a
bowl game (1989 Mazda Gator Bowl), the
NCAA Basketball Tournament (advanced to
the Sweet Sixteen in the East Regional), and
the NCAA Baseball Tournament (Central Re-
gion).
Clemson was the only school to gain at
least one win in each of these post-season
events. Clemson also produced 82 first-team
AII-ACC athletes, 20 Ail-Americans, captured
three ACC Tournament Championships, and
won two regular-season ACC Championships,
including its first-ever in men s basketball. Nine
teams finished in the final Top 25 of their respective
sports.
The success of the Clemson athletic program
comes during a time when the integrity and ac-
countability of the academic progress of student-
athletes are receiving national attention. IPTAY
has been a large part of this success by being
committed to the student-athlete.
IPTAY IS recognized as one of the oldest,
largest and most successful athletic fundraising
organizations in America. IPTAY was the first
athletic fundraising organization in the country to
top the two, three, four, and five-million dollar
marks in annual donations. The 1989-90 aca-
demic year marks the 26th consecutive year of
increased contributions to the IPTAY scholarship
fund.
In 1 934, Dr. Rupert Pike founded IPTAY with a
very simple purpose in mind: IPTAY provides
fundsfor athletic scholarships. Clemson continues
to be one of the few schools in the nation to award
the maximum number of scholarships allowed by
the NCAA for 18 men s and women's varsity
sports. Since 1934, IPTAY has provided scholar-
ships for over 5,000 student- athletes, trainers, and
managers.
Allison Dalton is the leader of America's
top athletic fundraising organization.
IPTAY currently provides the funds for tutorial
programs staffed by trained academic advisors
assisted by graduate and undergraduate students.
This support is intended to assure that all student-
athletes are given the opportunity to earn their
degree while participating in athletics.
IPTAY is currently playing an intricate role in the
Campaign for Clemson, a long-range fundraising
project of the University. IPTAY has been asked to
raise $2.5 million of the University's overall goal of
62 million dollars for the construction and develop-
ment of the Learning Center, a new academic
building on East Campus. The funds for this project
come via IPTAY donors and IPTAY has already
raised over one million dollars for the project.
The Learning Center is presently on schedule
to open in the spring of 1 991 and its construction is
well under way. The Learning Center is a 29,000
square-foot facility and it will house the tutonng and
advising programs for student-athletes. The build-
ing will contain various-sized study and tutonng
rooms to be used for individual study as well as for
small group instruction.
Computer facilities, an office/reception area for
the advising staff and an auditorium will also be
contained in the center.
The generous support of 1 8,200 loyal donors to
IPTAY has allowed the organization to go beyond
the funding of athletic scholarships by providing the
financial basis for many of the unparalleled athletic
facilities at Clemson.
Since 1 978, IPTAY has provided the funding for
$32 million of capital improvements in the area of
athletics. These improvements include the expan-
sion of the football stadium, the newly renovated
baseball facility (Tiger Field), the indoor tennis
facility, the soccer stadium, the new outdoor track,
the weight room, the new golf practice area, a new
cross country course, and the IPTAY/ Ticket office
facility.
IPTAY is also proud to provide funding for the
Tiger Band. Each year IPTAY budgets financial
support for travel, uniforms and equipment for this
integral part of the Clemson athletic program.
While IPTAY is primanly concerned with ath-
letic fundraising, the mission of Clemson University
has not been overlooked. IPTAY was created to
help meet the need for more academic scholar-
ships for non-athletes who are highly qualified
academically. This scholarship endowment is
funded by certain company gifts which are made
as a result of employee contnbutions to IPTAY. In
addition, the athletic department has made gener-
ous contributions to the endowment from athletic
revenues.
The IPTAY Academic Fund is presently the
largest scholarship endowment of any kind at
Clemson, providing $1.38 million in funds, cur-
rently benefitting more than 50 students. IPTAY's
support extends to all of the student body.
The tremendous success of IPTAY is due, in
large part, to the organizational makeup which
allows members to be as close to IPTAY as they
are to their local IPTAY leadership. Each of South
Carolina's 46 counties has an IPTAY County chair-
man, and every county is alloted an IPTAY repre-
sentative for every 35 members.
This year's IPTAY speaking circuit was high-
lighted by Clemson's new football coach. Ken
Hatfield. A man of character and integnty, as well
as a proven winner, Hatfield stressed the impor-
tance of IPTAY and its mission. Hatfield com-
mented on his first impressions of IPTAY.
" The IPTAY organization and the people in-
volved far surpassed the tremendous reputation
that they had before I had arrived here. Allison
Dalton, Bert Henderson, and Bob Mahony and all
of the rest who are involved, organize and
coordinate the program as well as I have seen.
Every local meeting was precisely managed."
Hatfield continued, "I guess the thing that stuck out
most though, was the atmosphere of love and
support for Clemson exhibited by all of the people I
met."
IPTAY donors are kept up-to-date with
Clemson athletics through the Orange and White.
This is an official IPTAY publication which is distrib-
uted exclusively to IPTAY donors in appreciation of
their support,
Clemson University will continue to be recog-
nized and respected on the national level athleti-
cally and academically with the full support of
IPTAY IPTAY will continue to be successful be-
cause a loyal commitment to Clemson University is
a way of life in the hearts of Clemson alumni and
friends.






In a word, nothing. Go get'em,Tigers.
O D A.
TheHondaEtealersOfTheCarolinas.
Open the door to something big
ahead —stretch your
imagination. There's no limit
to the versatility of Overhead
Door products.
Need industrial doors that
you can count on to get the job
done? Overhead Doors are built
to take round-the-clock abuse.
Want a residential garage
entry to enhance your home's
exterior? Choose from Overhea
Door's line of custom wooden
or metal doors to add panache
to your decor.
So go ahead. Open your
mind to the possibilities
with Overhead D
For more information on Overhead Door's complete line of industrial and residential door systems,
call 277-9460, Greenville; 261-3906, Anderson; 582-1488, Spartanburg.
Piedmont Industrial Park at 1-85 and Piedmont Highway
ut Clemson In YourGame Plan!
You've been caught up in the excitement of a
Clemson ball game— an experience m itselt. But don't leave
town without trying some other Clemson pleasures.
Beautiful Lake Hartwell invites you to fish, swim, sail, ski
or boat. Area parks are laced with hiking trails and picnic
areas for family pleasure.
History buffs and novices alike will find an abundance of
sites to explore in Clemson and neighboring Pendleton.
Shoppers will delight in the tnendlv, charming shops down
town or in our people-sized shopping centers. You'll find
some great buys at our warehouse and discount stores.
And when it's time to eat vou'U tmd food ranging from
tast to tabulous; cuisine that's country or trom other coun-
tries, all a few miles or less from the stadium.
Take time—and a room in the Ramada, Comfort Inn,
Thunderbird, Holiday Inn, Liberty Hall. Put Clemson in
your game plan— relax and enjoy.
IN SEASON EVERY SEASON
CLEMSON
For More Information, visit the Visitor's Center at Tillman Hall (Clemson University campus), the Clemson Chamber of Commerce at Calhoun
Comers {off route 133 behind City Hall) or the Pendleton District Historical &. Recreational Commission (Pendleton Square).
Clemson and Duke fans put their sports
rivalry on hold a half century ago and joined
forces to cheer for the 1 940 Brooklyn Dodgers
of the National Football League (NFL).
They weren't alone. A lot of people, many
quite colorful, pulled for the football Dodgers
that fall. People like debutante Brenda Frazier
and Olympic figure skater-movie star Sonja
Heine and legendary sports announcers Red
Barber and Howard Cosell to mention but a
handful.
A key Duke performer in 1 934 and the two
years that followed was a 1 65-pound baseball
player for Portsmouth, VA, who had caught the
legendary Connie Mack's eye. Clarence (Ace)
Parker developed into the nation's finest colle-
giate triple threat by hissenioryearin 1936. He
went straight to the Philadelphia Athletics
baseball team in the spring of 1937, playing
shortstop in 94 games over the seasons of
1937-38; however, he also reported to the
Brooklyn football team each fall and in 1938
won NFL All-Star Team honors at halfback.
Defeating Clemson by a combined score of
83-18 in 1934-36, Duke dropped the Tigers
from their schedule in 1 937 while commencing
a spring practice game relationship. Enter
Banks McFadden. In the March 1939 Clemson-
Duke spring game at Durham, McFadden so
excelled forthe Tigers that Duke'sWade ranked
him '1he South's best looking back entering
the 1939 season." The Great Falls native,
better known for his All-America basketball
performances up to that time, lived up to
Wade's billing in leading Clemson to the 1 940
Cotton Bowl championship.
Now McFadden, unlike Parker, knew little
about professional football and cared less.
Great Falls and Clemson were not exactly NFL
hotbeds. So when the Dodgers, Ace Parker's
team, made McFadden their first choice in the
NFL Draft (third player selected). Banks recalls
that he didn't even know what a draft was. He
proceeded to ignore a standard NFL contract
sent to him, and when Dodger executive John
(Shipwreck) Kelly (husband of Brenda Frazier)
came down to Clemson in the summer to sign
him, McFadden told him that he had a job
(Frank Howard having signed him on following
June graduation).
Enter Dan Topping, 28 year- old millionaire
owner of the Dodgers and husband of the
glamorous Sonja Heine. Following Banks'
stellar performance in the August 1940 All-
Star Game against the Green Bay Packers,
Topping began his sales pitch to the new
Clemson assistant coach. "I finally told him
that I was brought up to keep the Sabbath holy
and that my mother would not approve," Banks
said. Topping's response was to get Mrs.
McFadden's phone number from Banks and
his okay to call her. By the time Banks had
reached Great Falls, Topping had charmed
Mrs. McFadden and persuaded her to let her
son make up his own mind. Banks recalled
that he received a phone call from Topping at
Great Falls that Sunday. "I went to the phone
and told him that I had a job at Clemson and
wasn't interested, and he said 'Name your own
salary. We need you' I thought a while and said
'$10,000', several times what I had been of-
fered originally, and he said, 'we'll have a
plane ticket waiting for you at Clemson to-
morrow. Report to the team practice at
Princeton the following day.'"
And so McFadden and Parker, their schools'
first and only offensive/multiple duty backs to
earn Associated Press first-team All-America
honors, found themselves on the same Brook-
lyn team in September 1 940. They were joined
in the starting Dodger backfield by Rhoten
Shetley of Furman at quarterback (blocking
back) and Clarence (Pug) Manders of Drake at
fullback. Other now Atlantic Coast Conference
alumni on the squad were Duke's Edgar Bailey
at end, North Carolina State's Edward (Ty)
Coon at guard, and North Carolina's Lou Mark
at center.
For the benefit of Carolinians unfamiliar
with what took place that year, there follows
selected quotes from the nation's "newspaper
of record "— the New York Times:
PRINCETON, N.J., Sept. 2— Banks
McFadden, All-America halfback from Clemson
College, reported to Jock Sutherland at the




as moral victory, that be-
longs to the Dodgers, but
the decision ultimately went
to the Redskins by a 24-1
7
count. A 4-1 underdog... the
Dodgers, trailing at 24-10
(in the final minutes) fought
back to contention. On four
plays after the next kickoff
they struck pay dirt again, a
13-yard pass from Ace
Parkerto Banks McFadden,
who had reeled off a spec-
tacular 40-yard run a minute
before, turning the trick.
PITTSBURGH, Sept.
29— ... Dodger fans can
make no mistake in the skill
of young McFadden, the
freshman from Clemson. He
has what it takes. And the
Flatbush faithful will be able
to get their first look at nim at
Ebbets Field on Friday night
when the Brooks open at
home against the Philadel-
phia Eagles. McFadden is a slippery runner
who appears to be one of the real finds of the
season. Not only did hecombine with Manders
in the lateral on the touchdown march, but he
also ripped of a brilliant 24-yard gallop in a
naked reverse before he was halted on the 1 -
foot line. Manders went over on the next play.
BROOKLYN, Oct. 4... (Dodgers defeat
Philadelphia, 30-1 7)... It was a cleanly fought
struggle with the aerial attacks of Parker and
(Davey) O'Brien fulfilling all expectations. The
Ace, hobbling around with a strained leg
muscle, to say nothing of the fractured ankle
he is nursing, was as brilliant and dependable
as ever. He scored one touchdown and two
extra points and passed to (Perry) Schwartz
for Brooklyn's first marker... (in the fourth quar-
ter, with the Dodgers nursing a 17-10 lead),
with Manders and McFadden doing the bulk of
the work, Brooklyn tallied again on a short
drive.
BROOKLYN, Oct. 9—.. The Brooklyn
backfield set-up to date has been unchanged,
but (Coach) Sutherland yesterday ordered a
switch, replacing Ben Kish, one of his personal
favorites from Pitt, with Rhoten Shetley, a 200-
pound newcomer from little Furman... "this boy
has come so fast as a blocker and field gen-
eral," Said the doctor (Sutherland) yesterday,
"that I just have to give him his chance."
NEW YORK, Oct.13 -Column by John
Cont'd on page 112
McFadden was Clemson's first and only offensive/multiple duty
back to earn AP first-team All-America honors.
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ITTAKES A UIT OF TRUCKTO TAKE ON THE TIGERSr
Check out this year's
lineup of dependable,
tough CMC Trucks...
the official trucks of
the Clemson Tigers.
Test drive one at your
Carolina CMC Truck
Dfealers today!
















Tom Duncan GMC Truck
Greer, SC
C. Thompson Automotive, Inc.
Greenwood, SC


















To stay young in mind and spirit,
teach young people."
— Alumni Professor Emeritus Harold Cooledge,
December 1987 commencement address
Ken Revis-Wagner— associate professor of biology, storyteller, snake enthusiast and amateur
racecar driver— is Clemson University's 1990 Alumni Master Teacher, a once-in-a-lifetime honor
bestowed by Clemson students. That's especially noteworthy since he teaches introductory biology
to undergraduates who are not science majors and are not there by choice. Tor them, science is
required. But for Revis-Wagner, teaching is more fun than work.
"The trivia, the stories, the weird little stuff are hooks that give the students something interesting
to hang the important points on. I enjoy the challenge of trying to make biology interesting to
students. I really don't think of this as work."
Ken Revis-Wagner
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lisam.
Nothing beats the great taste
of Hardee's Big Deluxe™
Burger teamed up with hot




Homecoming is an exciting time at
Clemson University. Alumni from all over
the country return to the familiar setting of
Clemson football. But Homecoming is more
than that. To any student who has attended
Clemson, the town has become a "second
home." This special day offers alumni a
chance to reminisce with college friends
and cheer on the Tigers once again. Today
we welcome home all Clemson Alumni.
The Alumni will participate in a wide
variety of activities planned just for them.
fVlost campus organizations, such as fra-
ternities, sororities and the chorus, will hold
pregame tailgating for their alumni. The
University Chorus Alumni will be performing
during the pregame show with the chorus.
Clemson University Tiger Band Alumni
Association will be sponsoring the 29th
annual Tiger Alumni Band composed of
over 1 00 former band students who will be
playing in Death Valley once again. There
will be a meeting of the Alumni National
Council as well as the newly-formed
Women's Alumni National Council. Central
Spirit Alumni will be holding a first-time
meeting too. There will also be a reunion of
the 1978 cheerleaders.
To begin the festivities, the Tiger Band
will perform the traditional pregame show-
"Sock it to 'em" and "TIGER RAG!" As the
band scripts TIGERS, Mr. D.T. Hardin and
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan White will dot the T. Mr.
White is the Presidentof the Alumni National
Council. He is Clemson's oldest living
alumnus, celebrating his 100th birthday on
Oct. 5. He graduated in 1912 and has
returned to Clemson every year since.
The invocation will be offered by Pastor
Debra Grant of the Lutheran Campus Min-
istry.
The Clemson University Chorus and its
Alumni will join the band in a series of
patriotic numbers. Professor Mark Greer
will direct "America the Beautiful." Dr. Ri-
chard Goodstein will conduct "The Star-
Spangled Banner" as the colors are pre-
sented by the Pershing Rifle Company C4.
Dr. Dan Rash will lead the groups in the
Clemson Alma Mater.
Tiger Band will continue with "Sock it to
'em" as the crowd readies for the highlight of
the pregame show. The Tigers will run
down the hill for the 21 4th time to the tune of
"TIGER RAG!"
Tiger Band will present a very special
salute to the United States in its halftime
show. Two medleys will be used in the
performance. "Trooper's Salute" is the first
of the two. It will be followed by "U.S.
Hooray!" during which the University Cho-
rus will sing.
Today's halftime will precede with the
recognition of the 1 990 Homecoming Queen.
She was crowned Friday night at Tigerama.
Tiger Band's "What I Did For Love" will
create the setting for her royal entrance.
The queen and her court will majestically
ride in on the Homecoming float provided by
the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater-
nity. Mr. Ryan White will present her with a
bouquet of roses.
The winner of the Tigerama '90 skit
competition will also be announced.
Tigerama, sponsored by Blue Key, is a
presentation consisting of a pep rally, skit
competition, and a fireworks show. It is held
each year on the Friday night prior to the
homecoming game. This year's theme was
"Cartoon Clemson". The six participating
organizations were Chi Omega sorority,
Delta Delta Delta sorority. Kappa Sigma
fraternity. Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Pres-
byterian Student Association, and Sigma
Nu fraternity.
Another competition held during Home-
coming week is the float competition. Fra-
ternities work all week, day and night, to
construct the floats which brighten up
Bowman Field. The floats were judged prior
to the game and the winners will be an-
nounced at halftime.
Tiger Band will close with "TIGER RAG!",
joined by the 29th Tiger Alumni Band. As
this tremendous group plays, it will definitely
be "The Song that Shakes the Southland!"
Too soon the festivities will be over and
the crowd will dwindle to nothing. For some
today will be their last glimpse of Clemson
until next year. However, they will have
added another page of good times to their
memories of Clemson.
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Xf you're looking for a bank that
keeps pace with an active student's
lifestyle, C&S is where you belong.
When you bank with C&S, you
have 24 hour a day access to Finan-
cial Wizard Machines located
almost anywhere in South Carolina.
You can withdraw money. Check
your balance. Transfer between
accounts. Even get a complete and
current statement. Also, as students,
you bank free with a Wizard Check-
ing account — no monthly service
chaises and no minimum balance
requirements! With your Wizard
Card, you can also use C&S Instant
Banker Machines in Georpa and
Florida, and ATM machines nation-
wide that display the CIRRUS® and
RELAr" signs. To find out
more about a bank where students
really do belong, call or stop bv
vour nearest C&S Bank.
The Citizens and Southern National Bank
of South Carolina Member FDIC
Cont'd from page 105
Kieran on "Studying Up on Post-Graduate
Football"— ...Ace Parker, the Ebbets Field
idol, will have a rival for Flatbush adulation this
Autumn in Banks McFadden, the Clemson
alumnus, who is gaining ground rapidly under
the coaching of Doc Sutherland. In fact, he's
the leading ground-gainer of the league to
date.
BROOKLYN, Oct. 13— Brooklyn Strikes
Early To Win, 21-0. Manders and Schwartz
Score on Pittsburgh in Opening Period at
Ebbets Field. Shelley's Interception Sets Up
First Tally- Leckonby Gets Touchdown Late in
Fray... After Rhoten Shetley had intercepted a
Pittsburgh pass and run it back 36 yards to the
1 9 in the opening quarter, Parker gained eight
on a reverse and on two plunges McFadden
went to the two. From that point f\/landers went
over for the initial score.
CHICAGO, Oct. 20—(Bears defeat Dodg-
ers, 16-7, despite being held scoreless in first
half. Following Chicago's first touchdown in
the third quarter) . . . Brooklyn's touchdown came
almost immediately afterward. Banks
McFadden ran back the kick-off 1 8 yards to the
26, then gained three on a cut-back. At this
point McFadden faked a spinner, faded deep
and tossed to Parker. The Ace completed the
catch on Chicago's 42, and, after sidestepping
Jack Manders, went all the way for a 71 -yard
score.
PHILADEPHIA, Oct. 26— Three long runs
brought the Dodgers a 21-7 victory over the
Eagles in their National Football League en-
counter under the lights at Shibe Park. While
a crowd of 1 0,000 looked on with amazement
Banks McFadden, Ace Parker and Bill
Leckonby, in that order, ripped of spectacular
dashes of 75, 54 and 98 yards that paved the
way to Brooklyn's fourth circuit triumph... The
initial touchdown was a real eye-opener as the
Dodgers struck suddenly in the middle of the
first quarter. McFadden, on first down on his
own 25, swept wide to his left, skirted the end,
cut back slightly and, after bulling his way past
a horde of Eagles, raced 75 yards for the
score.
NEW YORK, Oct. 29— Banks McFadden,
the former Clemson star, who is now shining
for the Dodgers, has regained the lead in the
individual ground-gaining race in the National
Football League... At the moment McFadden
is setting the pace with a total of 325 yards in
42 attempts for an average of 7.7 yards, by far
the best in the league. (Whizzer) White, with
whom McFadden changed places a week
ago, is credited with a total of 299 yards in 90
attempts and is the runner-up.
BROOKLYN, Nov. 3— (Dodgers lose to
Giants, 1 0-7, and are now 0-1 7-3 against their
cross-city rivals since winning the only time
back in 1 930.)... In the first period the dodgers
fled 58 yards to the 14, and 56 of these were
traversed overhead, a 34-yard Banks
McFadden-Parker pass being the key to the
march. (A fumble ended Kersheval, hobbled
with a broken left tow, missed field goal attempts
of 19 and 33 yards.)
BROOKLYN, Nov. 10— (Headlines)
Dodgers Upset Redskins and Take Second
Place. Brooklyn Victor on Safety, 16-14. 33,848
See Bad Center Pass Cause First Redskin
Loss After Seven Straight. Shetley, Parker
Score. (McFadden saw only limited action
because of hip injury suffered the week be-
fore.)
BROOKLYN, Nov. 17— (Headlines)
Brooklyn Routs Cleveland, 29-1 4. Parker, with
Dodgers trailing 14-0, intercepts a pass and
runs 68 yards to goal. Figures in four touch-
down. Ace, injured. Draws Tribute of 1 9,21 2
—
Kercheval Adds three points on 45-yard Boot.
BROOKLYN, Nov. 24— Before the game
Ace Parker received an automobile, a radio,
wrist watch, floral horseshoe and other tokens
of esteem from fans of Flatbush. After the
game he could have had the Brooklyn Bridge
had he wanted it. Because yesterday at Ebbets
Field the "One Man Gang" staged another of
his "One man shows" as he sparked the
Dodgers to a nerve-tingling 1 4-9 triumph over
the Chicago Cardinals. (A Parker-to-Shetley
pass for 53 yards was the big gainer on the first
Brooklyn TD drive, while a 13-yard Parker-
Shetley completion contributed to the second.
Banks McFadden, still not at full speed, inter-
cepted a Cardinal pass on the goal line and ran
it out 20 yards in the final minute of play to
clinch the victory.)
NEW YORK, Dec. 1— (Headlines) Brook-
lyn Beats Giants, Finishes Second. 54,993
See Dodgers Win On Passes, 1 4-6. McFadden
and Cassiano Score on Parker's Tosses, Sec-
ond Covering 50 Yards. It Was (Mel) Hein's
Day But Parker's Game. Ace's 'Present' Not to
Mel's Liking—Dodgers Top Rivals First Time
in 10 Years ...Perhaps it is unfair to a fine
Brooklyn line to rave about Parker. But this
was indeed his private show. It was Parker
who set up the first touchdown with a 70-yard
quick kick that rolled out of bounds on the two-
yard line. The Giants were in a hole right up to
their ears. Banks McFadden gained two yards,
then Parker faded and spun an artful toss into
the end zone. Perry Schwartz was waiting to
get it, but with a pair of Giants draped around
his neck. Nobody noticed that quicker than the
Ace. So he changed direction slightly and
pitched to McFadden, all alone a few yards
away.
NEW YORK, Dec. 4— (Detroit's Whizzer
White wins his second rushing title in three
years, gaining 51 4 yards in 1 46 attempts for a
3.5 -yard average. Banks McFadden led the
NFL in yards-per-carry with a 6.3 average
—
41 1 yards in 65 carries.
A postscript on Brooklyn teammates
McFadden and Parker. Though they had played
against each other as Clemson and Duke
undergraduates, they began a coaching ri-
valry in the mid-1 950's which ran for a decade:
Parker serving as Duke Coach Bill Murray's
defensive backfield coach. Parker also
coached Duke's baseball team from 1 953 thru
1965, while McFadden was Clemson's bas-
ketball coach 1946-56. Since leaving Duke in
1 965, Parker has served as a scout for the San
Francisco Forty-Niners and St. Louis/Phoenix
Cardinals. He's now retired in Portsmouth,
VA. McFadden launched Clemson's intramu-
ral athletic program in 1970 and managed it
until his retirement in Clemson in 1985.
Brent Breedin, Clemson Sports Informa-
tion Director in 1952-55, was a 14-year-old
South Carolinian living in Pottstown, PA., in
1940 and followed tfie Dodgers via WOR
Radio because of the Carolina connection.
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THE BUILDINGTEAM
When Santens of Belgium
decided to locate a towel
manufacturing plant in the
United States, they selected
Yeargirf Enterprises to design
and build their new facility.
Utilizing the Design/Build
concept and the latest planning,
scheduling, and estimating
technology, Yeargin assembled
"The Building Team" to work
with Santens toward satisfying
their specific needs and technical
requirements.
Through \^lue Engineering
and their Project Control
Management system, Yeargin
was able to minimize the
total cost of the project while
maintaining the desired aesthetic
and functional values for the
facility, which allowed Santens
to maximize the return on their
investment.
The result-a first-class, top
quality, cost effective facility
j
completed on time and within
budget.
Let "The Building Team"
show you how to bring your
project to reality
YEARGIN y
YEARGIN ENTERPRISES, INC. • General Contractors/Construction Managers
121 Edinburgh Court, Greenville, SC 29607 • (803) 232-1491
